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Abstract
Due to quark-gluon confinement in QCD, the quark masses entering the QCD La-
grangian cannot be measured with the same techniques one would use to determine
the mass of non-confined particles. They must be determined either numerically from
Lattice QCD, or analytically using QCD sum rules. The latter makes use of the com-
plex squared energy plane, and Cauchy’s theorem for the correlator of axial-vector
divergences. This procedure relates a QCD expression containing the quark masses,
with an hadronic expression in terms of known hadron masses, couplings, and life-
times/widths. Thus, the quark masses become a function of known hadronic informa-
tion.
In this dissertation, the light quark masses are determined from a QCD finite energy
sum rule, using the pseudoscalar correlator to six-loop order in perturbative QCD,
with the leading vacuum condensates and higher order quark mass corrections in-
cluded. The systematic uncertainties stemming from the hadronic resonance sector
are reduced, by introducing an integration kernel in the Cauchy integral in the com-
plex squared energy plane. Additionally, the issue of convergence of the perturbative
QCD expression for the pseudoscalar correlator is examined. Both the fixed order per-
turbation theory (FOPT) method and contour improved perturbation theory (CIPT)
method are explored. Our results from the latter exhibit good convergence and sta-
bility in the window s0 = 3.0 − 5.0 GeV2 for the strange quark and s0 = 1.5 − 4.0
GeV2 for the up and down quarks; where s0 is the radius of the integration contour
in the complex s-plane. The results are: ms(2 GeV) = 91.8 ± 9.9 MeV, mu(2 GeV)
= 2.6 ± 0.4 MeV, md(2 GeV) = 5.3 ± 0.4 MeV, and the sum mud ≡ (mu + md)/2,
is mud(2 GeV) = 3.9 ± 0.3 MeV. They compare favourably to the PDG and FLAG
world averages.
Further in this dissertation the updated series expansion of the quark mass renormal-
ization group equation (RGE) to five-loop order is derived. The series provides the
relation between a light quark mass in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme
defined at some given scale, e.g. at the tau-lepton mass scale, and another chosen en-
ergy scale, s. This relation explicitly depicts the renormalization scheme dependence
of the running quark mass on the scale parameter, s, and is important in accurately
determining a light quark mass at a chosen scale. The five-loop QCD β(as) and γ(as)
functions are used in this determination.
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1 Introduction
Physics rises and falls by the ability to accurately know its fundamental parameters. Within
different theories the importance placed on various parameters differs. In the field of Quan-
tum Chromodynamics, the strong coupling, vacuum condensate densities and the masses
of the six known quarks are the fundamental parameters of the theory. This dissertation
aims to accurately determine the light quark masses. A precise determination of the up
and down quark masses is of critical importance as they will affect the proton-neutron
mass difference. Further, the masses of the up and down quarks establish the magnitude
of flavour SU(2) and chiral SU(2)
⊗
SU(2) symmetry breaking. The strange quark mass is
equally as important, since it has a strong impact in a variety of Standard Model tests, and
determines the magnitude of flavour SU(3) and chiral SU(3)
⊗
SU(3) symmetry breaking.
There are two major approaches in Quantum Chromodynamics that can be used to cal-
culate the quark masses at some given energy scale. Broadly this divides into a numerical
approach (lattice QCD [1], [2]) and an analytical approach (QCD sum rules [3–5]). Lattice
QCD discretizes space and time to reduce the infinite number of field variables in QCD
to a finite countable number within the path-integral formulation of Quantum Field The-
ory [6]. QCD sum rules separate the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions in
QCD, where the latter are described by quark and gluon condensates which are present.
The sum rule method relates low energy hadronic quantities (which are measurable) to
high energy expressions in QCD, such that unmeasurable QCD parameters become a func-
tion of known hadronic information. Lattice QCD and QCD sum rules are two approaches
which, in many respects, are complementary; and the rivalry that exists between them,
beneficial in incentivizing a deeper understanding of Quantum Chromodynamics and the
strong interaction. While lattice QCD achieves high precision; QCD sum rules provide
vital insight into the origins of different parameters.
QCD sum rules were first formulated by Shifman, Vainshtein, and Zakharov in 1979 [7],
within the framework of Laplace integral transforms. Currently, there are numerous sum
rule frameworks. Various physicists advocate for performing QCD sum rule calculations
using integral transform frameworks (Laplace, Borel or Hilbert); finite energy sum rules, or
the relatively new method of Light-cone sum rules. The finite energy sum rule method, in
which QCD sum rules are placed within the complex squared energy plane, is the approach
taken in this dissertation. This method (first proposed in [8]) can offer precision deter-
minations of QCD and hadronic parameters that currently rival the numerical Quantum
Chromodynamic lattice simulations.
A further deterrent from using integral transform sum rules is that these sum rules tend
to exponentially suppress the dependence of relevant quantities (such as the quark masses)
on the energy parameter s0. This is in favour of using a new scale parameter M2, that
lacks a direct physical interpretation. On the other hand, s0 does have a clear physical in-
terpretation since it is related to finite temperature quark-gluon deconfinement. Recently,
a possible relationship between s0 and the Polyakov loop which signals deconfinement in
lattice QCD has been found [9]. Finite energy sum rules enhance this important parameter,
with s20 appearing in the sum rule expression. Additionally, finite energy sum rules allow
for the easy use of integration kernels: polynomial expressions which are used to quench
the unknown hadronic resonances in the model, thereby reducing systematic uncertainties.
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It is here that we have landed; firmly, in using the analytical QCD finite energy sum
rule (FESR) approach to calculate the mass of the light quarks. There are two major
approaches to performing the contour integral in FESR: fixed order perturbation theory
(FOPT) and contour improved perturbation theory (CIPT). Fixed order keeps – as its
name suggests – the strong coupling, αs(s), frozen on the integration contour, and per-
forms the renormalization group improvement after integration. On the other hand, in
contour improved perturbation theory the strong coupling is running and the renormaliza-
tion group improvement is implemented before integration. The obvious question arises:
Do the results agree?. This leads to a more crucial matter: Which method is superior?.
A question which is difficult to answer, since it is application dependent. In most cases,
FOPT and CIPT are either in agreement, or CIPT presents more reliable results in terms
of stability and convergence considerations. The latter scenario occurs in this determina-
tion.
By now, new readers in this field might have wondered why QCD practitioners turn towards
theoretical sum rules or numerical simulations in order to predict the quark masses. Where
is the role of standard experimental physics? Why cannot the masses of the quarks be
measured using methods similar to those used to detect other high energy particles?
The answer lies in a curious concept called confinement.
Figure 1: Qualitative diagram of quark confinement and the steps in the hadronisation
process [10].
Quantum Chromodynamics is a confining theory, meaning that quarks do not exist in na-
ture as single, free particles; but, are rather found in hadronic bound states. Due to this
quark and gluon confinement it is impossible to determine the quark masses with the same
techniques as one would use to determine the mass of non-confined particles. Hence, the
need for QCD sum rules becomes evident.
QCD sum rules have been successful in extracting an assortment of fundamental parame-
ters and analyzing a wide range of phenomena in strong-interaction physics. For example,
the sum rule method can calculate the lowest-mass hadronic bound states, the lowest-
order hadronic contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment, effective coupling
constants, and quark masses; and can yield interesting insights into the internal wave func-
tions of nucleons and pions [6]. For recent reviews of the method and it’s applications,
see [3, 4, 11,12].
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This dissertation provides a determination of the up, down and strange quark masses
which represent a substantial improvement on previous FESR results. The determination
of these light quark masses is done within both the CIPT and FOPT framework. In 2018,
The Particle Data Group [13] considered two phenomenological determinations [14, 15]
when determining the world average of the up and down quark masses. The latest calcu-
lation of mud [14], published in 2017, determines the up and down quark masses in the
I = 0 scalar channel within the Borel transform framework. It further differs from our
determination since it includes an instanton contribution as a non-perturbative effect in
the theoretical representation of the correlation function. The previous determination [15]
– published in 2009 and also included in the Particle Data Group world average of mud –
is a FESR determination of the up and down quark masses. At this point, the question
naturally emerges: How does our current determination differ from the previous calculation
of mud in [15]?
The determination presented in this dissertation offers considerable improvements in terms
of (i) the analysis of different kernels, (ii) examining the issue of the convergence of the
perturbative QCD expansion, (iii) a different implementation of the running QCD cou-
pling, (iv) a more careful error analysis, and (v) the high numerical precision achieved in
this calculation.
The previous determination [15] performed the calculation of the quark masses in the
framework of CIPT and restricted the choice of kernels to vanish at the resonance peaks,
eventually preferring the kernel P5(s) = 1 − a0 s − a1 s2, with a0 = 0.897 GeV−2 and
a1 = −0.1806 GeV−4. In the current determination, different integration kernels are con-
sidered and the calculations are done in the framework of both FOPT and CIPT.
Further, the issue of the convergence of the perturbative QCD expansion and its effect on
the up and down quark masses was not addressed in [15], but will be considered in the
present determination.
In the previous determination [15], the strong coupling was expressed in terms of the QCD
scale ΛQCD, as in αs(s) ∝ 1/ ln(s/Λ2QCD), a procedure that will not be followed here as
it leads to unnecessary larger uncertainties. Instead, the renormalization group equation
for the strong coupling will be used in order to express the coupling in terms of some well
known value at a given scale, e.g. at the tau-lepton mass scale.
Additionally, the error analysis in [15] did not include the error due the dependence of the
up and down quark masses on the value of s0; calculated the uncertainty due to the gluon
condensate by gauging the effect of multiplying the gluon condensate by a factor of two;
and assumed, somewhat arbitrarily, a 30% uncertainty in the hadronic sector. A more
robust error analysis is given in this determination.
A final remark is the comparative high numerical precision of the present determination:
the calculations have been computed in Mathematica (see the supplementary material),
a modern 64-bit computer language with natural support for precision real and complex
numbers. At a minimum, using the machine precision corresponds to 16 digits of man-
tissa, although higher multiples of the machine precision can be used. In comparison, the
determination in [15] was performed using Fortran 90 with code edited and updated from
Fortran 77; respectively these are 1991 and 1977 computer languages. Typically the early
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standard Fortran versions only contain single precision (numbers accurate to 7 digits of
mantissa), while double precision (typically 14 digits of mantissa) can be specified for real
numbers. Complex numbers present more of an issue, as the double precision must be split
between the real and imaginary components. Notwithstanding this, it is the confluence of
these different working numerical precisions in earlier Fortran languages that can typically
result in an accumulated error. The issue of numerical precision can make a notable impact
on the results. For example, in CIPT where the renormalization group equations must be
solved at 10 000 points around the circular contour, with each point relying on the previous
value of the strong coupling as an initial condition, the opportunity for numerical carried
error is pronounced. In Mathematica the numerical underflow in such a situation can be
managed with greater care. The determination present in this dissertation therefore rep-
resents a significant advancement in achieved numerical precision of FESR determinations
of the up and down quark masses.
Similarly, in 2018 the Particle Data Group [13] considered three phenomenological determi-
nations [16–18] when determining the world average of the strange quark mass. The latest
publication [16], published in 2016, uses a renormalization group summed perturbation
theory and relates this to τ -decay spectral function data in order to extract the strange
quark mass. This is not a FESR sum rule determination of ms, and as such will not be
examined further here. The previous determination [17], published in 2013, is a FESR
determination of the strange quark mass. The determination is performed in Mathematica
and the convergence of the perturbative QCD expansion is examined. However, the cal-
culations in [17] are only performed in the framework of FOPT. Here, in this dissertation,
both FOPT and CIPT are considered, leading to a different conclusion about the preferred
framework in which to calculate the strange quark mass (in terms of stability and conver-
gence) being made. The 2008 determination [18], was calculated by the same collaboration
and around the same time as the determination in [15]. Consequently it suffers from all
the issues pertaining to the determination in [15] discussed previously.
A final comment is that the fully annotated Mathematica notebooks supporting this de-
termination of the up, down and strange quark masses are openly available. This is one of
the first determinations within the field of QCD sum rules to make its code available with
the paper for publication, since the author strongly believes in the importance of modern
research and open collaboration. See Appendix (A.4) for details about accessing the code
on the Github repository. Further, the annotated Mathematica notebooks are provided in
the supplementary material.
1.1 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation is organized in two parts. The first part details the determination of the
up, down and strange quark mass. Part II describes regularization and renormalization in
QCD, and how these tools are used in the light quark mass determinations that appear in
Part I. Part I and Part II do not have to be read consecutively.
In Part I:
First, quark-hadron duality and Cauchy’s Theorem, the cornerstone of finite energy sum
rules, will be reviewed in section (2).
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Section (3) discusses the operator product expansion and its ability to describe higher
dimensional non-perturbative effects. The expressions for the pseudoscalar correlator are
given.
In section (4) the calculation of the contour integral in the FESR is developed. The two
major approaches used this dissertation: fixed order perturbation theory and contour im-
proved perturbation theory are described in detail.
Section (5) explores the spectral function of the correlator Ψ5(q2) in the hadronic sector.
The spectral function beyond the chiral limit is compared to the spectral function in the
chiral limit. The full hadronic spectral function beyond the chiral limit is modelled for
both mud and ms.
Several different kernels can be used in order to quench the hadronic resonances. These
integration kernels are explored in section (6).
The perturbative QCD expansion is only known up to the O(α4s) term and does not appear
to converge. Section (7) examines how this affects the light quark masses calculated using
fixed order perturbation theory.
In section (8) the results for the up, down and strange quark masses in the CIPT and
FOPT framework are presented. Further, the effect of different integration kernels on the
stability of the light quark masses is explored. This section includes an analysis of the
contributing uncertainties in the quark mass determinations and a review of the previous
results.
In Part II:
To begin Part II, section (9) reviews the derivation of the QCD renormalized coupling
constant gR to lowest order and the first β coefficient, β0.
The renormalization group equations are given in section (10).
In section (11) we calculate the updated series expansion of the quark mass renormalization
group equation (RGE) to five-loop order using Rule-based Integration (Rubi) [19], a new
Mathematica package that provides a method of symbolic integration.
Section (12) concludes the dissertation.
There are a number of appendices to this dissertation. Appendix (A.1) derives, through
the use of Cauchy’s theorem, the finite energy sum rule which forms the basis of the
light quark mass calculation. Appendix (A.2) derives the perturbative contribution of the
pseudoscalar correlator to lowest order of αs. The quark mass definitions pertaining to
this dissertation are described in appendix (A.3). Appendix (A.4) provides details for
accessing the GitHub repository where the latest annotated Mathematica code notebooks
supporting the determination of the light quark masses presented here, can be found.
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Part I
Up, Down and Strange Quark Mass Determinations
2 Quark-Hadron Duality and Cauchy’s Theorem
The relationship between Quantum Chromodynamics (the strong-interaction theory be-
tween quarks and gluons) and hadronic physics (the theory of strongly interactive bound
states of quarks) is known as the quark-hadron duality [20]. The notion was first formu-
lated in 1976 by Poggio, Quinn and Weinberg [21] who explored the idea that cross-sections
calculable in quark-gluon perturbation theory should approximately coincide with inclu-
sive high energy hadronic cross sections averaged over an energy range. Unfortunately, the
idea has remained vague for many decades – with physicists still being unable to answer
fundamental questions as to the energy scale relevant in invoking quark-hadron duality; if
non-perturbative effects should be included in the QCD predictions; or if we are able to
quantify the effects of potential duality violations. Despite this, there are numerous appli-
cations in which the notion of the quark-hadron duality has been beneficially implemented,
for example: deep inelastic scattering, e+e− annihilation, hadronic τ decays and Z peak
physics [20].
The basic structure of all QCD sum rules relies on invoking the notion of quark-hadron
duality to relate fundamental Quantum Chromodynamic parameters which cannot be mea-
sured, to experimentally measurable hadronic spectral densities. This is done by consid-
ering a QCD correlation function of currents within the framework of the operator prod-
uct expansion (OPE). This framework enables one to separate the short-distance/large-
momentum and the large-distance/small-momentum interactions. Asymptotic freedom
allows the first type of quark-gluon interactions to be calculated using perturbative QCD,
while the second type are described as non-perturbative vacuum condensates which enter
as higher dimensional power corrections in the OPE [4,5,22]. The sum rule approach then
matches this QCD calculation to a sum over hadronic states using dispersion relations.
Through this method one is able to isolate a particular parameter and theoretically deter-
mine its value.
The starting point in calculating the light quark masses, then, is to consider the correlator
of two pseudoscalar densities in momentum space. The pseudoscalar density j5(x) with
quantum number JPC = 1++ [23], is the divergence of the flavour i, j axial-vector current
given by the Ward Identity
j5(x) ≡ ∂µAµ(x)|QCD = (mi +mj)N{qj(x) i γ5 qi(x)} , (2.1)
where N{ } is the standard normal-ordering operator, mi,j are the running quark masses
in QCD, and i, j denotes the quark flavour.
The correlator of j5(x) is particularly useful in the calculation of the light quark masses,
since it involves these quark masses as overall multiplicative factors. It is defined as
Ψ5(s ≡ −q2) = i
∫
d4x eiqx 〈Ω|T{j5(x) j†5(0)} |Ω〉 , (2.2)
where Ω represents the physical vacuum and the Mandelstam variable s ≡ −q2 used.
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To determine the masses of the up and down quarks, we consider Ψ5(q2) where j5(x) =
(md +mu)N{d(x) i γ5 u(x)}. In the strange quark case we consider Ψ5(q2) where j5(x) =
(ms +mud)N{s(x) i γ5 u(x)} and mud ≡ (mu + md)/2.
In this dissertation there will be different correlators depending on the currents in their
definition. However, the flavour indices i, j have been omitted when referring to j5(x) and
Ψ5(q
2). This simplified notation is used throughout the dissertation to keep the formulas
readable. In context it will always be made clear if the correlator for the case of the up
and down quark mass determination, or the correlator for the case of the strange quark
mass determination, is being considered.
The two-point correlation function Π5(q2) is defined to differ from Ψ5(q2) by a normaliza-
tion factor,
Ψ5(q
2) ≡ (mi +mj)2 Π5(q2) . (2.3)
This normalization factor is motivated by the perturbative result for Ψ5(q2) which, to
lowest order of αs, is derived in appendix (A.2). Π5(q2) has an analyticity property that
is important in developing the QCD sum rule methods.
Theorem 2.1 (Analyticity of the correlator) Barring a branch-cut along the positive
real axis, Π5(q2) is an analytic function in the entire complex s-plane.
Theorem (2.1) does not only hold in QCD perturbation theory, but is a general property
of local quantum field theories [24,25].
The QCD representation of the correlator, Eq.(2.2), is clearly the Fourier transform of
the vacuum expectation value of the time-ordered product of a local current operator and
its hermitian conjugate. This pseudoscalar correlator can also be represented in terms
of hadronic currents and fields. When one is faced with two different representations of
the same object, the natural question arises as to how to relate them. Finite energy sum
rules approach this question through applying the renowned Cauchy’s theorem within the
framework of the complex squared energy plane. Due to the analyticity of the correlator
Π5(q
2), the Quantum Chromodynamic singularities in the complex plane belong on the
positive real axis in the form of poles along the branch-cut corresponding to hadrons which
do not decay in terms of the strong-interaction, and resonances on the second Riemann
sheet corresponding to excitations (pi′, pi′′, K etc.). These resonances, each with a particu-
lar width Γ (relating to their lifetime, Γ ∝ 1/τ) are located a distance√Γ from the real axis.
Consider an integration contour in the complex energy plane, figure (2). Due to the afore-
mentioned singularities, the perturbative QCD approximation is not valid on the real axis.
However, if the radius of the circle |s0| is sufficiently large (i.e. |s0| ≥ 1GeV2), perturba-
tive QCD is expected to hold elsewhere on the contour [5]. The hadronic physics on the real
axis is then related to the QCD physics on the circle through the use of Cauchy’s Theorem.
In full generality, Cauchy’s Residue Theorem states
∮
dsΠ(s) = 2pii Res[ Π(s), s = 0 ] , (2.4)
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with Π(s) an analytic function in the complex energy plane, and Res[ Ψ5(s)P5(s), s = 0 ]
the residues at the pole(s) inside the integration contour.
Figure 2: The integration contour in the complex s-plane involves the QCD correlator;
while the branch cut across the real axis brings in the hadronic spectral function. The
radius of the circular contour |s0| represents the onset of pQCD.
Following a short derivation (see appendix (A.1)), Cauchy’s theorem for the pseudoscalar
correlation function, Eq.(2.2), becomes
1
2pi i
∮
C(|s0|)
dsΨ5(s)|QCD P5(s) +
∫ s0
sth
ds
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|HAD P5(s) = Res[ Ψ5(s)P5(s), s = 0 ] ,
(2.5)
where sth is the quark-pair production threshold, P5(s) is some meromorphic function,
and Res[ Ψ5(s)P5(s), s = 0 ] are the residues at the pole(s). A meromorphic function of
s, P5(s), is introduced in order to quench the contribution from the hadronic resonance
sector which would otherwise result in a major source of systematic uncertainties in the
calculation.
For the up and down quark mass determination, the hadronic spectrum consists primarily
of the pion pole (whose characteristics are known from direct experimental measurement)
and two radial excitations of the pion (which are the resonances with known masses and
widths). In calculating the strange quark mass, the hadronic spectrum consists of the
kaon pole, the narrow width resonant sub-channel K∗(892), and two radial excitations
of the kaon. However, in both the up and down quark and the strange quark case, the
knowledge of a pole and radial excitations is not enough to fully construct the hadronic
spectral function due to inelasticity, non-resonant background noise and interference [18].
It is for these reasons that P5(s), a quenching kernel, is used.
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3 The Operator Product Expansion in QCD
In 1969, K.G. Wilson suggested that a linear combination of local operators could be used
to calculate the effect of multiple products of operators [26, 27]. This is known as the
operator product expansion (OPE) in quantum field theory. The OPE provides us with an
approximate means of calculating Ψ5(q2)|QCD which enters the left-hand side of our FESR
Eq.(2.5). Ψ5(q2)|QCD consists firstly, of a perturbative contribution calculated in pQCD
(see appendix (A.2) for the derivation of Ψ5(q2)|pQCD to lowest order); and secondly, of
non-perturbative effects due to the soft gluon and quark fields in the QCD vacuum. The
nonlinear nature of the QCD Lagrangian is responsible for these vacuum fluctuations [7].
In this section, we briefly describe the fundamental ideas around the OPE, before giving the
explicit expressions of the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions of Ψ5(q2)|QCD.
Let O1 and O2 be two operators in QFT separated by a small distance x′. Consider a
general product of these operators at x = x′ and x = 0, i.e. O1(x)O2(0). The product
has the potential to create a general disturbance locally around x = 0. However, the OPE
suggests that this product of operators can be replaced by a local operator O3(0), with the
same global symmetry quantum numbers as O1(x)O2(0) [28]. The local operator O3(0),
can then be re-expressed as a linear sum of standard basis operators
O1(x)O2(0) →
∑
n
C12 d(x)Od(0) , (3.1)
where Od(0) are local operators and C12 d(x) are singular distributions.
Using Eq.(3.1) we are able to write the two-point correlation function (Eqs.(2.2-2.3)) in
terms of an operator product expansion
Π5(q
2)|QCD = C0 I +
∑
n=1
C2n(q2, µ2) 〈0| O2n(µ2) |0〉 , (3.2)
where C2n(q2, µ2) are known as the Wilson coefficients, and the operators are ordered in
terms of their dimension d, where d ≡ 2n.
The term C0 I has dimensionality d = 0 and is the purely perturbative contribution of
Ψ5(q
2)|QCD, i.e. C0 I = Π5(q2)|PQCD. The terms 〈0| O2n(µ2) |0〉 are vacuum expecta-
tion values of the product of gauge invariant gluon and quark fields. These QCD vacuum
fields are known as vacuum condensates. The vacuum condensates represent the higher
order non-perturbative corrections to the OPE, and are in fact properties of the QCD
vacuum [29].
Through our representation of Π5(q2)|QCD in the framework of an operator product ex-
pansion (Eq.(3.2)) we introduced a scale µ. This scale is responsible for the separation of
short and long distance effects. The Wilson coefficients C2n(q2, µ2) absorb interactions at
momenta q2 > µ2, while interactions at momenta q2 < µ2 are absorbed into the vacuum
condensates [4].
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There are no dimension d = 2 operators, formed from the quark and gluon fields of QCD,
that are invariant under gauge transformations [4,30]. Hence, it is usually assumed that the
OPE starts at dimension d = 4. Here, 〈0|G aµν Gaµν |0〉 and 〈0|mq q |0〉 are the relevant
vacuum condensates, which are depicted in diagrams 4 and 5 (figure 3) respectively.
Figure 3: Feynman Diagrams representing the operator product expansion for
Π5(q
2) [23]. The first three diagrams represent one- and two- loop peturbative
contributions in the OPE, while the last three diagrams represent the non-perturbative
contributions due to the vacuum condensates: the gluon condensate, quark condensate
and a typical six-dimension condensate respectively.
Both the gluon condensate and quark condensate are renormalization group invariant. For
example, in the d = 4 quark case, the dependence of the quark masses on the scale µ2
cancels with the corresponding quark condensate in OPE. Therefore, once the vacuum con-
densates in a specific channel are determined, their same values can be used throughout
the calculation [3].
While the Wilson coefficients can be calculated in perturbative QCD, the values of the
vacuum condensates cannot be obtained analytically from first principles as this would
essentially be solving QCD analytically and exactly. Thus, these values need to be solved
either through finite energy sum rule applications involving theory and data, or through
Lattice QCD. The simplest condensate to determine is the quark condensate, which can
be related to the pion decay constant through the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GMOR)
relation [31]
(mu +md) 〈0| u¯ u+ d¯ d |0〉 = − 2 f2pim2pi (1− δpi) , (3.3)
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where fpi = 92.07± 1.20MeV is the experimentally measured pion decay constant [13].
In current applications we use the fact that due to isospin symmetry, 〈q¯q〉 = 〈u¯u〉 = 〈d¯d〉.
Further, due to spontaneous symmetry breaking, 〈q¯q〉 6= 0. Higher order corrections to
the GMOR relation which stem from the hadronic sector are encoded by δpi and are at the
level of a few percent in SU(2)
⊗
SU(2) (6.5% using fixed order perturbation theory and
7.0% using contour improved perturbation theory [32]), and approximately 55% in SU(3)⊗
SU(3) [33].
Regarding d = 6 dimension contributions such as 〈0| q Γ1 q q Γ2 q |0〉 (diagram 6, figure
(3)) they are, at the present time, reliant on the assumption of vacuum saturation. As
such, they are not well known and shall not be included in these calculations. Higher order
condensates entering the OPE for d > 6 are not known with good accuracy.
We expect these higher dimensional condensates to be suppressed by large powers of
Λ 2vac/Q
2, where Λvac dictates the long-distance scale at which the quark and gluon fields
fluctuate in the QCD vacuum [4]. However, a question remains: Is there still a significant
impact from not knowing the value of the higher dimensional condensates (d ≥ 6) on our
results for the light quark masses? This is an open question which depends on how quickly
the OPE series in Eq.(3.2) converges. Techniques, such as performing a Taylor expansion of
this series, seem to reduce the dependence of the calculations on the higher order unknown
condensates. This is explored in more detail in section (7).
3.1 Pseudoscalar Correlator
Expanding the pseudoscalar correlator Ψ5(q2)|QCD within the OPE framework, Eq.(3.2),
gives
Ψ5(q
2)|QCD = (mi +mj)2
{
− q2 Π05(q2) + (mi +mj)2 Π25(q2)
± Cq(L, as)−q2 (mi +mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
+
3∑
j=1
Cj(L, as)
−q2 〈Oj〉+O
(
1
q4
)}
,
(3.4)
where mi,j stands for the quark masses with i, j flavour in the MS renormalization scheme,
and the upper indices appearing on the two-point correlator Π5(q2) denote the d =
0 peturbative function and the d = 2 perturbative mass correction term respectively.
The third term in Eq.(3.4) takes on a specific sign depending on the type of corre-
lator: − Cq(L,as)−q2 (mi + mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
is used in the case of the pseudoscalar correlator and
+
Cq(L,as)
−q2 (mi +mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
is used in the case of the scalar correlator.
For the case of the correlator Eq.(3.4) determining the mass of the up and down quark, we
have
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(mi + mj) → (md + mu) , (3.5)
and for the case of the correlator Eq.(3.4) determining the strange quark mass, we have
(mi + mj) → (ms + mud) , (3.6)
where mud ≡ (mu + md)/2. The definitions in Eqs.(3.5 - 3.6) are used throughout this
dissertation.
The perturbative QCD function Π05(q2) can be found in [22, 34], whilst the O(α4s) result
can be obtained from [35] through twice integrating1 Π0 ′′5 (q2) with respect to −q2. To
O(α4s) it is given by
Π05(q
2) =
1
16pi2
[
− 12 + 6L + asA1(q2) + a2sA2(q2) + a3sA3(q2) + a4sA4(q2)
]
, (3.7)
where the variables L and as used throughout this dissertation are defined as
L ≡ ln(−q2/µ2) , as ≡ αs(−q2)/pi , (3.8)
and the Ai(q2) are
A1(q
2) = −131
2
+ 34L − 6L2 + 24 ζ3
A2(q
2) = −17645
24
+ 353 ζ3 − 8nf ζ3 + 511
18
nf +
3
2
ζ4 − 50 ζ5
+
(
4nf ζ3 − 65
4
nf − 117 ζ3 + 10801
24
)
L +
(
11
3
nf − 106
)
L2
+
(
− nf
3
+
19
2
)
L3
A3(q
2) =
(
4748953
864
− pi
4
6
− 91519
36
ζ3 +
715
2
ζ5
)
L − 6
(4781
18
− 475
8
ζ3
)
L2
+ 229L3 − 221
16
L4
1The process of integrating a function twice introduces two integration constants. Hence, the O(α4s) result
for the correlator, Eq.(3.7), is only correct up to some constant. However, these unfixed integration
constants are unimportant since Π05(q2) only appears in the contour integral. Any analytic function added
to Π05(q2) will not change the contour integral.
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A4(q
2) =
5∑
i=1
Hi L
i , (3.9)
with ζn the Riemann zeta-function, nf = 3 in the light quark sector, and the coefficients
Hi involving long expressions obtained from [35], numerically reducing to H1 = 33532.3,
H2 = −15230.645111, H3 = 3962.454926, H4 = −534.0520833, and H5 = 24.17187500.
The perturbative contribution of the pseudoscalar correlator, Eq.(3.7), to lowest order of
αs is derived in appendix (A.2).
The d = 2 perturbative mass correction term in Eq.(3.4) is obtained from [35]
Π25(q
2) =
1
16pi2
[
− 12 + 12L + as
(− 100 + 64L − 24L2 + 48 ζ3)
+ a2s
(
5065 − 1848ζ3 − 1746L + 300L2
)]
.
(3.10)
The mass correction term Eq.(3.10) is negligible when determining the mass of the up and
down quark. It must, however, be taken into consideration when determining the mass of
the strange quark.
Next, we have the d = 4 perturbative mass correction term in the OPE Eq.(3.4)
C3(L, as)
−q2 〈O3〉 =
1
−q2
3
16pi2
[
1 + 2L + as
(
− 6520
567
+
346
63
L
)
+ a2s
(
− 67
324
+
16
7
L
)]
(mi +mj)
4 .
(3.11)
As with the d = 2 mass correction term, the d = 4 term Eq.(3.11) is only taken into
consideration when determining the mass of the strange quark, and is negligible in the up
and down quark case.
The leading order non-perturbative terms in Ψ5(q2)|QCD are the light quark condensate
contribution, the gluon condensate contribution and the strange quark condensate contri-
bution, respectively.
The light quark condensate contribution in the OPE Eq.(3.4) is
− Cq(L, as)−q2 (mi +mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
= − 1−q2
[
1 + as
(
14
3
− 2L
)]
(mi +mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
, (3.12)
where there is a minus sign in front of the coefficient Cq(L, as) since we are considering
the pseudoscalar correlator. When determining the up and down quark mass it is safe to
ignore here the light quark condensate contribution [22,36]. For the case of the correlator
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determining the strange quark mass, Eq.(3.6) and the light quark condensate contribution
Eq.(3.12) are taken into account.
The gluon condensate contribution in the OPE Eq.(3.4) is
C1(L, as)
−q2 〈O1〉 =
1
−q2
1
8
[
1 + as
(
11
2
− 2L
)] 〈
asG
a
µν G
aµν
〉
. (3.13)
In theory, there is an issue related to the removal of logarithmic quark-mass singulari-
ties [22] present in the gluon condensate contribution. However, due to the magnitude
of uncertainties from other sources this turns out to be numerically negligible. Hence,
Eq.(3.13) may be safely used. The gluon condensate contribution is important in both
cases – in determining the up and down quark mass, and in determining the strange quark
mass. In the up and down quark case Eq.(3.5) is relevant, while in the strange quark case
we take Eq.(3.6) into account.
Finally, the strange quark condensate contribution in the OPE Eq.(3.4) is given by
C2(L, as)
−q2 〈O2〉 =
1
−q2
1
2
[
1 + as
(
11
3
− 2L
)]
(mi +mj)
〈
s¯ s
〉
. (3.14)
The strange quark condensate Eq.(3.14) only contributes, as its name suggests, in the case
of the correlator determining the strange quark mass.
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4 Integration in the Complex Energy Plane
Section (3) described how to calculate the pseudoscalar correlator Ψ5(q2)|QCD in the frame-
work of an operator product expansion. Through the use of renormalization group equa-
tions we can simplify the pseudoscalar correlator. Sections (10) and (11) provide details on
the renormalization group equations. In this section, we focus on performing the contour
integral of Ψ5(q2)|QCD that appears in our finite energy sum rule Eq.(2.5). This contour
integral is usually performed in two ways: viz. fixed order perturbation theory (FOPT),
and contour improved perturbation theory (CIPT) [37, 38]. The two methods differ de-
pending on the order in which the operations are performed – the renormalization group
improvement before integration or vice versa [39].
In a variety of applications either both methods (CIPT or FOPT) give similar results, or
CIPT leads to better behaved predictions [37]. The latter will turn out to be the case in
this determination. Both approaches are described below.
Figure 4: Circular contour in the complex energy plane, clearly marking the contour
radius |s0| and the integration angle φ. The contour integral can be performed using
fixed order perturbation theory or contour improved perturbation theory
4.1 Fixed Order Perturbation Theory
In FOPT the strong coupling, αs(s), is frozen on the integration contour (i.e. at a given
energy scale s = s0, when integrating in φ. All contributions to the pseudoscalar corre-
lator Ψ5(q2)|QCD (Eqs.(3.4) – (3.11)), including the logarithmic terms (ln(−q2/µ2)), are
present in the integral.
The renormalization group (RG) improvement (the re-summation over leading log terms)
of the QCD correlator is implemented after integration by setting the renormalization scale
µ2 = −q2.
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4.2 Contour Improved Perturbation Theory
In CIPT, the renormalization group (RG) improvement of the QCD correlator is per-
formed before integration. The setting of µ2 = −q2 eliminates all the logarithmic terms
(ln(−q2/µ2)).
The strong coupling αs(s) and quark massmq(s) are running, and as such must be obtained
by numerically solving the renormalization group equations at each point around the circu-
lar contour (i.e. at each value of the integration angle φ) during integration (see figure (4)).
To describe the running of the strong coupling, αs(s) is expressed in terms of a chosen
scale s = s∗ where its value is known with high precision. As an initial value for the
strong coupling, we use the world average of the strong coupling constant αs(M2Z) =
0.1181 ± 0.0011 [13]. This is run to our chosen scale s∗ = M2τ using RunDec (version
3) [40] to decouple over flavour thresholds, which yields
αs(s
∗ ≡ M2τ ) = 0.3205± 0.0183 . (4.1)
The series expansion of the renormalization group equation (Eq.(11.6)) is then used to
determine αs(s) at each point around the circular contour. Similarly, by Taylor expanding
the renormalization group equation formq(s), the quark mass can also be expressed at each
point around the circular contour in terms of its value at some scale s = s∗ (see Eq.(11.8)).
It is worth noting the asymptotic behaviour of perturbative part of the correlator Ψ05(q2):
it diverges quadratically as −q2 →∞
lim |−q2→∞ Ψ05(q2) = lim |−q2→∞
(
− q2 (mi +mj) Π05(q2)
)
∼ q2 . (4.2)
From Eq.(4.2) we infer that the dispersion relations for Ψ5(q2) will involve two subtrac-
tions. Normally this not a major concern in finite energy sum rules, as the integrals are
over a finite range. The alternative is to consider the second derivative, Ψ′′5(q2). In FOPT
one can either use the correlator Ψ5(q2)|QCD (Eq.(3.4)), or its second derivative2. How-
ever, in CIPT it is far more convenient to use the second derivative, Ψ′′5(q2)|QCD. In the
remainder of this section we give the expressions for the second derivative of the correlator
with respect to −q2, and the corresponding FESR.
The expansion of Ψ′′5(q2)|QCD within the OPE framework Eq.(3.2) is given by
Ψ
′′
5(q
2)|QCD = (mi +mj)2
{
− 1
q2
Π0
′′
5 (q
2) − 1
q4
(mi +mj)
2 Π2
′′
5 (q
2)
± Iq(L, as)−q6 (mi +mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
+
3∑
j=1
Ij(L, as)
−q6 〈Oj〉+O
(
1
q8
)}
,
(4.3)
2Ψ5(q
2)|QCD only appears in the contour integral. Hence, the information contained in the two constants
which are lost when taking the second derivative of Ψ5(q2)|QCD are unimportant.
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where mi,j are the quark masses in the MS renormalization scheme, Eq.(3.5) is relevant
in the up and down quark mass determination, and Eq.(3.6) is taken into account in the
strange quark mass determination. The lower sign in front of the third term in Eq.(4.3)
corresponds to the case of the pseudoscalar correlator and the upper sign corresponds to
the case of the scalar correlator.
The second derivative of the perturbative QCD function, Π0 ′′5 (q2), can be found in [36,41],
and the O(α4s) result is given in [35]
Π0
′′
5 (q
2) =
3
8pi2
[
1 + asK1(q
2) + a2sK2(q
2) + a3sK3(q
2) + a4sK4(q
2)
]
, (4.4)
where the variables L and as are defined in Eq.(3.8), and the Ki(q2)
K1(q
2) =
11
3
+ 2L
K2(q
2) =
5071
144
− 35
2
ζ3 +
139
6
L +
17
4
L2
K3(q
2) =
1995097
5184
− 1
36
pi4 − 65869
219
ζ3 +
715
12
ζ5 +
(
2720
9
− 475
4
ζ3
)
L
+
695
8
L2 +
221
24
L3
K4(q
2) =
2361295759
497664
− 2915
10368
pi4 − 25214831
5184
ζ3 +
192155
216
ζ23 +
59875
108
ζ5 − 625
48
ζ6
− 52255
256
ζ7 +
(
43647875
10368
− 1
18
pi4 − 864685
288
ζ3 +
24025
48
ζ5
)
L
+
(
1778273
1152
− 16785
32
ζ3
)
L2 +
79333
288
L3 +
7735
384
L4 ,
(4.5)
are the second derivatives of the Ai(q2) (defined in Eq.(3.9)) with respect to −q2, with ζn
the Riemann zeta-function and nf = 3 in the light quark sector.
The second derivative of the d = 2 perturbative mass correction term in Eq.(4.3) is found
in [35]
Π2
′′
5 (q
2) =
6
8pi2
[
1 + as
(
28
3
+ 4L
)
+ a2s
(
8557
72
− 77
3
ζ3 +
147
2
L +
25
2
L2
)]
. (4.6)
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The mass correction term Eq.(4.6) is considered important in the case of the strange quark
mass determination, but can safely be ignored in the determination of the up and down
quark mass.
Next, we have the second derivative of the d = 4 perturbative mass correction term in the
OPE Eq.(4.3)
I3(L, as)
−q6 〈O3〉 =
1
−q6
{
− 3
36pi2
[
1 +
4
3
as
] [
1 + as
(
121
18
+ 2L
)]
+
3
7pi2
[
1
as
− 53
24
] [
1 + as
(
64
9
+ 2L
)]
− 3
7pi2
[
1
as
+
155
24
+
15
4
L
]}
(mi +mj)
4 .
(4.7)
As with the d = 2 mass correction term, the d = 4 term Eq.(4.7) is negligible in the up
and down quark case, and is taken into consideration when determining the mass of the
strange quark.
The second derivative of leading order non-perturbative terms in Ψ′′5(q2)|QCD – the light
quark condensate contribution, the gluon condensate contribution and the strange quark
condensate contribution – are given in Eqs.(4.8 - 4.10), respectively.
The light quark condensate contribution in the OPE Eq.(4.3) is
− Iq(L, as)−q6 (mi +mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
= − 2−q6
[
1 + as
(
23
3
+ 2L
)]
(mi +mj)
〈
q¯ q
〉
, (4.8)
where there is a minus sign in front of the coefficient Iq(L, as) since we are considering the
pseudoscalar correlator. For the case of the correlator determining the up and down quark
mass, it is safe to ignore the light quark condensate contribution [22,36].
The gluon condensate contribution in the OPE Eq.(4.3) is
I1(L, as)
−q6 〈O1〉 =
1
−q6
1
4
[
1 +
16
9
as
] [
1 + as
(
121
18
+ 2L
)] 〈
asG
a
µν G
aµν
〉
. (4.9)
The gluon condensate contribution is important in both cases – in determining the up and
down quark mass, and in determining the strange quark mass.
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Finally, the strange quark condensate contribution in the OPE Eq.(4.3) is given by
I2(L, as)
−q6 〈O2〉 =
1
−q6
{
− 4
9
as
[
1 +
91
24
as
] [
1 + as
(
121
18
+ 2L
)]
+
[
1 + as
(
64
9
+ 2L
)]}
(mi +mj)
〈
s¯ s
〉
.
(4.10)
The strange quark condensate Eq.(4.10) only contributes in the case of the correlator
determining the strange quark mass.
In the framework of CIPT, the QCD finite energy sum rule is given by
1
2pi i
∮
C(|s0|)
dsΨ
′′
5(s)|QCD
[
F (s) − F (s0)
]
+
∫ s0
sth
ds
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|HAD P5(s)
= Res[ Ψ5(s)P5(s), s = 0 ] ,
(4.11)
where, as in Eq.(2.5), sth is the the quark-pair production threshold, P5(s) is an integra-
tion kernel chosen to quench the uncertainty in the hadronic resonance sector, F (s) is the
form of this kernel accompanying the second derivative of the correlator Ψ′′5(s)|QCD, and
Res[ Ψ5(s)P5(s), s = 0 ] are the residues at the pole(s).
F (s) depends on the explicit form of the kernel P5(s) and on the energy scale s0 which
corresponds to the radius in the complex energy plane. Specifically
∮
ds
d2 Ψ5(s)
d s2
[
F (s) − F (s0)
]
=
∮
ds Ψ5(s) P5(s) , (4.12)
with
F (s) =
∫ s
0
[
G(s
′
) − G(s0)
]
ds
′
=
∫ s
0
[ ∫ s′
0
P5(s
′′
) ds
′′ −
∫ s0
0
P5(s
′′
) ds
′′]
ds
′
, (4.13)
where we have made use of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Various different
integration kernels are discussed in section (6).
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5 The Hadronic Spectrum
Now we turn towards the hadronic sector. For the case of the the up and down quark mass
determination, the spectral function of the correlator Ψ5(q2), Eq.(2.2), involves the pion
pole followed by the three-pion resonance contribution
1
pi
ImΨ5(s ≡ −q2)|HAD = 2 f2pim4pi δ(s−m2pi) +
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|RES (5.1)
where fpi = (92.07 ± 1.20) MeV [13], mpi = (134.9770 ± 0.0005) MeV [13], and the three-
pion resonance contribution is due to the pi(1300) followed by the pi(1800) excitations [13].
In the chiral limit the threshold behaviour of the three-pion state, first obtained in [42], is
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|pipipi = θ(s) 1
3
m4pi
f2pi
1
28 pi4
s . (5.2)
Beyond the chiral limit the threshold behaviour, first obtained correctly in [43], is given by
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|pipipi = θ
(
s− 9m2pi
) 1
9
m4pi
f2pi
1
28 pi4
IPS(s) , (5.3)
where the phase-space integral IPS(s) is
IPS(s) =
∫ (√s−mpi)2
4m2pi
du
√
1 − 4m
2
pi
u
λ1/2(1, u/s, m2pi/s)
{
5 +
1
2
1
(s − m2pi)2
×
[
(s − 3u + 3m2pi)2 + 3λ(s, u, m2pi)
(
1 − 4m
2
pi
u
)
+ 20m4pi
]
+
1
(s − m2pi)
[
3(u − m2pi) − s + 9m2pi
]}
,
(5.4)
where
λ(1, u/s, m2pi/s) ≡
[
1 − (
√
u + mpi)
2
s
] [
1 − (
√
u − mpi)2
s
]
, (5.5)
and
λ(s, u, m2pi) ≡
[
s − (√u + mpi)2
] [
s − (√u − mpi)2
]
, (5.6)
which in the chiral limit reduces to IPS = 3 s.
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The threshold expression Eq.(5.3) normalizes the hadronic resonance spectral function,
modelled as a combination of Breit-Wigner forms BWi(s)
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|RES = 1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|pipipi [BW1(s) + κBW2(s)]
(1 + κ)
, (5.7)
where sth = 9m2pi is the threshold energy, and BW1(sth) = BW2(sth) = 1, with
BWi(s) =
(m2i − sth)2 + m2i Γ2i
(s − m2i )2 + m2i Γ2i
(i = 1, 2) , (5.8)
and κ an unknown parameter controlling the relative weight of the resonances.
In considering the value of κ we follow [15]. The requirement that the first resonance
should be the leading resonance restricts the parameter κ within the range κ = 0.1 − 0.2.
Varying κ within this range produces only a 1% change in mud, which is included in the
overall uncertainty analysis. The value κ = 0.1 comfortably ensures a smaller contribution
of the second resonance compared to the first, and it will be used in the sequel.
The widths of these radial excitations of the pion are affected by large uncertainties [13].
For the first resonance, pi(1300), we shall use the determination from the two-photon pro-
cess γ γ → pi+ pi− pi0, as it is the most reliable [44]. The width is Γ1 = (260 ± 36) MeV.
The second resonance is the pi(1800) with a width Γ2 = (208 ± 12) MeV [13].
Figure (5) displays the hadronic spectral function in the resonance region (Eqs.(5.3 – 5.8)).
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Figure 5: Hadronic spectral function in the resonance region for the case of the up and
down quark mass determination (Eqs.(5.3 – 5.8)) with κ = 0.1 and involving two radial
excitations of the pion, pi(1300) and pi(1800).
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Before moving onto the spectral function of the correlator determining the strange quark
mass, we pause to examine how the threshold behaviour in the chiral limit Eq.(5.2) com-
pares to the threshold behaviour beyond the chiral limit Eqs.(5.3 – 5.6). In the past
determinations [15,18] the threshold behaviour in the chiral limit is used for simplicity and
it is assumed that this makes little or no impact on the final light quark mass determina-
tions. This assumption requires critical examination.
First we study the behaviour in the limit as mpi → 0 with fixed s = 2GeV2. The chiral
limit is reached very quickly and the phase-space integral IPS(s) (Eq.(5.4)), agrees with
Ichiral(s) = 3 s (Eq.(5.2)) already for mpi = 10MeV to high precision. This is seen in
figure (6).
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Figure 6: The behaviour of (a) the chiral threshold Ichiral(s) = 3 s (Eq.(5.2)), and (b)
the phase-space integral IPS(s) (Eq.(5.4)), in the limit mpi → 0 with fixed s = 2GeV2.
Plotting the behaviour in the limit as s → ∞ with fixed mpi = 140MeV, one finds
that the function IPS(s) differs from Ichiral(s) even at comparatively large values of s. In
figure (7), we see that at the first resonance pi(1300) the difference between IPS(s) and
its chiral limit Ichiral(s) amounts to almost 50 percent: IPS(s = 1.69GeV2) = 3.4 and
Ichiral(s = 1.69GeV2) = 5.1.
In order to find agreement between IPS(s) and Ichiral(s) at the level of half a percent, one
has to increase s to 1000GeV2 for fixed mpi = 140MeV, i.e. four orders of magnitude
larger than m 2pi and far larger than the order of magnitude of the up and down quark mass
determination (where s ∼ 10GeV2). This is suprising since the naïve expectation is that
the limits of large s and small mpi are equivalent.
In conclusion, the threshold behaviour in the chiral limit containing Ichiral(s) (Eq.(5.2)) is
only a rough approximation of the threshold behaviour beyond the chiral limit containing
the phase-space integral IPS(s) (Eqs.(5.3 – 5.6)). In the interest of accuracy, the hadronic
spectrum in the up and down quark mass determination presented here, in this dissertation,
uses the full threshold behaviour, Eqs.(5.3 – 5.6).
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Figure 7: The behaviour of (a) the chiral threshold Ichiral(s) = 3 s (Eq.(5.2)), and (b)
the phase-space integral IPS(s) (Eq.(5.4)), between s = (1.0 − 2.0)GeV2 with fixed
mpi = 140MeV.
Now turning to the case of the strange quark mass determination. The spectral function
of the correlator Ψ5(q2), Eq.(2.2), involves the kaon pole followed by the Kpipi resonance
contribution
1
pi
ImΨ5(s ≡ −q2)|HAD = 2 f2K m4K δ(s−m2K) +
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|RES (5.9)
where fK = (110.03 ± 0.28) MeV [13], mK = (493.677 ± 0.016) MeV [13], and the
Kpipi resonance contribution is dominated by the K(1460) followed by the K(1830) excita-
tions [13]. This makes modeling the hadronic spectrum much simpler in the pseudoscalar
channel compared to in the scalar channel where the strong Kpi scattering in S-wave
(JP = 0+) requires special analysis [45,46].
The full threshold behaviour of the Kpipi resonance contribution is given in [47]
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|Kpipi = θ
(
s − m2K
) m4K
2 f2pi
3
28 pi4
IPS(s)
s (m2K − s)2
, (5.10)
where the phase-space integral IPS(s) is
IPS(s) =
∫ s
m2K
du
u
(
u − m2K
) (
s − u)[(m2K − s)(u − s + m2k2
)
− 1
8u
(
u2 − m4k
) (
s − u) + 3
4
(
u − m2K
)2 |FK(u)|2] ,
(5.11)
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where
|FK(u)|2 =
(
m2K∗ − m2K
)2
+ m2K∗ Γ
2
K∗(
m2K∗ − u
)2
+ m2K∗ Γ
2
K∗
, (5.12)
and K∗ refers to the K∗(892)− pi sub-channel, with mK∗ = 891.76 ± 0.25 MeV [13] and
ΓK∗ = 50.3 ± 0.3 MeV [13]. The K∗(892)− pi sub-channel is numerically important due
to its narrow width [47].
The threshold expression Eq.(5.10) normalizes the hadronic resonance spectral function,
modelled as a combination of Breit-Wigner forms BWi(s)
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|RES = 1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|Kpipi [BW1(s) + λBW2(s)]
(1 + λ)
, (5.13)
where sth = (mpi + mK)2 is the threshold energy, and BW1(sth) = BW2(sth) = 1, with
BWi(s) =
(m2i − m2K)2 + m2i Γ2i
(s − m2i )2 + m2i Γ2i
(i = 1, 2) , (5.14)
and λ a unknown parameter controlling the relative weight of the resonances.
Figure (8) displays the hadronic spectral function in the resonance region given Eqs.(5.10
– 5.14).
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Figure 8: Hadronic spectral function in the resonance region for the case of the strange
quark mass determination (Eqs.(5.10 – 5.14)) with λ = 1 and involving two radial
excitations of the kaon, K(1460) and K(1830).
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Previous determinations [17,47] have set λ = 1 as it comfortably ensures a smaller contri-
bution of the second resonance compared to the first resonance. This determination does
so too. However, the variation of λ in the range λ = (0.7 − 1.1) only produces a change
in ms of the order of a couple of percent. This range satisfies the requirement that the
first resonance should be the leading resonance.
The widths of the radial excitations of the kaon are not very well established and are
affected by large uncertainties [13]. The width of the first resonance, K(1460) is given
approximately as Γ1 ∼ 250 MeV [48] and Γ1 ∼ 260 MeV [49]. While, the width of the
second resonance K(1830) is given as Γ2 ∼ 250 MeV [50] and Γ2 = (168 ± 90 +280− 104 )
MeV [51], with the latter being the most recent determination. These results for the kaon
resonance widths are the only ones currently recognized by the Particle Data Group [13].
In this determination, we consider the resonances to have equal widths and use Γ1 ∼ 250
MeV and Γ2 ∼ 250 MeV, while considering a variation of ± 25 MeV in the uncertainty
analysis.
Besides the model we use here (presented in figure (8)), other hadronic models of the reso-
nance region exist, such as the model proposed in [35,52]. These models rely on unmeasured
decay constants fK1 and fK2 of the K1 = K(1460) and K2 = K(1830) kaonic resonances.
The effect on the strange quark mass from a change in hadronic model is not examined
in this dissertation. However, from previous determinations, it is expected to be small [17].
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6 The Choice of Kernel
In many respects modelling the complex hadronic information present in our FESR Eq.(2.5),
is unsatisfactory. Inelasticity, non-resonant background noise and interference means that
our hadronic model – which takes the form of a primary pole and the sum of two predom-
inant radial excitations represented as Breit-Wigner functions – does not provide enough
information to fully reconstruct the hadronic spectral function [18]. Further, from our
discussions in section (5) we see that the masses and widths of these radial excitations
(pi(1300) and pi(1800) for the up and down quark mass determination, and K(1460) and
K(1830) for the strange quark mass determination) are not always precisely known [13].
The systematic errors introduced from our hadronic model severely impact the accuracy of
our final quark mass determination. It is for this reason that we introduce a meromorphic
function P5(s) which multiples through all the terms in our FESR Eq.(2.5). It is expected
that by the introduction of this quenching kernel P5(s) the importance of the hadronic
resonances in the determination of the light quark masses is considerably reduced [3].
Several functional forms for the hadronic quenching integration kernel are considered in
this work. A simple kernel mentioned in the Introduction and originally proposed in [15,18]
takes the form of a second degree polynomial
P5 1(s) = 1 − a0 s − a1 s2 , (6.1)
where a0 and a1 are free parameters which are determined by requiring that the kernel
vanishes at the peak of the two predominant radial excitations with masses m1 and m2
respectively. Requiring that P5 1(m21) = P5 1(m22) = 0, yields a0 = 0.8962GeV
−2 and
a1 = −0.1802GeV−4 in the case of the up and down quark mass; and a0 = 0.768GeV−2
and a1 = −0.140GeV−4 in the case of the strange quark mass. An equivalent form of this
kernel is P5(s) = (s−m21) (s−m22).
We can also consider higher dimensional kernels, such as
P5 2(s) = (s − m21) (s − m22) (s − s0) , (6.2)
where P5 2(s) suppresses the contribution from the hadronic resonances by vanishing at
the peaks of the two predominant radial excitations and at s0. The radius in the complex
energy plane, |s0|, represents the onset of pQCD, although, it remains unclear what the
exact value of |s0| should be.
The third kernel quenches the hadronic resonance contribution at s = s0, as well as in the
region between the two resonances. It takes the form
P5 3(s) = (s − c) (s − s0) , (6.3)
where c = 2.4GeV−2 lies halfway between the two resonances in the case of the up and
down quark, and c = 2.7GeV−2 lies halfway between the two resonances in the case of the
strange quark.
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Pinching kernels, such as Eq.(6.2), have been suggested since they reduce the sensitivity
of our FESR on the value of |s0| and counteract potential duality violations [17]. How-
ever these potential, in principle unknown [53, 54], duality violations are expected to be
quenched above s0 ≈ 3.0GeV2, the region where our final light quark mass results are ob-
tained (see section (8)). Therefore, there exists no pressing reason why the kernel P5 2(s)
should be preferred over the kernels P5 1(s) and P5 3(s). In fact, we are lead to disfavour
the kernel given in Eq.(6.2), since it requires the dimension d = 8 condensate (whose value
is completely unknown) to be included in the FESR. Choosing the kernel P5 2(s) would
bring in an unknown systematic uncertainty into the calculation.
In this dissertation, we will find Eq.(6.3) to be the optimal kernel. Several criteria were
used in choosing the integration kernel Eq.(6.3). For instance, the kernel should not bring
in higher dimensional condensates, as their values are poorly known. This constrains sub-
stantially the powers of s. Further, the relative contribution of the second resonance should
not exceed that of the first one. The kernel Eq.(6.3) leads to the most stable result for the
up and down quark masses in the wide region s0 ' (1.5 − 4.0)GeV2, and for the strange
quark mass in the region s0 ' (3.0 − 5.0)GeV2. Results showing how the light quark
masses vary over a given energy range depending on the choice of kernel are given in detail
in section (8). However, it must be noted that the choice of kernel is likely dependent on
the application. For example, a kernel which ensures maximum stability in the case of the
up and down quark mass may not result in the same stability in the case of the strange
quark mass, since these quarks possess a different underlying hadronic structure.
Eqs.(4.11 - 4.13) describe the FESR for the case of the second derivative of the correlator
Ψ
′′
5(s)|QCD. The function F (s) is the form of the integration kernel P5(s) which accom-
panies Ψ′′5(s)|QCD in the FESR. The F (s) corresponding to our optimal integration kernel
P5 3(s), is given by
F (s) =
1
12
s4 − 1
6
(
c + s0
)
s3 +
1
2
c s0 s
2 +
(
s30
6
− 1
2
c s20
)
s , (6.4)
and F (s0) becomes
F (s0) =
s30
12
(− 2 c + s0) , (6.5)
where the value of c is defined after Eq.(6.3).
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7 The Convergence of the Perturbative QCD Series
In this section we address the issue of the convergence of the perturbative QCD expansion
and its effect on the light quark masses. The starting point is the analysis of the conver-
gence of the correlator function’s PQCD expansion using fixed order perturbation theory.
In FOPT, the strong coupling is fixed for a given radius s0 in the complex s-plane. After
the contour integration is performed one finds a series in terms of αs(s) (Eq.(7.4)) the
convergence of which can be analysed.
A remark must be made that this is not the case in CIPT where the strong coupling is
running, i.e. its value must be found by solving the relevant renormalization group equa-
tion at each point along the contour. As such, the contour integration in CIPT must be
performed numerically and no symbolic series in terms of αs(s) can be found. Hence,
the convergence of PQCD expansion of the correlator function can not be analysed using
analytical expressions in CIPT.
This does not, however, preclude one from analyzing the convergence of the quark mass in
both FOPT and CIPT by successively including higher order terms of αs in the correlator
function, which is addressed later in this paper (see figures (10) and (14)).
The sum of the quark masses (mi(s0) + mj(s0)) is determined in FOPT from the FESR,
Eq.(2.5), as
(mi + mj)
2 =
δ5(s0)|HAD
δ5(s0)|QCD , (7.1)
δ5(s0)|HAD =
∫ s0
sth
ds
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|HAD P5(s) , (7.2)
δ5(s0)|QCD = − 1
2pii
∮
C(|s0|)
dsΠ5(s)|QCD P5(s) , (7.3)
where Π5(s)|QCD stands for the correlator with the overall quark mass squared factor
removed (Eq.(2.3)), and P5(s) is an analytic integration kernel (discussed in section (6)).
Notice that the dimension d of δ5(s0)|HAD is d = 6, while that of δ5(s0)|QCD is d = 4.
7.1 Padé Approximants
For the case of the correlator determining the mass of the up and down quark, substituting
the PQCD result, as given in Eqs.(3.4 - 3.7) at a typical scale of s0 = 3.3GeV2, leads to
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.42
[
1 + 2.68αs + 8.63α
2
s + 25.77α
3
s + 71.63α
4
s + O(α5s)
]−1/2
,
(7.4)
in units of GeV−2, and αs ≡ αs(s0).
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Using Eqs.(4.1, 11.6) to obtain αs(s0), shows that all terms beyond the leading order are
roughly of the same size
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.42
[
1 + 0.85 + 0.86 + 0.82 + 0.72
]−1/2
. (7.5)
Since the quark mass actually depends on the square-root of δ5, the relevant power series
expansion is instead
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.42
[
1 − 1.34αs − 1.62α2s − 1.55α3s − 0.11α4s + O(α5s)
]
. (7.6)
Substituting in αs(s0) (found from Eqs.(4.1, 11.6)), Eqs.(7.6) becomes
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.42
[
1 − 0.42 − 0.16 − 0.05 − 0.001 ] . (7.7)
While it is not possible to draw conclusions about the convergence of a series by only
studying its first four terms, it looks unlikely that the first series (Eq.(7.5)) will be conver-
gent, while there is greater hope that the series will converge after being Taylor expanded
(Eq.(7.7)).
In the strange quark case, substituting the PQCD result which includes the d = 0 and
d = 2 contributions (Eqs.(3.4 - 3.10)), at a typical scale within the stability window of
s0 = 4.2GeV2, leads to
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.00
[
1 + 3.25αs + 11.22α
2
s + 35.93α
3
s + 106.59α
4
s
]−1/2
, (7.8)
in units of GeV−2, and αs ≡ αs(s0).
The strong coupling αs(s0) is obtained using Eqs.(4.1, 11.6). Inserting the value of αs(s0)
in Eq.(7.8) shows that all terms beyond the leading order are roughly of the same size
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.00
[
1 + 0.96 + 0.99 + 0.93 + 0.82
]−1/2
. (7.9)
Expanding the square-root of δ5 in Eq.(7.8) yields the relevant power series expansion
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.00
[
1 − 1.63αs − 1.65α2s − 1.34α3s + 0.88α4s
]
. (7.10)
Substituting in αs(s0) (found from Eqs.(4.1, 11.6)), Eqs.(7.6) becomes
[δ5(s0)|PQCD]−1/2 = 2.00
[
1 − 0.48 − 0.14 − 0.12 + 0.01 ] , (7.11)
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which shows a greater hope of being convergent than the first series Eq.(7.9).
Interestingly, the expansions, Eqs.(7.6, 7.10), are examples of a Padé approximant; in this
case a [4/0] approximant.
A Padé approximant is defined as a rational function approximation of the form
f(z) ≈ [m/n] ≡ a0 + a1z + ... + amz
m
1 + b1z + ... + bnzn
. (7.12)
The order of the Padé approximant is given by k, where k = m+n. The simplest form of
a Padé approximant, the [m/0] approximant, is the Taylor series expansion of f(z) to the
mth order around zero. However, other types of Padé approximants do exist. For example,
a third-order Padé approximant of a function f(x) may take the form of the familiar
Taylor expansion around zero f(x) = a0 + a1x + a2x2, f(x) = (b0 + b1x + b2x2)−1 or
f(x) = (c0 + c1x)/(1 + c2x). The expansion which provides the closest approximation to
the function f(x), or displays the best convergence, depends on the analytic properties of
f(x). An example depicting this is given in figure (9).
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Figure 9: A plot of the function f(x) = cos(x)1+x , along with the [2/0] Padé approximant
f(x) ≈ 1− x+ x22 , and the [1/1] Padé approximant f(x) ≈ (1 − x2 )/(1 + x2 ).
Evidently, it is important to choose a Padé approximant that agrees with the function
within a given range. As a consequence of this, other types of Padé approximants in
examining the convergence of the perturbative QCD series have been tried; but the simple
[4/0] Padé approximant (Eqs.(7.6, 7.10)) provides the optimal expansion in this application.
While this Padé improvement is unquestionably a positive feature, there remain other
unwelcome issues with FOPT. These include a large unfavorable impact on the results for
mud and ms from (i) the dependence of the results on the value of s0, (ii) the estimate
of the unknown six-loop contribution, and (iii) the uncertainties in αs when using Padé
approximants. These issues are under much better control in CIPT.
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8 Results
In this section the results for the up and down quark masses are presented first. Following
this, the results for the strange quark mass are presented. In both cases the results are
compared with recent determinations from the literature.
A number of inputs are required before discussing the final results. Firstly, the initial value
of the strong coupling is obtained from Eqs.(4.1, 11.6). Next, in the non-perturbative sector
a recent determination [55] (earlier determinations are discussed in detail in [5]) provides
the value of the gluon condensate in Eq.(3.13)
〈
asG
a
µν G
aµν
〉
= (0.037 ± 0.015)GeV4 . (8.1)
As previously discussed, the value of the quark condensate
〈
q¯ q
〉
in Eq.(3.12) is found
from the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GMOR) relation Eq.(3.3), taking note of the chiral
corrections to this relation given in [32, 33]. Finally, the strange quark condensate in
Eq.(3.14) requires the ratio of strange to non-strange quark condensates, found in [56]
〈s¯ s〉
〈q¯ q〉 = (0.8 ± 0.1) . (8.2)
These inputs allow us to determine the up, down and strange quark mass. Now on to
presenting the results in the case of the up and down quark. Figure (10) shows the con-
vergence of mud in both CIPT and FOPT, plotted by successively including higher order
terms of αs in the peturbative QCD function Π05(q2), Eq.(3.7).
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Figure 10: The quark mass mud(2 GeV) plotted by successively including higher order
terms of αs in the correlator function in both CIPT and FOPT.
The error bars in figure (10) give the total uncertainty of mud at each order in αs. The
various dominant sources of uncertainty are due to (i) the uncertainty in the strong cou-
pling αs, Eq.(4.1); (ii) the uncertainty in the value of the gluon condensate, Eq.(8.1); (iii)
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the range s0 = (1.5− 4.0)GeV2; (iv) the uncertainty in the resonance widths and the pa-
rameter κ in the hadronic spectral function; and (v) the assumption that the next higher
order term of αs is equal to the previous term. This fifth source of uncertainty is a trun-
cation uncertainty and stems from the terms of O(α5s) and above in the peturbative QCD
function Π05(q2) being unknown. The uncertainty in the up and down quark mass from
these various sources are added in quadrature, resulting in the total uncertainty for mud.
Figure (10) shows that the up and down quark mass converges quicker within the CIPT
framework. Therefore, for the up and down quark mass calculated by including all known
terms in the correlator function (terms up to and including O(α4s)), CIPT places less im-
portance on the unknown higher order terms (O(α5s) and above). The uncertainty caused
by the unknown higher order terms is thereby reduced.
Next, an examination of the stability of mud as a function of s0 from the sum rule Eq.(2.5)
(FOPT), and Eq.(4.11) (CIPT). The stability of mud in the region s0 ' (1.5 − 4.0)GeV2
is very similar within the FOPT and CIPT framework. This is shown in figure (11).
Figure 11: The quark mass mud(2 GeV) as a function of s0 within the framework of
CIPT (left) and FOPT (right). At a typical point s0 = 3.3GeV2, mud and its associated
total uncertainty (represented as an error bar) is given.
The graphs in figure (11) each include a typical point, s0 = 3.3GeV2, within the stability
region where the error bar for mud is displayed. The error bars represent the total un-
certainty of mud calculated from the various sources of uncertainty described after figure
(10). Notice that the error bar is larger within the FOPT framework than within the CIPT
framework. The quark masses are calculated with a lower overall uncertainty in CIPT –
as can be seen from the magnitude of the error bars in figures (10) and (11). The higher
uncertainty in FOPT is mainly caused by the importance FOPT places on the unknown
higher order terms in the peturbative QCD function Π05(q2).
From figures (10) and (11) one can see that in calculating mud the results from FOPT
and CIPT are in agreement. However, based on the two central criteria - convergence and
stability - CIPT is the preferred framework for determining mud.
The form of the integration kernel P5(s) still remains to be chosen. The first consideration
is the stability of the up and down quark mass under various different integration kernels.
Figure (12) shows how mud(2 GeV) varies over a given energy range depending on the
choice of kernel (a) Eq.(6.1), (b) Eq.(6.2), or (c) Eq.(6.3).
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Figure 12: The quark mass mud(2 GeV) as a function of s0 in CIPT from the FESR
Eq.(4.11), where the integration kernel has the form (a) P5 1(s) = 1 − a0 s − a1 s2, (b)
P5 2(s) = (s − m21) (s − m22) (s − s0) or (c) P5 3(s) = (s − c) (s − s0).
From figure (12), stability considerations give preference to kernels (b) and (c). Stabil-
ity is, however, not the only criteria one would take into account when deciding on the
optimal choice of kernel. As discussed in section (6), kernels which bring in higher dimen-
sional condensates should be disfavoured since their values are poorly known. Hence, we
are averse to kernel (b) since it requires the dimension d = 8 condensate to be included
in the FESR, which would bring into the calculation an unknown systematic uncertainty.
Therefore, this dissertation argues the preferred kernel is (c), which quenches the hadronic
resonance contribution at s = s0 as well as halfway between the two pionic resonances.
The final up and down quark mass determination uses the hadronic kernel (c) Eq.(6.3),
within the framework of CIPT. Table (1) gives the numerical value and uncertainty break
down for mud(2GeV).
m¯ud(2GeV) ∆αs ∆〈G2〉 ∆s0 ∆HAD ∆6-loop ∆T
(MeV)
CIPT 3.946 0.207 0.052 0.017 0.084 0.132 0.265
Table 1: Results for the various uncertainties of mud(2GeV) within the CIPT framework,
together with the total uncertainty added in quadrature, ∆T .
The various sources of uncertainty in table (1) have been described in detail after figure
(10). Briefly, the uncertainty in the strong coupling (∆αs), the uncertainty in the value of
the gluon condensate (∆〈G2〉), the range s0 (∆s0), the uncertainty in the hadronic spectral
function (∆HAD), and the assumption that the unknown PQCD six-loop contribution is
equal to the five-loop one (∆6-loop), contribute to the total uncertainty of mud.
The error analysis in this determination provides a significant improvement over the error
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analysis in [15], the most recent FESR publication which determined the mass of the up
and down quark. This previous determination does not consider the source of uncertainty
due to the variation of mud in the range s0. Further, the calculation of the uncertainty
in [15] due to the gluon condensate and the hadronic sector are unmotivated – the former
being calculated by gauging the effect of multiplying the gluon condensate by a factor of
two, while in the latter case a 30% uncertainty is assumed.
Table (1) leads to the result
mud|CIPT(2GeV) = (3.9 ± 0.3)MeV , (8.3)
to compare with the PDG value [13] mud|PDG(2GeV) = (3.5+0.5− 0.2)MeV, and the FLAG
Collaboration result [2] mud|FLAG(2GeV) = (3.373 ± 0.080)MeV. A detailed comparison
of this dissertation’s result Eq.(8.3) compared to previous determinations in the field –
both numerical (lattice QCD) and analytical (QCD sum rule) results – is given in figure
(13).
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Allton, 2008 (Lattice)
Ishikawa, 2008 (Lattice)
McNeile, 2010 (Lattice)
Blossier, 2010 (Lattice)
Durr, 2011 (Lattice)
Aoki, 2011 (Lattice)
Arthur, 2013 (Lattice)
Carrasco, 2014 (Lattice)
FLAG average, 2017
PDG average, 2018
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
mud(2 GeV) (MeV)
Figure 13: The up and down quark mass obtained in Eq.(8.3) compared to the PDG [13]
and FLAG [2] averages, as well as the most recent sum rule results [14, 15] and lattice
QCD results [57–64].
There is a trend for lattice QCD determinations to generally yield lower up and down
quark mass values than sum rule determinations. Although this is observed, it is not ap-
parent what the cause is. From figure (13) we can see that this determination (Eq.(8.3))
– through its original aspects and various improvements – is in good agreement with the
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recent numerical determinations; thereby reducing the existing tension between QCD sum
rules and lattice QCD determinations.
In order to disentangle the individual mass values to yield the mass of the up quark and
the mass of the down quark separately, one requires as external input the quark mass ratio
mu/md. Using the recent PDG value [13]
mu
md
= 0.48+ 0.7− 0.8 , (8.4)
results in
mu(2GeV) = (2.6 ± 0.4)MeV , (8.5)
and
md(2GeV) = (5.3 ± 0.4)MeV , (8.6)
to be compared with the PDG values [13]: mu (2GeV) = (2.2+0.5− 0.4) MeV, andmd (2GeV) =
(4.7+0.5− 0.3) MeV; and with the FLAG Collaboration results [2]: mu (2GeV) = (2.16± 0.09±
0.07) MeV, and md (2GeV) = (4.68 ± 0.14 ± 0.07) MeV.
Next are the results for the strange quark mass determination. Similar to figure (10) is
figure (14), where one can examine the convergence of ms in the framework of both FOPT
and CIPT by successively including higher order terms of αs in the peturbative QCD
function Π05(q2), Eq.(3.7).
Figure 14: The quark mass ms(2 GeV) plotted by successively including higher order
terms of αs in the correlator function in both CIPT and FOPT.
The error bars in figure (14) give the total uncertainty of ms at each order in αs. As in the
up and down quark mass uncertainty analysis, the various dominant sources of uncertainty
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are due to (i) the uncertainty in the strong coupling αs, Eq.(4.1); (ii) the uncertainty in
the value of the gluon condensate, Eq.(8.1); (iii) the range s0 = (3.0− 5.0)GeV2; (iv) the
uncertainty in the resonance widths and the parameter λ in the hadronic spectral function;
and (v) the assumption that the next higher order term of αs is equal to the previous term.
These uncertainties are added in quadrature, resulting in the total uncertainty forms. One
can argue that there is an additional error in the strange quark determination stemming
from the disagreement between the results in the frameworks of FOPT and CIPT. This
uncertainty, however, has not been taken into account in this analysis since the final result
for the strange quark mass is not the average ms determined in both frameworks. The
framework of FOPT or CIPT is chosen after considering how the strange quark mass be-
haves in terms of convergence and stability within each framework.
From figure (14) we see that, although the difference in convergence between the FOPT
and CIPT framework is not as pronounced as in the case of mud (figure (10)), the strange
quark mass converges quicker within the CIPT framework. In CIPT the strange quark mass
changes between the O(α0s) calculation and the O(α4s) calculation by 81 MeV, whereas in
FOPT the quark mass changes between the O(α0s) calculation and the O(α4s) calculation
by 106 MeV. This dissertation concludes that less importance is placed on the unknown
higher order terms in the peturbative QCD function Π05(q2) within the CIPT framework.
Examining the stability of ms as a function of s0 from the sum rule Eq.(2.5) (FOPT),
and Eq.(4.11) (CIPT), it is clear that strange quark mass behaves better within the CIPT
framework compared to in the FOPT framework. The stability of ms in the region s0 '
(3.0− 5.0)GeV2 is shown in figure (15).
Figure 15: The quark mass ms(2 GeV) as a function of s0 within the framework of CIPT
(left) and FOPT (right). At a typical point s0 = 4.2GeV2, ms and its associated total
uncertainty (represented as an error bar) is given.
The graphs in figure (15) each include a typical point, s0 = 4.2GeV2, within the stability
region where the error bar for ms, representing the total uncertainty, is displayed. Since
FOPT places a greater importance on the unknown higher order terms in the peturbative
QCD function Π05(q2), the total uncertainty for ms in FOPT is far larger than the total
uncertainty for ms in CIPT.
From figures (14) and (15), the conclusion based on the criteria of convergence and stabil-
ity, is that CIPT is the preferred framework for determining ms.
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The suitability of various integration kernels P5(s) is now investigated. Figure (16) depicts
how ms(2 GeV) varies over a given energy range depending on the choice of kernel (a)
Eq.(6.3), (b) Eq.(6.1), or (c) Eq.(6.2).
Figure 16: The quark mass ms(2 GeV) as a function of s0 in CIPT from the FESR
Eq.(4.11), where the integration kernel has the form (a) P5 3(s) = (s − c) (s − s0), (b)
P5 1(s) = 1 − a0 s − a1 s2 or (c) P5 2(s) = (s − m21) (s − m22) (s − s0).
From figure (16), the stability of the up and down quark mass under various different in-
tegration kernels can be examined. Kernels (a) and (c) lead to more stable ms(s) results;
however none of these kernels lead to compellingly stable results. Kernel (a) is chosen as
the optimal kernel, since it does not introduce higher dimensional condensates into the
FESR. The stability of ms is taken into consideration when calculating the final uncer-
tainty; but, it is hoped that future work built upon this determination will aim to improve
the stability of the strange quark mass determination.
The final strange quark mass determination uses the hadronic kernel (a) Eq.(6.3), within
the framework of CIPT. Since the sum rule (Eqs.(2.5),(4.11)) yields (ms + mud) in the
case of the strange quark, in order to disentangle the individual mass values one requires
as external input the quark mass ratio ms/mud. The recent PDG value [13] suffices
ms
mud
= 27.3 ± 0.7 , (8.7)
where mud ≡ (mu + md)/2.
This leads to
ms|CIPT(2GeV) = (91.8 ± 9.9)MeV . (8.8)
The total uncertainty for ms(2GeV) given in Eq.(8.8) is due to various different sources.
The break down of these uncertainties is shown in table (2). A general description of each
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uncertainty can be found after table (1), and specifically for the strange quark mass after
figure (14).
m¯s(2GeV) ∆αs ∆〈G2〉 ∆s0 ∆HAD ∆6-loop ∆T
(MeV)
CIPT 91.753 3.901 0.749 2.650 8.159 3.064 9.938
Table 2: Results for the various uncertainties of ms(2GeV) within the CIPT framework,
together with the total uncertainty added in quadrature, ∆T .
The PDG average [13] ms|PDG(2GeV) = (95+9− 3)MeV, and the FLAG Collaboration aver-
age [2] ms|FLAG(2GeV) = (92.0 ± 2.1)MeV can be compared with this dissertation’s result
for the strange quark mass. Figure (17) gives a detailed comparison of this dissertation’s
result, Eq.(8.8), compared to previous numerical and analytical determinations in the field.
Here, the determination in Eq.(8.8) is in good agreement with most recent results in the
literature.
This Work, 2018 (Sum Rules)
PDG average, 2018
FLAG average, 2017
Chakraborty, 2015 (Lattice)
Carrasco, 2014 (Lattice)
Arthur, 2013 (Lattice)
Fritzsch, 2012 (Lattice)
Aoki, 2011 (Lattice)
Durr, 2011 (Lattice)
Blossier, 2010 (Lattice)
Blum, 2010 (Lattice)
Allton, 2008 (Lattice)
Ishikawa, 2008 (Lattice)
Ananthanaraya, 2016(τ-decay data)
Bodenstein, 2013 (Sum Rules)
Dominguez, 2008 (Sum Rules)
80 90 100 110 120 130
ms(2 GeV) (MeV)
Figure 17: The strange quark mass obtained in Eq.(8.8) compared to the PDG [13] and
FLAG [2] averages, as well as the most recent analytical results [16–18] (the
Ananthanarayan et al. determination extracts the strange quark from τ -decay spectral
moments using renormalization techniques, while the latter two are sum rule
determinations) and lattice QCD results [57–61,63–67].
Figures (10) and (11) also appear in the publication [68] that resulted from the work in
this dissertation.
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Part II
Regularization and Renormalization
There are two types of singularities in perturbative QCD: ultraviolet (UV) singularities
and infrared (IR) singularities. The former divergences occur in the high momentum
limit, while the latter occur in the low momentum limit [28]. Singularities are handled
in quantum field theory through regularization and renormalization. These two related,
but independent techniques are used in order to obtain finite and meaningful results from
expressions containing divergences. Regularization introduces the concept of a regulator
parameter to deal with divergent integrals. The regulator , the minimal space distance,
is introduced in regularizing UV divergences since they are short-distance effects. The
result will frequently contain terms ∝ 1 which are not well defined in the limit of the
vanishing regulator ( → 0). Hence, the renormalization technique follows regularization.
A fundamental requirement of renormalization is that there exists observed values equal to
some physical quantities that are expressed by seemingly divergent expressions (e.g. the 1
terms). Renormalization removes these ultraviolet divergences in the theory by absorbing
these divergences into the parameters of the Lagrangian. This is done through calculating
subtraction terms and defining Z coefficients which multiply the terms of the Lagrangian.
Regularization and renormalization enable us to calculate finite values for many quantities
that appear divergent.
9 The QCD Renormalized Coupling Constant
This section outlines the method used to calculate the renormalized coupling constant of
QCD (gR) to lowest order. The β(as) function is then defined as the derivative of the
coupling constant with respect to some renormalization scale parameter µ and the first β
coefficient β0 (Eq.(9.25)) is derived.
There are three types of UV divergences in the QCD Feynman diagrams at one loop that
contribute to the renormalization of the coupling constant. Namely:
(i) The vacuum polarization diagrams of QCD. The diagrams (A I) – (A IV) contribute to
the lowest order renormalization of the coupling constant [6].
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(ii) The self energy diagrams of QCD. The (B I) diagram contributes to the lowest order
renormalization of the coupling constant [6].
(iii) The vertex correction diagrams of QCD. The diagrams (C I) and (C III) contribute
to the lowest order renormalization of the coupling constant [6].
In order to calculate the vertex correction diagrams we choose a specific configuration of
the momenta, where zero momentum has been assigned to the incoming antiquark and a
momentum k has been assigned to the outgoing antiquark. The particular Lorentz frame
where the momenta are thus configured simplifies the calculations while the divergent terms
remain unchanged, since the renormalization constants for the coupling constants, masses
and wave functions are constants and thus do not depend on the momenta.
Further, note that the diagrams contributing to the one loop ghost-gluon vertex renor-
malization are not present. This calculation does include the lowest order ghost loop
contribution, diagram (A III). These ghost fields, known as Fadeev-Popov ghost fields, are
constructed to cancel the degrees of freedom of the gluon field that are unphysical, i.e.
without the ghost terms gauge invariance can not be restored.
We begin by calculating the four vacuum polarization diagrams (A I) – (A IV). The method
is broadly outlined below. For full details, see [6].
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Diagram (A I): The Feynman rules can be used to write down the vacuum polarization
tensor
Π
aa′ (A I)
µµ′ (k) =
nf∑
i=1
g20
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
× tr
{
λa
2
λa
′
2
/q + /k + mi
(q + k)2 − m2i + iη
γµ
/q + mi
q2 − m2i + iη
γµ′
}
,
(9.1)
where a and a′ are colour indexes and λ are the Gell-Mann matrices [10]. The trace of
their product gives rise to colour-factors CF [13]. In Eq.(9.1)
tr
{
λa
2
λa
′
2
}
= δa a′
1
2
, (9.2)
where C3 = 1/2 is the colour-factor due to a gluon splitting into a quark-antiquark
pair [13].
For simplicity we work in the massless limit, setting mi = 0 whenever this will not lead to
infrared divergences. In order to simplify Eq.(9.1) we use a Feynman parameter integral to
bring the product of two momentum-dependent denominators into a simpler form which
allows us to perform the momentum integration
1
(q + k)2 − m2i + iη
1
q2 − m2i + iη
=
∫ 1
0
dz
1
((q + kz)2 + k2z(1− z) − m2i + iη)2
.
(9.3)
Next, the linear term in the denominator is removed by performing the substitution qµ →
q′µ = qµ−kµz, and the trace is taken. Terms proportional to odd powers of q are neglected,
which can be seen from making the substitution qν → −qν . By the same reasoning, only
the diagonal terms will contribute when integrating over the even powers of q∫
d4q qµ qνf(q
2) =
1
4
∫
d4q gµν q
2 f(q2) . (9.4)
Finally, we continue the momentum integral to Euclidean space (qµ → q˜µ = (iq0,q)), and
generalize to a d-dimensional integral which we perform. Notice that since the remain-
ing expression is infrared safe the left over terms proportional to the quark mass can be
neglected. This leaves us with
Π
aa′ (A I)
µµ′ (k) = i
(
gµµ′ k
2 − kµkµ′
) g20
16pi2
2nf
3
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ const
]
, (9.5)
where nf is the number of active quark flavours, and the quantity h was introduced from
dimensional arguments when we extended the integral to d-dimensions in order to ensure
the total dimension of the expression was unchanged. Eq.(9.5) is the contribution of
diagram (A I) to the vacuum polarization divergence in the QCD Feynman diagrams.
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Diagram (A II): Using the three-gluon vertex Feynman rule twice, we write down the
vacuum polarization tensor
Π
aa′ (A II)
µµ′ (k) = g
2
0
1
2
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
{
fabc
(
gµλ(k − q)ν + gνµ(−q − 2k)λ + gλν(q + q + k)µ
)
× fa′bc
(
gλµ′(−k + q)ν + gνµ′(q + 2k)λ + gνλ(−2q − k)µ′
)
× 1
(q + k)2 + iη
1
q2 + iη
}
,
(9.6)
where fabc are the SU(3) group structure constants which are related to the Gell-Mann
matrices, and the factor 1/2 is the symmetry factor. The symmetry factor is calculated by
counting the number of ways the components in a Feynman diagram can be interchanged
without changing the diagram. The combinatorics behind the calculation of these factors
is explained extensively in [6, 28].
We simplify the numerator of vacuum polarization tensor by using
fabcfa
′bc = δaa′ C2 = δaa′ N for SU(N) , (9.7)
where C2 ≡ Nc = 3 is the colour-factor due to a gluon emission from a gluon, and N is
the number of dimensions in the group.
Now, noticing that this equation is similar to Eq.(9.1), we follow the same procedure as
we followed for diagram (A I). Again we make use of Feynman parametrization Eq.(9.3),
and substitute qµ → q′µ = qµ − kµz. Next, we continue the integral to Euclidean space
(qµ → q˜µ = (iq0,q)), and perform the d-dimensional integral.
Finally, this yields
Π
aa′ (A II)
µµ′ (k) = i
(
− 19 gµµ′ k2 + 22 kµkµ′
) g20 δaa′
16pi2
C2
12
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ const
]
, (9.8)
which is the contribution of diagram (A II) to the vacuum polarization divergence in the
QCD Feynman diagrams. It is worth noting that although the gauge is fixed in this deriva-
tion, the vacuum polarization tensor Eq.(9.6) is not gauge invariant (kµ Πaa
′ (A II)
µµ′ (k) 6= 0).
Gauge invariance can not be restored without the ghost fields, whose one loop contribution
is calculated in the following diagram (A III).
Diagram (A III): The vacuum polarization tensor of the ghost contribution is
Π
aa′ (A III)
µµ′ (k) = − g20 fabc fa
′cb
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
qµ′
1
(q2 + iη)
(k + q)µ
1
((q + k)2 + iη)
, (9.9)
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where the order of the colour indices on the structure constants fabc and fa′cb is: gluon,
outgoing ghost and incoming ghost [6]; and the negative sign is due to the anticommuta-
tivity property of ghost fields.
Using the same method of introducing a Feynman parameter integral Eq.(9.3), performing
the variable shift qµ → q′µ = qµ − kµz, introducing the Euclidean coordinates (q˜µ =
(iq0,q)), and calculating the d-dimensional integral, results in
Π
aa′ (A III)
µµ′ (k) = i
(
− gµµ′ k2 − 2 kµkµ′
) g20 δaa′
16pi2
C2
12
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ const
]
, (9.10)
which is the contribution of diagram (A III) to the vacuum polarization divergence in the
QCD Feynman diagrams.
Notably the sum of the gluon and ghost vacuum polarization diagrams
Π
aa′ (A II)
µµ′ (k) + Π
aa′ (A III)
µµ′ (k) = i
(
kµkµ′− gµµ′ k2
) g20 δaa′
16pi2
20C2
12
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ const
]
(9.11)
is transverse.
Diagram (A IV): The vacuum polarization tensor of the four gluon vertex diagram is
zero
Π
aa′ (A IV)
µµ′ (k) = 0 . (9.12)
This is because the gluon bubble is proportional to 1
q2
(since there is no external momen-
tum), and in pure dimensional regularization∫
ddq
1
q2
= 0 . (9.13)
In theory, the vacuum polarization tensor Πaa
′ (A IV)
µµ′ (k) would have a non-zero contribu-
tion if we imposed an infrared cutoff. The vacuum polarization tensor would then diverge
quadratically and logarithmically in the ultraviolet region. However for the purpose of this
derivation we consider the case of pure dimensional regularization3.
Adding up the contributions from diagrams (A I) - (A III) (Eqs. (9.5, 9.11)), we get the
contribution to the renormalization of the coupling constant due to the vacuum polarization
divergences
3First proposed by G. ’t Hooft and M. Veltman in [69].
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Π
aa′ (A I)
µµ′ (k) + Π
aa′ (A II)
µµ′ (k) + Π
aa′ (A III)
µµ′ (k)
= i
(
kµkν − gµν k2
) g20
16pi2
(
20
12
C2 − 2
3
nf
)[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)]
≡ i
(
kµkν − gµν k2
)
Za ,
(9.14)
where Za is the vacuum polarization divergent factor which we will need in the renormal-
ization process.
Diagram (B I): Next, the contribution from the self-energy diagram is calculated. From
the Feynman rules we write down
Σb(k) = g20
1
3
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
γµ
/q
q2 + iη
γµ
1
(q + k)2 + iη
tr
(λa
2
λa
2
)
, (9.15)
where the inserted factor of 1/3 counteracts the fact that we have average over all 3 quarks.
We simplify the numerator in Eq.(9.3) using γµ /q γµ = γµqνγνγµ = qνγµ( 2gµν − γµγν )
= 2/q − γµγµ/q = 2/q − 4/q = −2/q; and follow the increasingly familiar steps of Feynman
parameterization Eq.(9.3), performing the substitution qµ → q′µ = qµ − kµz, introducing
Euclidean coordinates and extending the integral to d-dimensions.
Hence, the contribution to the renormalization of the coupling constant due to the self-
energy divergences is
Σb(k) = i /k
g20
16pi2
4
3
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ const
]
≡ i /k Zb ,
(9.16)
where Zb is the divergent factor due to the self-energy graphs which we will need in the
renormalization process.
Finally, we calculate the vertex correction diagrams (C I) and (C III).
Diagram (C I): Using the Feynman rules in the massless limit (m → 0) we write down
Γa (C I)µ = −i g30
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
{
fabc
(
gµλ(k − q)ν + gνµ(−q − 2k)λ + gλν(2q + k)µ
)
× λ
b
2
λc
2
γν /q γ
λ 1(
q2 + iη
)2 1((q + k)2 + iη)
}
,
(9.17)
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where Γaµ corrects the bare vertex γµλa/2. Remember that a Lorentz frame with a specific
configuration of the momenta where zero momentum has been assigned to the incoming
antiquark and a momentum k has been assigned to the outgoing antiquark, is chosen in
order to simplify the vertex correction calculations.
We use −ifabc λb2 λ
c
2 = − i2fabc [λ
b
2 ,
λc
2 ] =
1
2f
abcfdbc λ
d
2 = N
δad
2
λd
2 ≡ C22 λ
a
2 to simplify
Eq.(9.17); and repeat the procedure of introducing a Feynman parameter integral Eq.(9.3),
shifting the variables qµ → q′µ = qµ − kµz, introducing Euclidean coordinates and per-
forming the d-dimensional integral. This yields
Γa (C I)µ = i g0
λa
2
γµ
g20
16pi2
3C2
2
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ finite terms
]
, (9.18)
where only the divergent terms are written out explicitly (the finite terms do not affect the
renormalization procedure). Eq.(9.18) is the contribution of the vertex correction diagram
(C I) in calculating the renormalized quark-gluon vertex.
Diagram (C III): Again, writing down the Feynman rules in the massless limit (mi → 0)
for the next vertex correction diagram, gives
Γa (C III)µ = g
3
0
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
λb
2
γλ
λa
2
(/q + /k) γµ /q
λb
2
γλ
1(
q2 + iη
)2 1((q + k)2 + iη) . (9.19)
Choosing the same specific configuration of the momenta, and following the same integra-
tion method as in diagram (C I), yields
Γa (C III)µ = i g0
λa
2
γµ
g20
16pi2
(
4
3
− C2
2
)[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ finite terms
]
, (9.20)
which is the contribution of the vertex correction diagram (C III) in calculating the renor-
malized quark-gluon vertex.
The sum of diagrams (C I) and (C III) is
Γa (C I)µ + Γ
a (C III)
µ = i g0
λa
2
γµ
g20
16pi2
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ finite terms
](
4
3
− C2
2
+
3C2
2
)
≡ i g0 λ
a
2
γµ Z
c ,
(9.21)
where Zc is the divergent factor due to the vertex correction graphs which we will need in
the renormalization process.
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Having calculated the renormalization constants Za (Eq.(9.14)), Zb (Eq.(9.16)) and Zc
(Eq.(9.21)), we can proceed with renormalizing the coupling constant. The contributions
from the vacuum polarization, self energy, and vertex corrections combine to give the
renormalized quark-gluon vertex. Figure (18) demonstrates that half the correction to the
gluon propagator Za, the full vertex correction Zc, and two times half of the self-energy
correction Zb due to ’gluon boomerangs’, is required to form the renormalized quark-gluon
vertex.
Figure 18: Diagrammatic depiction of the terms contributing to the renormalized
quark-gluon vertex.
Adding up the contributions depicted in figure (18), results in the total vertex
Γa (TOTAL)µ = −
λa
2
g0 γµ
(
1 + Zb
) 1
2
(
1 + Zb
) 1
2
(
1 + Zc
) (
1 + Za
) 1
2
= −i λ
a
2
g0 γµ
{
1 − g
2
0
16pi2
[
1
2
(
− 2× 4
3
)
+
(
4
3
− C2
2
+
3C2
2
)
+
1
2
(
20
12
C2 − 2
3
nf
)]
[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ . . .
]}
= −i λ
a
2
g0 γµ
{
1 − g
2
0
16pi2
(
11
6
C2 − 1
3
nf
)[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
+ finite terms
]}
,
(9.22)
where γµλa/2 is the bare vertex, and we have made use of the binomial expansion (1 +
Za)
1
2 ≈ (1 + (1/2)Za).
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The renormalized coupling constant (gR), is now found simply by subtracting the value of
the correction Γa (TOTAL)µ at some renormalization scale µ2, yielding
gR = g0 − g
3
0
16pi2
(
11
6
C2 − 1
3
nf
)[
1

− ln
(
−k2
h2
)
− 1

+ ln
(
−µ2
h2
)]
= g0 +
g30
16pi2
(
11
6
C2 − 1
3
nf
)
ln
(
−k2
µ2
)
.
(9.23)
We have followed [6] in order to derive a relation between the coupling constant deter-
mined at scale −k2 = µ2 (g0), with the coupling constant determined at a different scale
−k2 (gR). It should be noted that there are other ways to explain the renormalization
procedure which are equivalent.
From here one calculates the QCD β(gR) function by taking the derivative of gR with
respect to µ
β(gR) := µ
(
∂gR
∂µ
)∣∣∣∣∣
−k2=µ2
= − g
3
0
16pi2
(
11
6
C2 − 1
3
nf
)(
2µ
µ2
)
µ
= − g
3
0
16pi2
(
11
3
C2 − 2
3
nf
)
+ O(g50) .
(9.24)
Using the QCD colour-factor C2 = 3, we read off the first β coefficient as
β0 =
1
4
(
11− 2
3
nf
)
. (9.25)
The subsequent β coefficients are given in Eq.(10.3), and can be calculated order by order
in perturbation theory. It must however be remembered that the higher β coefficients are
dependent on the chosen regularization scheme.
Eq.(9.24) is a linearly separable differential equation which, to lowest loop order, can be
solved analytically to find an explicit solution for g(−k2).
Linearly separating the differentials in the one-loop approximation of Eq.(9.24), gives
∫ g(−k2)
g(µ2)
dg
g3
= −β0
∫ (−k2)2
µ2
dµ
µ
. (9.26)
Integrating Eq.(9.26) leads to
1
g2(µ2)
− 1
g2(−k2) = −β0 ln
(
−k2
µ2
)
, (9.27)
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where it is easy to solve for α2s(−k2) = g2(−k2)/4pi, to find
αs(−k2) = αs(µ
2)
1 + αs4pi
(
11− 2nf3
)
ln
(
−k2
µ2
) . (9.28)
Eq.(9.28) is the running coupling constant in QCD to lowest loop order.
At higher loop orders, the differential equation describing the scale dependence of αs(−k2),
Eq.(9.24), and the equivalent differential equation describing the scale dependence of the
quark masses, become increasing difficulty to solve analytically. These equations, known as
the renormalization group equations, and their solutions are discussed in detail in sections
(10) and (11).
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10 The Renormalization Group Equations
As was discussed in section (9), one removes the divergences present in QCD and QED
through regularization and renormalization. A nonphysical renormalization scale param-
eter, µ, is introduced in the renormalization procedure to denote the point at which one
performs the subtraction of the divergences to render the amplitudes finite. Both the
renormalized coupling αs(µ2) and the quark masses mq(µ2) depend on the renormalization
scheme used to define the theory and on the scale parameter, µ. If we set µ2 approximately
equal to the scale of the momentum transfer Q2 in a particular interaction, αs(µ2 ≈ Q2)
becomes the effective strength of the strong coupling for that interaction [13].
As in Part I, we make use of the physical energy scale parameter, s (where s = Q2 = −q2).
The scale dependence of αs(s) and mq(s) is governed by corresponding renormalization
group equations (RG equations) which rely on QCD’s anomalous dimensions as input.
The strong coupling, αs(s), satisfies the differential RGE [70]
das
d ln s
= β(as) = −a2s (β0 + as β1 + a2s β2 + a3s β3 + a4s β4) , (10.1)
where the β(as) function is known up to O(a6s), and as ≡ αspi =
g2R
4pi2
. The RGE given in
Eq.(10.1) is equivalent to Eq.(9.24). Given the renormalization point, the β(as) function
describes how the strong coupling depends on the momentum transfer.
The quark masses, mq(s), satisfy the differential RGE [70]
1
mq
dmq
d ln s
= γ(as) = −as (γ0 + as γ1 + a2s γ2 + a3s γ3 + a4s γ4) , (10.2)
where the γ(as) function is an anomalous dimension and is known up to O(a5s).
The s-dependence of as and mq in Eqs.(10.1 – 10.2) is implicit i.e. as = as(s) and
mq = mq(s).
The coefficients of the β(as) function, which are now known to five-loop order [71–73], are
given by
β0 =
1
4
(
11− 2
3
nf
)
β1 =
1
16
(
102− 38
3
nf
)
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β2 =
1
64
(
2857
2
− 5033
18
nf +
325
54
n2f
)
β3 =
1
44
{
149753
6
+ 3564 ζ3 −
(
1078361
162
+
6508
27
ζ3
)
nf +
(
50065
162
+
6472
81
ζ3
)
n2f
+
1093
729
n3f
}
β4 =
1
45
{
8157455
16
+
621885
2
ζ3 − 88209
2
ζ4 − 288090 ζ5
+ nf
(
−336460813
1944
− 4811164
81
ζ3 +
33935
6
ζ4 +
1358995
27
ζ5
)
+ n2f
(
25960913
1944
+
698531
81
ζ3 − 10526
9
ζ4 − 381760
81
ζ5
)
+ n3f
(
−630559
5832
− 48722
243
ζ3 +
1618
27
ζ4 +
460
9
ζ5
)
+ n4f
(
1205
2916
− 152
81
ζ3
)}
,
(10.3)
where ζn is the Riemann zeta-function and nf = 3 for three active quark flavours.
The γ(as) function coefficients, also currently known to five-loop order [74–76], are
γ0 = 1
γ1 =
1
16
(
202
3
− 20
9
nf
)
γ2 =
1
64
(
1249−
(
2216
27
+
160
3
ζ3
)
nf − 140
81
n2f
)
γ3 =
1
256
{
4603055
162
+
135680
27
ζ3 − 8800 ζ5
+
(
− 91723
27
− 34192
9
ζ3 + 880 ζ4 +
18400
9
ζ5
)
nf
+
(5242
243
+
800
9
ζ3 − 160
3
ζ4
)
n2f +
(
− 332
243
+
64
27
ζ3
)
n3f
}
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γ4 =
1
45
{
99512327
162
+
46402466
243
ζ3 + 96800 ζ
2
3 −
698126
9
ζ4 − 231757160
243
ζ5
+ 242000 ζ6 + 412720 ζ7 + nf
(
− 150736283
1458
+
12538016
81
ζ3 − 75680
9
ζ23
+
2038742
27
ζ4 +
49876180
243
ζ5 − 638000
9
ζ6 − 1820000
27
ζ7
)
+ n2f
(1320742
729
+
2010824
243
ζ3 +
46400
27
ζ23 −
166300
27
ζ4 − 264040
81
ζ5 +
92000
27
ζ6
)
+ n3f
(91865
1458
+
12848
81
ζ3 +
448
9
ζ4 − 5120
27
ζ5
)
+ n4f
(
− 260
243
− 320
243
ζ3 +
64
27
ζ4
)}
,
(10.4)
where ζn is the Riemann zeta-function and nf = 3 for three active quark flavours.
It is important to be aware that there are consequences to crossing flavour thresholds. In
the succeeding section (11), we concentrate on the perturbative expansions (in the light
quark sector) of αs(s) and mq(s) resulting from Eqs.(10.1 – 10.2). If we proceed to higher
energies (into the heavy quark region), the renormalization scale crosses quark mass flavour
thresholds: finite threshold corrections appear [77] and the scale dependence of the mass
then needs to be matched above and below the threshold. One has to specify a new initial
condition for the running coupling constant at each threshold.
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11 Series Expansion of the Quark Mass Renormalization Group
Equation: an Application of Rubi
The recent calculation of the β(as) function to five-loop order by [71–73], has ensured that
the series expansion of the running quark mass can now be calculated to five-loop order.
Previously this series expansion had been calculated by Chetyrkin et al. [78] to four-loop
order, which built on the three-loop order calculation done by Kniehl [79]. Chrishtie et
al. [80] provide a new exposition into the topic to four-loop order without the use of Com-
puter Algebra Systems (CAS), but stop short of explicitly providing the series expansion.
Recently, Kateav et al. have calculated the quark mass perturbative expansion to five-loop
order in [81], which was done at roughly the same time as the work presented in this section
of the dissertation [82].
In this section, we derive the perturbative expansion of the running quark mass. This series
solution to Eq.(10.2) involves performing a Taylor expansion of mq(s) at some reference
scale s = s∗, in powers of η = ln(s/s∗). To third- and fourth-loop order this calculation
is a fairly trivial exercise. At higher loop orders, however, this computation becomes more
difficult and CAS such as Mathematica [83] and SymPy [84] (the popular open-source al-
ternative implemented in Python) struggle to intuitively solve the RG equation without
the additional use of Rubi.
Rule-based Integration (Rubi) [85] is an enhanced method of symbolic integration which
allows for the integration of many difficult integrals not accomplished by other CAS. Using
Rubi, many techniques involving integration become tractable. With Rubi, integrals are
approached using step-wise simplification; distilling an integral (if the solution is unknown)
into composite integrals which highlight yet undiscovered integration rules. The next
subsection (11.1) quantitatively examines the benefits of Rubi compared with other CAS.
First, an outline of the method for using Rubi to derive the perturbative expansion of the
running quark mass – an original method developed in [82] by myself – is given in the
following subsection (11.2). The derivation is purely symbolic.
11.1 The Power of Rubi as a Symbolic Integration Tool
Computer Algebra Systems such as Mathematica [83] and SymPy [84], have built-in sym-
bolic integral routines. Rule-based Integration (Rubi) developed by [19] is principally a
package (designed for Mathematica) that provides a method of symbolic integration orga-
nized by decision tree pattern matching, which matches the form of the integral against
known integral rules. Rubi comprises 6700+ rules collated from familiar favourites [86–88]
and in doing so it offers not only a means of integrating, but a growing complete reference
for integration rules. These rules are in human-readable form with cross references to Rubi
rule numbers and to the source. Rubi can also print the rules applied at each stage of
solving the integral – a useful technique for pedagogical and diagnostic purposes.
Without proper consideration it may not be obvious why Rubi marks a significant im-
provement to effectively solving integrals. The effectiveness of these routines have been
independently investigated by [89] with the results presented in Table 3. Comparing Rubi
4.15.2, Mathematica 11.3 and SymPy 1.1.1, Abbasi [89] divides the quality of integral’s an-
tiderivatives into four groups. Group A consists of integrals that were easily solved, where
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the antiderivative is optimal in quality and leafsize. Group B is the group of integrals
which were solved, but the leafsize twice that of optimal. Group C’s integrals were solved,
but the solution contains hypergeometric functions, special functions or imaginary units
while the optimal antiderivative does not. Finally Group F are all integrals which cannot
be solved by the CAS. See [89] for more details.
System % A grade % B grade % C grade % F grade
Rubi 4.15.2 99.76 0.08 0.06 0.1
Mathematica 11.3 75.37 8.46 15.81 2.67
SymPy 1.1.1 30.29 0 0 69.71
Adapted: Abbasi (2018) pg. 6 [89]
Table 3: Antiderivative Grade distribution for each CAS
Rule-based integration is the focus of much attention in development not only by [19], but
by others. For example SymPy 1.1.1 currently fairs comparatively poorly in symbolic inte-
gration to other CAS (Table 3). However, the rules and implementation (pattern matching
in a decision tree) behind Rubi are currently being developed into SymPy, see [90] for de-
tails. This would clearly improve the quality of this open source alternative.
Having examined how powerful Rubi is as a symbolic integration tool, we would want to
explore how it can be applied in computation, and – in particular – in deriving the pertur-
bative series expansion of the quark mass renormalization group equation, which describes
the running of mq(s). The integral of interest, Eq.(11.3), is particularly challenging for
CAS.
11.2 The Perturbative Series Expansion of mq(s)
The quark mass RG equation (Eq.(10.2)) can be identified as a linearly separable differ-
ential equation. As such, we are able to exactly solve for mq given the coefficients of the
β(as) and γ(as) functions to a certain order. The exact solutions to leading and next-to-
leading order are given in [79]. However, it is difficult to obtain the exact solution of mq
at higher orders, and this becomes a numerical procedure. Therefore, it is more lucid to
solve the renormalization group equations in terms of a power expansion, since this type of
solution provides insight into the renormalization scheme dependence of the running quark
mass on the energy scale parameter s, at higher powers. This is important in accurately
determining the light quark mass at a chosen scale. Hence, we proceed with determining
a perturbative series expansion of Eq.(10.2).
This is achieved by dividing Eq.(10.2) by Eq.(10.1) and linearly separating the differentials
to yield
dmq
mq
=
γ(as)
β(as)
das , (11.1)
where β(as) and γ(as) were defined in Eqs.(10.1 - 10.2).
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Integrating Eq.(11.1) leads to
ln
(
mq(s)
mq(s∗)
)
=
∫ as(s)
as(s∗)
da′s
γ(a′s)
β(a′s)
, (11.2)
which can be easily rearranged to find
mq(s) = mq(s
∗) exp
(∫ as(s)
as(s∗)
da′s
γ(a′s)
β(a′s)
)
, (11.3)
where mq(s∗) is the initial condition.
Both Mathematica and Rubi can be used in attempts to solve the integral in Eq.(11.3).
What is of interest is how each of these CAS approach solving the chosen problem. In terms
of the integral classification we introduced in subsection (11.1), we can classify the integral
in Eq.(11.3) as a Group F integral, which means that Rubi and Mathematica are unable
to solve the integral analytically. Naïvely using Mathematica’s inbuilt integration function
immediately yields an answer in terms of a RootSum object. Mathematica then struggles
to find the definite integral (and series expansion) due to infinities arising from the loga-
rithmic terms in this RootSum object. Mathematica’s solution has a low interpretability
and it’s not clear what part of the integration process eventually yields the RootSum object.
Comparatively Rubi’s attempt at the integral is a partial solution involving lower order
integrals. The key advantage Rubi offers here is in simplification and clarity in identifying
the unevaluated sections of the problem. Rubi performs the integral step-wise while print-
ing the integration rule that it employs at each stage – which is worth emphasising. This
allows the researcher to focus on what Rubi does not know. Should the researcher find an
analytical solution for these unknown integrals it is easy to develop the appropriate rule
and submit it to the Rubi GitHub project [85]. The high interpretability of Rubi’s attempt
means that these remaining integrals can then be added to Rubi’s repository using other
techniques, or suitably approximated if no exact solution can be found. Finding the series
expansion from this point is straightforward.
Rubi’s attempt at the indefinite version of the integral in Eq.(11.3) yields
F (a′s) =
∫
da′s
γ(a′s)
β(a′s)
=
γ0 ln(a
′
s)
β0
− 1
4β0 β4
{(
β4 γ0 − β0 γ4
)
ln
(
β0 + β1 a
′
s + β2 a
′
s
2
+ β3 a
′
s
3
+ β4 a
′
s
4)
+ I0
(
3β1 β4 γ0 − 4β0 β4 γ1 + β0 β1 γ4
)
+ 2 I1
(
β2 β4 γ0 − 2β0 β4 γ2 + β0 β2 γ4
)
+ I2
(
β3 β4 γ0 − 4β0 β4 γ3 + 3β0 β3 γ4
)}
(11.4)
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where
In =
∫
da′s
a′ns
β0 + β1 a′s + β2 a′s
2 + β3 a′s
3 + β4 a′s
4 (11.5)
The integrals In do not at present have an analytic solution in terms of algebraic functions
– at least, they are unknown by Rubi. At this stage, however, Mathematica is able to re-
write these integrals in terms of RootSum objects (without logarithmic divergences) that
can be suitably simplified when the series expansion is performed.
The definite integral of Eq.(11.4) is found simply by using the Fundamental Theorem of
Calculus4. The upper bound of the definite integral, the scale dependent strong coupling
as(s), is rewritten as its perturbative solution in terms of some known as(s∗) (e.g. at the
tau-lepton mass scale) up to O(a6s) [70]
as(s) = as(s
∗) + a2s(s
∗)
(
− β0 η
)
+ a3s(s
∗)
(
− β1 η + β20 η2
)
+ a4s(s
∗)
(
− β2 η + 5
2
β0 β1 η
2 − β30 η3
)
+ a5s(s
∗)
(
− β3 η + 3
2
β21 η
2 + 3β0 β2 η
2 − 13
3
β20 β1 η
3 + β40 η
4
)
+ a6s(s
∗)
(
− β4 η + 7
2
β0 β1 η
2 +
7
2
β0 β3 η
2 − 35
6
β0 β
2
1 η
3 − 6β20 β2 η3
+
77
12
β30 β1 η
4 − β50 η5
)
,
(11.6)
where as(s) is defined in Eq.(3.8) and the variable η used throughout Part II is defined as
η ≡ ln(s/s∗) . (11.7)
Using Eq.(11.6) the resulting definite integral of Eq.(11.4) is quite lengthy, despite some
simplification occurring between polynomial sums arising from the In integrals in Eq.(11.4).
It can be viewed in the supplementary Mathematica notebook.
Focusing on Eq.(11.3), next is to exponentiate the definite integral, and perform a series
expansion at some reference scale s = s∗.
Reordering the perturbative solution in terms of as(s∗) yields
4An assumption of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus is that the function to be integrated must be
continuous. In the present case, the integrand is a rational function and therefore continuous up to isolated
poles in the complex plane.
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mq(s) = mq(s
∗)
{
1− as(s∗) γ0 η + 1
2
a2s(s
∗) η
[
− 2 γ1 + γ0 (β0 + γ0) η
]
− 1
6
a3s(s
∗) η
[
6 γ2 − 3
(
β1 γ0 + 2 (β0 + γ0) γ1
)
η + γ0 (2β
2
0 + 3β0 γ0 + γ
2
0) η
2
]
+
1
24
a4s(s
∗) η
[
− 24 γ3 + 12(β2 γ0 + 2β1 γ1 + γ21 + 3β0 γ2 + 2 γ0 γ2) η
− 4
(
6β20 γ1 + 3 γ
2
0 (β1 + γ1) + β0 γ0 (5β1 + 9 γ1)
)
η2 + γ0 (6β
3
0 + 11β
2
0 γ0
+ 6β0 γ
2
0 + γ
3
0) η
3
]
+
1
120
a5s(s
∗) η
[
− 120 γ4 + 1
β0
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(
− 7β1 β2 γ0 + 4β20 γ3 + β0 (7β1 γ0 + β3 γ0
+ 2β2 γ1 + 3β1 γ2 + 2γ1 γ2 + 2 γ0 γ3)
)
η − 20
(
3β21 γ0 + β1 (14β0 + 9 γ0) γ1
+ 3 (2β0 + γ0)(β2 γ0 + γ
2
1 + 2β0 γ2 + γ0 γ2)
)
η2 + 10
(
12β30 γ1 + γ
3
0(3β1 + 2 γ1)
+ β0 γ
2
0 (13β1 + 12 γ1) + β
2
0 γ0 (13β1 + 22 γ1)
)
η3 − γ0
(
24β40 + 50β
3
0 γ0
+ 35β20 γ
2
0 + 10β0 γ
3
0 + γ
4
0
)
η4
]
+ O(a6s(s∗))
}
.
(11.8)
This is the updated series expansion of the quark mass renormalization group equation
to five-loop order. Up to three-loop order Eq.(11.8) agrees exactly with [79], and up to
four-loop order with [78].
In principle, Eq.(11.8) is valid for any number of quarks nf , between two thresholds pro-
vided the correct initial values are used. For the light quark sector this is set to nf = 3.
For three active quark flavours, substituting the known values of the γ and β coefficients
into Eq.(11.8) results in
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mq(s) = mq(s
∗)
{
1− as(s∗) γ0 η + a2s(s∗)
[ 1
72
(
− 303 + 10nf
)
η +
1
24
(
45− 2nf
)
η2
]
+ a3s(s
∗)
[(
− 1249
64
+ (
277
216
+
5ζ3
6
)nf +
140
81
n2f
)
η +
(607
32
− 233
144
nf +
5
216
n2f
)
η2
+
(
− 65
16
+
7
18
nf +
1
108
n2f
)
η3
]
+ a4s(s
∗)
[(
− 98.943 + 19.108nf − 0.276n2f − 0.006n3f
)
η +
(
− 146.861− 23.571nf
− 8.120n2f + 0.432n3f
)
η2 +
(
− 69.086 + 9.698nf − 0.389n2f + 0.004n3f
)
η3
+
(
9.395− 1.407nf + 0.070n2f − 0.001n3f
)
η4
]
+ a5s(s
∗)
[(
− 559.707 + 143.686nf − 7.482n2f − 0.108n3f + 0.0001n4f
)
η
+
( 1
2nf − 33(−29836.577 + 8585.863nf + 22.617n
2
f − 98.278n3f + 4.520n4f − 0.004n5f )
)
η2
+
(
− 775.076 + 164.071nf + 26.364n2f − 3.556n3f + 0.096n4f
)
η3
+
(
230.956− 45.430nf + 3.081n2f − 0.082n3f + 0.0006n4f
)
η4
+
(
− 22.547 + 4.630nf − 0.356n2f + 0.012n3f − 0.0002n4f
)
η5
]
+ O(a6s(s∗))
}
,
(11.9)
where the coefficients of the Riemann zeta-function have been numerically evaluated and
nf = 3 in the light quark sector.
11.3 Evaluating the Accuracy of the Series Expansion of mq(s)
Eq.(11.8) is the perturbative series expansion of the running quark massmq(s) in powers of
η = ln(s/s∗), with the initial valuemq(s∗) to five-loop order. Now of interest is the effect of
the latest loop order (i.e. the O(a5(s∗)) term). To do this, Eq.(11.8) is compared with the
four-loop series determined by [78]. Alternatively, one could directly numerically integrate
Eqs.(10.1 - 10.2) to find the running coupling as(s) and running quark mass mq(s) (noting
that discontinuities arise at flavour thresholds). This is the method employed in RunDec, a
Mathematica (and C) package used for the decoupling and running of the strong coupling
constant and quark masses, developed by [40] and now in its third version.
Figure (19) provides a local error analysis, by plotting the difference between the direct
numerical integration of Eq.(10.2) for the running of the up and down quark mass mud(s)
and i). the perturbative series solution to five-loop order (Eq.(11.8)); ii). the perturbative
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series solution to four-loop order [78]. Varying the energy scale between 1GeV2 and 5GeV2
in increments of 0.001, describes 4001 points at which to evaluate mud. The initial quark
mass condition was set to be mud(s∗ = (2GeV)2) = (3.9 ± 0.3)MeV [68], where mud ≡
(mu + md)/2. The strong coupling constant αs((2GeV)2) = 0.307± 0.013 which is found
using the perturbative series expansion of the strong coupling RG equation [70] with the
initial condition αs(m2τ = 3.16GeV
2) = 0.328 ± 0.013 [91] was used. The uncertainty in
the quark mass and strong coupling constant are not needed in the numerical analysis that
follows.
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Figure 19: The local error function, f(sj) = r(sj) − k(sj), where r(sj) is the reference
value of mud(sj) with a scale dependence calculated by direct numerical integration of
the quark mass RG equation, and k(sj) is the value of mud(sj) with a scale dependence
as either the five-loop series expansion (orange) or the four-loop series expansion (blue).
The direct numerical integration approach can be used as a reference from which statistical
comparisons are drawn, indicating how well it is approximated by the four-loop [78] and
by the five-loop (Eq.(11.8)) series expansion. Two common statistical evaluation criteria:
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are used to provide
a global error analysis. The Root Mean Squared Error is defined as
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
j=1
( r(sj) − k(sj) )2 , (11.10)
and the Mean Absolute Error is calculated as
MAE =
1
n
n∑
j=1
| r(sj) − k(sj) | , (11.11)
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where r(sj) is the reference i.e. mud(sj) calculated by directly numerically integrating
Eq.(10.2) at each point j in the s range described; and k(sj) is the quark mass mud(sj)
calculated using the perturbative series solution to either the four- or five-loop order at a
particular point j within the s range.
The MAE can be interpreted as the average error rate, while the RMSE is more sensitive
to a large deviation between the function and the reference function at a single point. The
MAE and RMSE for the four- and five-loop perturbative series solution are given in table
(4). The largest absolute deviation is also given, in order to provide context for the MAE
and RMSE values.
Statistic Five-loop series solution Four-loop series solution
Mean Abs. Error 0.0015 0.0079
Root Mean Squared Error 0.0029 0.0146
Largest Abs. Deviation 0.0116 0.0578
Smallest Abs. Deviation 0 0
Table 4: Error evaluation for the forth-loop [78] and by the fifth-loop (Eq.(11.8)) series
expansion, using the direct numerical integration of the quark mass RG equation as a
reference
From figure (19) and the low MAE and RMSE in table (4), it is clear that the five-loop
perturbative series solution for the quark mass does not deviate significantly from the
direct numerical integration of the mass RG equation. Hence the O(a5s) correction to the
series solution of the quark mass RG equation is a valuable addition.
11.4 Validation of Results
It has been established in subsection (11.2) that one can find the peturbative series so-
lution of the running quark mass by focusing on the separated RG equation (Eq.(11.3)):
integrating the given integral using Rubi and exponentiating the result, followed by Taylor
expanding around a reference point s = s∗. Mathematica, in comparison, can not find the
peturbative solution in this way, since it fails to evaluate the integral in Eq.(11.3) into a
useful form.
This aside, one can validate the result through a different method, this time more agreeable
to Mathematica. The method relies on: i). interchanging the limiting processes (perform-
ing the series expansion before integration)5, ii). calculating the indefinite integral, followed
by using the FTC to find the definite integral, iii). performing a second Taylor expansion
after exponentiating the resultant integral.
5To be able to replace the integrand with its Taylor expansion, and then integrate term by term; a sufficient
criterion is that the series expansion converges uniformly. This is indeed the case here, with the higher
order terms having a decreasing contribution.
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The first stage of this process is to series expand the integrand of Eq.(11.3) which yields
γ(a)
β(a)
=
γ0
a β0
+
β0 γ1 − β1 γ0
β20
+ a
((
β21 − β0 β2
)
γ0
β30
− β1 γ1
β20
+
γ2
β0
)
+ a2
((−β31 + 2β0 β2 β1 − β20 β3) γ0
β40
+
(
β21 − β0 β2
)
γ1
β30
− β1 γ2
β20
+
γ3
β0
)
+ O(a3)
(11.12)
where the higher order terms are given in the supplementary Mathematica notebook.
Eq.(11.12) is now easily integrated with respect to a. After taking the definite integral
and exponentiating, a second Taylor expansion is performed in order to yield the resultant
series solution. See the supplementary Mathematica notebook for further details.
While the double series expansion may seem nonintuitive, it is able to reproduce the quark
mass series expansion to five-loop order. Which, in turn, provides validation to the central
method developed in section (11) – using Rubi.
The case for using Rubi as a tool in this situation, and in other Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) research areas, is thus: it provides a lucid and
intuitive approach to solving integrals, which other CAS systems are often unable to solve
directly. This has been demonstrated through the derivation of the perturbative expansion
of quark mass renormalization group equation, given in Eq.(11.8).
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12 Conclusion
This dissertation has achieved its aim of determining the up, down and strange quark
masses. The quark masses were determined from a QCD finite energy sum rule using the
pseudoscalar correlator to six-loop order in perturbative QCD, with the leading vacuum
condensates and higher order quark mass corrections included. The preferred calculation
was done within the framework of contour improved perturbation theory. Considering the
criteria of stability and convergence, this framework was favoured over fixed order per-
turbation theory for both the case of the correlator determining the up and down quark
mass and the correlator determining the strange quark mass. Respectively, these masses
were found to be mu(2GeV) = (2.6 ± 0.4)MeV, md(2GeV) = (5.3 ± 0.4)MeV and
ms(2GeV) = (91.8 ± 9.9)MeV in the CIPT framework.
In this determination the systematic uncertainties stemming from the hadronic resonance
sector were reduced by introducing an integration kernel in the Cauchy integral in the
complex squared energy plane. Although several kernels were considered, the optimal ker-
nel took the form of a second degree polynomial which quenches the hadronic resonance
contribution at s = s0, as well as halfway between the two resonances. Further, the issue
of the convergence of the perturbative QCD expansion and its effect on the light quark
masses was discussed.
The light quark masses presented in this dissertation are in agreement with recent sum
rule and lattice QCD determinations in this field. Figures (13) and (17) show how these
results compare with the current literature.
It is particularly important to realise that although these results of the up, down and
strange quark masses agree with the most recent previous FESR determinations [15,17,18],
the determination presented in this dissertation represents a significant improvement over
past determinations and explores various original aspects in the method. The analysis of
different kernels, examining the issue of the convergence of the perturbative QCD expan-
sion, a different implementation of the running QCD coupling and a more careful error
analysis are some of the considerable improvements accomplished in this determination.
The calculations in this dissertation are preformed in Mathematica and represent a notable
advancement in achieved numerical precision of FESR determinations of the light quark
masses compared to [15,18]. Additionally, this determination is one of the first within the
field of QCD sum rules to make its code available for publication, since the author believes
in the importance of modern research and open collaboration. The fully annotated Math-
ematica notebooks are openly accessible via the GitHub repository and in the attached
supplementary material.
The second part to this dissertation focused on regularization and renormalization, par-
ticularly in regard to the quark masses. The central idea of Part II examines the renor-
malization group equations of the strong coupling αs(s) and the quark masses mq(s), and
calculates of the updated series expansion of the quark mass renormalization group equa-
tion (RGE) to five-loop order using Rule-based Integration (Rubi), a new Mathematica
package that provides a method of symbolic integration. This work has been written up
into a research note [82].
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To conclude, this dissertation is placed within the context of the field of QCD sum rules.
An open problem in this field is the reduction of uncertainty in the method and in its
inputs. The sum rule approach would benefit from more accurate determinations of the
vacuum condensates, as well as updated experimental information of the resonances in the
hadronic sector.
This aside, the field remains an amazingly versatile one. There are numerous application
of QCD sum rules. Besides the determination of the up, down and strange quark masses
described in this dissertation, further extensions from this work could consider determin-
ing the charm and bottom quark masses via a sum rule calculation. Such determinations
would require experimental data on hadronic spectral densities as input, and the recently
collated e+e− → hadrons data-set [92] could be used. Moreover, calculating the heavy
quark masses would not be the limit to extending this work. The QCD sum rule framework
can be used to calculate the vacuum condensates, the g− 2 muon and the hadronic contri-
butions to the running QED coupling. The author hopes to be able to further contribute
to this field in the future.
In the present, the work outlined in this dissertation presents the most accurate up, down
and strange quark mass determination from a QCD finite energy sum rule to date. Through
a publication resulting from this dissertation [68], these results will – in all likelihood –
form part of the world average for the light quark masses published by the Particle Data
Group [13] in 2019.
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A Appendix
A.1 FESR from Cauchy’s Theorem
Consider the integration contour in the complex s-plane. Where sth is the threshold energy
and s0 is the radius of the circular integration contour.
Figure 20: Integration contour in the complex s-plane.
From Cauchy’s residue theorem we have∮
dsΠ(s) = 2pii Res[ Π(s), s = 0 ] (A.1)
with Π(s) an analytic function in the complex energy plane, and Res[ Π(s), s = 0 ] the sum
of the residues at the pole(s).
Using the Schwarz’s Symmetry Principle inside the contour and taking the limit  → 0
(Fig.(A.1)), the left hand side of Eq.(A.1) becomes∮
dsΠ(s) =
∫
C1
dsΠ(s) +
∫
C2
dsΠ(s) + 2i
∫ s0
sth
ds ImΠ(s) . (A.2)
Assuming that the limit  → 0 is taken, the integral about C2 vanishes. Thereafter,
substituting Eq.(A.2) into Eq.(A.1), and noting that the points on C1 obey |s| = s0, one
obtains ∮
|s|=s0
dsΠ(s) + 2i
∫ s0
sth
ds ImΠ(s) = 2pii Res[ Π(s), s = 0 ] . (A.3)
Simply dividing each term in Eq.(A.3) by 2pii and replacing the general analytic function
Π(s) with our pseudoscalar correlator Ψ5(s) (Eq.(2.2)), one has the finite energy sum rule
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12pi i
∮
C(|s0|)
dsΨ5(s)|QCD +
∫ s0
sth
ds
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|HAD = Res[ Ψ5(s), s = 0 ] . (A.4)
The integrand used in the FESR can be multiplied by a meromorphic function P5(s)
designed to quench the systematic uncertainties in the resonance region on the second
Riemann sheet
1
2pi i
∮
C(|s0|)
dsΨ5(s)|QCD P5(s) +
∫ s0
sth
ds
1
pi
ImΨ5(s)|HAD P5(s) = Res[ Ψ5(s)P5(s), s = 0 ] .
(A.5)
Eq.(A.5) is the sum rule which forms the basis of the light quark mass determinations.
In the interest of full generality we briefly discuss the form of the sum rule most beneficial
for heavy quark (charm and bottom) mass determinations. The heavy quark mass determi-
nations make use of the vector current correlator. In the heavy quark sector ImΨ5(s)|HAD
is not model-based as in the light quark sector; instead, hadronic data (commonly e+e−
data) directly enters the sum rule. This is done through the use of the Optical Theorem,
an important property of the two-point correlation function of the vector current Π(q2).
Theorem A.1 (Optical Theorem) The imaginary part of the two-point correlation func-
tion of the vector current can be directly related to the total cross-section
Rf (s) ≡ σ( e
+e− → hadrons(ff) )
σ( e+e− → µ+µ− ) = 12pi ImΠ(s)
where
σ( e+e− → µ+µ− ) = 4pi αem
3 s
.
This theorem is a direct consequence of the unitarity of the scattering matrix (S-matrix)
[28], which associates the final and initial states of a physical system that undergoes a
scattering process.
Using the Optical Theorem to specify how cross-section data enters the finite energy sum
rule for the vector current correlator, yields
1
2pi i
∮
C(|s0|)
dsΨ(s)|QCD P (s) + 1
12pi2
∫ s0
sth
ds Rf (s)P (s) = Res[ Ψ(s)P (s), s = 0 ] , (A.6)
where P (s) is a meromorphic function chosen to quench uncertainties in the hadronic
sector. Eq.(A.6) forms the basis of the heavy quark mass sum rule determinations.
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A.2 The Pseudoscalar Correlator Ψ5(q2) in Perturbative QCD
This section derives the lowest order perturbative contribution of the pseudoscalar corre-
lator Ψ5(q2). The pseudoscalar correlator is defined in momentum space as
Ψ5(q
2) = i
∫
d4x eiqx 〈Ω|T{∂µAµ(x) ∂νA†ν(0)} |Ω〉 , (A.7)
where Ω represents the physical vacuum, and ∂µAµ(x) is the divergence of the flavour i, j
axial-vector current. In QCD, ∂µAµ(x) can be related to the corresponding pseudoscalar
density by the Ward Identity
∂µAµ(x) = (mi +mj)N{qj(x) i γ5 qi(x)} , (A.8)
where N{ } is the standard normal-ordering operator, mi,j are the running quark masses
in QCD, and i, j denotes the quark flavour.
Inserting Eq.(A.8) into Eq.(A.7) yields
Ψ5(q
2) = (mi +mj)
2 i
∫
d4x eiqx 〈0|T{qj(x) iγ5 qi(x) (qj(0) iγ5 qi(0))†} |0〉
= (mi +mj)
2 i
∫
d4x eiqx 〈0|T{qj(x) iγ5 qi(x) qi(0) iγ5 qj(0)} |0〉
≡ (mi +mj)2 Π5(q2) ,
(A.9)
where the hermitian property of the γ5 matrix, i.e. γ5 = γ
†
5 has been used.
In the final line of Eq.(A.9) notice that the two-point correlation function Π5(q2) is defined
to differ from Ψ5(q2) by a normalisation factor.
To proceed consider the object
τ(x) := 〈0|T{qj(x) iγ5 qi(x) qi(0) iγ5 qj(0)} |0〉 . (A.10)
The time-ordered product of these four fields can be expressed as the sum over normal-
ordered products formed by considering all possible contractions between pairs of the fields.
This is known as Wick’s Theorem.
Theorem A.2 (Wick’s Theorem) If φ(x1)φ(x2) ... φ(xm) denote various fields, and T{ }
and N{ } are, respectively, the standard time-ordering and normal-ordering operators, then
Wick’s Theorem [28] states
T{φ(x1)φ(x2)...φ(xm)} = N{φ(x1)φ(x2)...φ(xm) + all possible contractions }
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As an example, for m = 4
T{φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)} = N
{
φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
+ φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4) + φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)
}
.
(A.11)
Further, when nonadjacent fields are contracted, the contraction is defined to yield a factor
of DF or SF (depending if the fields in question are bosonic or fermionic). For example,
considering four quark fields where q(x1) and q(x3) are contracted gives
N{q(x1) q(x2) q(x3) q(x4)} = SF (x1 − x3)N{q(x2) q(x4)} (A.12)
where SF is the fermionic propagator
SF (x− y) := 1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k eik(x−y)
/k +m
k2 −m2 + i
and /p ≡ γµ pµ.
Lastly, since 〈0|N(any operator)|0〉 = 0, the vacuum expectation value of a term which
contains uncontracted operators is equal to zero.
Taking the vacuum expectation value of Eq.(A.11), and using Eq.(A.12) to simplify con-
tracted terms yields
〈0|T{φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)} |0〉 = SF (x1 − x2)SF (x3 − x4) + SF (x1 − x3)SF (x2 − x4)
+ SF (x1 − x4)SF (x2 − x3) .
(A.13)
Using Wick’s Theorem (specifically Eq.(A.13)) to contract alike fields simplifies τ(x),
Eq.(A.10), significantly
τ(x) = (i)2 〈0|T{qj(x) γ5 qi(x) qi(0) γ5 qj(0)} |0〉
= − SF, j(−x) γ5 SF, i(x) γ5
= −NC tr
(
SF, j(−x) γ5 SF, i(x) γ5
)
.
(A.14)
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Notice that the colour factor NC is present to account for the three quark colours. Using
the definition of the fermionic propagator SF in momentum k-space, τ becomes
τ(k) = −NC tr
(
/k2 +mj
k22 −m2j
γ5
/k1 +mi
k21 −m2i
γ5
)
= −NC tr
(
/k2 γ5 /k1 γ5 + /k2 γ5mi γ5 + mj γ5 /k1 γ5 + mj γ5miγ5
(k22 −m2j ) (k21 −m2i )
)
= −NC tr
( −/k2 /k1 + mjmi
(k22 −m2j ) (k21 −m2i )
)
,
(A.15)
where the final line follows from remembering /k = γµ kµ, and the properties of the gamma
matrices, namely: {γ5, γµ} = γ5γµ + γµγ5 = 0, (γ5)2 = I4 and tr(γµ) = 0.
Taking the trace of the remaining terms (using tr(γµγν) = 4ηµν) gives
τ(k) = −NC 4 (mjmi − k2 k1)
(k22 −m2j ) (k21 −m2i )
. (A.16)
Fourier transforming τ(k) back into position space
τ(x) = −NC
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
4 (mjmi − k2 k1)
(k22 −m2j ) (k21 −m2i )
ei (k2−k1)x . (A.17)
Substituting Eq.(A.17) into Eq.(A.9), the pseudoscalar correlator Ψ5(q2) becomes
Ψ5(q
2) = −(mi +mj)2 i
∫
d4x eiqxNC
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
4 (mjmi − k2 k1)
(k22 −m2j )(k21 −m2i )
ei(k2−k1)x
= −(mi +mj)2 iNC
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k2
4 (mjmi − k2 k1)
(k22 −m2j )(k21 −m2i )
δ(4)(q + k2 − k1) .
(A.18)
where the integration in d4x is performed using∫
d4x eiqx eik2x e−ik1x = (2pi)4 δ(4)(q + k2 − k1) . (A.19)
In Eq.(A.18) we now use the delta function to integrate over k2. Renaming k1 ≡ k gives
Ψ5(q
2) = − 4 (mi +mj)2 iNC
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
(mjmi − k (k − q))
((k − q)2 −m2j )(k2 −m2i )
. (A.20)
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The term proportional to mjmi is suppressed for the case of the light quarks and can be
neglected in our derivation of the lowest order perturbative contribution of the pseudoscalar
correlator Ψ5(q2). We are therefore left with
Ψ5(q
2) = 4 (mi +mj)
2 iNC
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
k2 − k q
(k2 (k − q)2)
= − 4 (mi +mj)2 iNC qµ
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
kµ
(k2 (k − q)2) ,
(A.21)
where the simplification in the last line is due to the integral of the first term (k2) vanishing.
Performing the final integral in d4k leaves us with
Ψ5(q
2) = −(mi +mj)2
(
3
8pi2
)
q2 ln
(−q2
µ2
)
, (A.22)
where dimensional regularization was used and the divergence (1/) was subtracted accord-
ing to theMS prescription. Eq.(A.22) is the perturbative contribution of the pseudoscalar
correlator to lowest order of αs.
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A.3 Mass Definitions
The quark mass is a fundamental parameter of QCD which enters the QCD Lagrangian [13]
as
L = i
∑
q
ψ¯aq (∇µ γµ + imq)ψaq −
1
4
GnµνG
nµν , (A.23)
where
∇µ = ∂µ − i g λ
n
2
Anµ
Gnµν = ∂µA
n
µ − ∂ν Anµ + g fnmlAmµ Alν (A.24)
and repeated indices are summed over. γµ are the Dirac γ-matrices, g is the gauge cou-
pling constant in QCD, fnml are the SU(3) group structure constants, Anµ are the gluon
fields with a colour-index n = 1, 2 ... 8 representing the 8 types of gluons, and ψaq are the
quark-field spinors for a q flavour quark with a colour-index a = 1, 2, 3 and mass mq.
The quark masses can be defined in various ways. The definitions relevant in light quark
mass determinations – the MS-mass and the scale invariant mass – are described below.
There are other ways to define particle masses (for example, the on-shell mass scheme which
is common in QED, electroweak interactions and in QCD to define the heavy quarks) but
they do not pertain directly to this dissertation.
A.3.1 MS - mass
All parameters of the Lagrangian that are related to a physical observable depend on the
scale used to define the theory. The quark masses mq, depend on some scale parameter
µ, as well as the chosen renormalization scheme. The minimal subtraction (MS-scheme)
is a particular renormalization scheme in Quantum Field Theory, developed separately
by ’t Hooft [69] and Weinberg [93] in 1973. In the MS-scheme, the infinities beyond
leading order in perturbative QCD are dealt with by absorbing the divergent parts of the
radiative corrections into the counterterms. Throughout this dissertation we work in the
modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS-scheme) [69, 94]. Similar to the MS-scheme, in
the MS-scheme the divergent parts of the radiative corrections are also absorbed into the
counterterms. In addition, a universal constant that arises with the divergences in pQCD
calculations is absorbed concurrently in the MS-scheme. This renormalization scheme is
the most commonly used scheme in QCD perturbation theory. The renormalization group
equation Eq.(10.2) describes the running of the quark masses in the MS-scheme, mq(µ).
The current convention is to report the quark masses at a scale of µ = 2GeV.
A.3.2 Scale Invariant Mass
The scale invariant mass is defined recursively from mq(µ), as the MS-mass at the scale
µ = mq. It is denoted by mq(mq). To calculate the scale invariant mass, we start with
the quark mass defined at an initial scale, mq(µ0). Eq.(11.3) is then used to run the mass
to a new scale6 µ1 = mq(µ0). Next, we repeat the process by running the mass to the
scale µ2 = mq(µ1). In theory, after an infinite number of recursions, mq(mq) is obtained.
In practice an acceptable level of precision is reached after approximately 10 recursions.
6The running of the quark mass can be calculated by solving the integral Eq.(11.3) numerically in Math-
ematica, using the series expansion of the quark mass renormalization group equation to five-loop order
developed in section (11), or by using the Mathematica package RunDec [40].
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A.4 Accessing the Mathematica Code
The Mathematica code used in the numerical calculations to generate all the results of this
dissertation and the subsequent publications is provided as supplementary material.
The code is organized into three comprehensively annotated Mathematica notebooks: (a)
Up-down-quark masses sum rules calculations, (b) Strange quark mass sum rules
calculations, and (c) Series solution of quark mass RGE.
All publications resulting from this dissertation (listed on page (iii)) have the correspond-
ing Mathematica notebook attached. It is still uncommon in the field of theoretical physics
to make the code available with a published paper. Historically, this was not possible as
it made publications unreadable and too expensive to print. However, these reasons are
no longer applicable in the present day, and the author has made the code available with
the publications resulting from this dissertation, since she believes in the importance of
modern research and open collaboration.
For readers please always check for the latest versions of the notebooks in the GitHub
repository:
https://github.com/AlexesMes/light-quark-masses.
This repository holds the work of A. Mes in Quantum Chromodynamic finite energy sum
rules and contains additional resources which would be of interest.
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This determination  represents  a  substantial  improvement  on  the  previous FESR results for 
the up- and down- quark masses (Dominguez, Nasrallah, Rontsch, Schilcher, 'Up- and down- 
quark masses from finite-energy QCD sum rules to five loops' (2009)), in terms of the high numeri-
cal precision achieved in this calculation. The calculations have been computed in Mathematica, 
a modern 64 - bit computer language with natural support for precision real and complex num-
bers. At a minimum, using the machine precision corresponds to 16 digits of mantissa, although 
higher multiples of the machine precision can be used. In comparison, the previous 2009 determi-
nation was performed using Fortran 77 and Fortran 90, a 1977 and 1991 computer language 
respectively. Typically, the early standard Fortran versions only contain single precision 
(numbers accurate to 7 digits of mantissa), while double precision (typically 14 digits of man-
tissa) can be specified for real numbers. Complex numbers present more of an issue, as the 
double precision must be split between the real and imaginary components. Notwithstanding 
this, it is the confluence of these different working numerical precisions in earlier Fortran lan-
guages that can typically result in an accumulated error. The issue of numerical precision can 
make a notable impact on the results. For example, in CIPT where the renormalization group 
equations must be solved at 10 000 points around the circular contour, with each point relying 
on the previous value of the strong coupling as an initial condition, the opportunity for numerical 
carried error is pronounced. In Mathematica the numerical underflow in such a situation can be 
managed with greater care. The determination we present in this paper (laid out in the following 
Mathematica notebook), therefore represents a significant advancement in achieved numerical 
precision of FESR determinations of the up - and down - quark masses.
In[ ]:= << GeneralUtilities`
<< ErrorBarPlots`
In[ ]:= SetSystemOptions["CheckMachineUnderflow"  False];
(*This supresses undeflow warning messages*)
Initialize Constants - Global Inputs
In[ ]:= (*Threshold energy. Source: Bijnens, Prades,
deRafael, 'Light Quark Masses in QCD' (1995).*)
sth = 9 * mpi^2;
(*Pion Pole data (mπ and fπ)[in MeV]. Source: (Particle Data Group),
Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018),'Leptonic decays of charged pseudoscalar mesons'.*)
mpi =
134.9770
1000
; fpi =
92.07
1000
;
(*sint0 = (mτ)^2 = initial reference energy,
aint0 = (coupling strength at s = sint0)/ π. uncert0 =
(uncertainty in coupling strength at s = sint0)/ π.
Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group), Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018).*)
sint0 = (1.77686)2; aint0 =
0.3205
Pi
; uncert0 =
0.0183
Pi
;
(*Three light quark flavours: up, down and strange*)
nf = 3;
(*Gluon condensate, < α
π
G2>.
Source: Dominguez, Hernandez,
Schilcher, 'Determination of the gluon condensate from data in the charm-
quark region' (2015).*)
GluonCon = 0.037; uncertGluonCon = 0.015;
(*Ratio mu
md
=0.48 (+0.07- 0.08), used to seperate the up-
and down-quark mass. Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group),
Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018).*)
ratiomumd = 0.48; ratiomu =
0.48
1 + 0.48
; ratiomd =
1
1 + 0.48
;
uncertratio = 0.075; (*where the asymetric error has been averaged*)
Note: The Particle Data Group gives the world average of the strong coupling to be: 
αsmZ2 = 0.1181 + 0.0011 . (Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group), Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 
(2018)).
We have then used version 3 of RunDec (a Mathematica package for running and decoupling of the 
strong coupling and quark masses)  to run the coupling to the mτ  scale, decoupling over flavour 
thresholds. We find αsmτ2 = 0.3205 + 0.0183 . (Source: K. Chetyrkin, J. Kühn and M. Steinhauser, 
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arXiv preprint hep-ph/0004189 (2000)).
Hadronic Spectrum
In the hadronic sector, the spectral function of the current correlator ψ5q2), involves the pion pole 
followed by the three-pion resonance contribution. This section elaborates on the method to 
model the hadronic resonances using a sum of Breit-Wigner forms. 
Choosing a Kernel
There is a freedom in the choice of kernel P5(s). The most effective kernel is: P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0). 
This is the integration kernel which quenches the hadronic spectrum at s0 (the radius of the circular 
contour in the complex energy plane) and between the two resonance peaks. Source: Bodenstein 
et. al, ‘Strange quark mass from sum rules with improved QCD convergence’ (2013). 
Note: Comparison of quark masses using a different kernels is given in the last section of this 
notebook.
In[ ]:= (*The coefficent in the kernel which causes it to
vanish between the two pionic excitations. aC is exactly half-
way betweent the two pionic exctations: aC = (1.56)2*)
aC = 2.4;
(*The chosen kernel*)
kern1[s_, s0_] := (s - aC) * (s - s0);
Breit - Wigner Modelling
Modelling the Hadronic Resonances with a sum of Breit-Wigner Forms. Here, the threshold 
behaviour of the three-pion
state is modelled beyond the chiral limit. Hence, the threshold is at sth = 9 mπ2.  Source: Bijnens, 
Prades, de Rafael, ‘Light Quark Masses in QCD’ (1995).  Using the approximate threshold behaviour 
in the chiral limit instead, has a limited impact on the final quark mass. This is explored in the 
Comparison Section towards the end of this notebook.
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In[ ]:= modelBPdR[s_, λc_, width1_, width2_, κ_] :=
Module{Γpi1 , Γpi2 , λ, m, Γ, BW, BW1, BW2, P},
mpi1 =
1300
1000
;
Γpi1 =
width1
1000
;
mpi2 =
1812
1000
;
Γpi2 =
width2
1000
;
λ = κ * λc;
(*Breit-Wigner model normalized such that: BW1(0)=BW2(0)=1 *)
BW =
m2 - sth2 + m2 * Γ2
s - m22 + m2 * Γ2
;
BW1 = BW /. {m  mpi1, Γ  Γpi1}; BW2 = BW /. {m  mpi2, Γ  Γpi2};
IPS[k_?NumericQ] :=
NIntegrateSqrt1 -
4 * mpi2
u
 * Sqrt 1 -
(Sqrt[u] + mpi)2
k
* 1 -
(Sqrt[u] - mpi)2
k
 *
5 +
1
2
*
1
k - mpi22
* k - 3 u + 3 * mpi22 +
3 * k - (Sqrt[u] + mpi)2 * k - (Sqrt[u] - mpi)2 * 1 -
4 * mpi2
u
+ 20 * mpi4 +
1
k - mpi2
* 3 * u - mpi2 - k + 9 * mpi2 ,
u, 4 * mpi2, (Sqrt[k] - mpi)2, WorkingPrecision  12;
P =
1
9 * 28 * π4
*
mpi4
fpi2
* IPS[s] *
(BW1 + λ * BW2)
1 + λ
* HeavisideTheta[s - 9 * mpi^2];
Return[P];
Note : The free parameter λ controls the relative importance of the second radial excitation. Chose 
λ such that it results in a reasonably smaller weight of the second resonance compared to the first. 
If you wish to estimate  the error in the constant λ (that determines the weighting of the reso-
nances), we would adjust the factor λc. λc=1 is the default value.
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QCD Section
RGE for α and ms
Renormalization Group Equations to determine the running coupling constant αs(s),  and the 
running mass mq(s) at a chosen scale. 
For example, we would find as(s0) by using: apwrexpand[s0,aint,sint]. In Contour Improved Perturba-
tion Theory, as(s0) is the initial condition in solving the RGE for the coupling constant at each point 
around the circle with radius s0 in the complex energy plane. 
QCD β-Coefficients
In[ ]:= (*The known β co-efficients of QCD. Source: Baikov, Chetyrkin,
Kühn, 'Five-Loop Running of the QCD coupling constant'(2017). Reference to earlier co-
efficient determinations is given in this paper.*)
b0C =
1
4
11 -
2
3
nf ;
b1C =
1
16
102 -
38
3
nf ;
b2C =
1
64
2857
2
-
5033
18
nf +
325
54
nf2 ;
b3C =
1
256
149753
6
+ 3564 Zeta[3] -
1078 361
162
+
6508
27
Zeta[3] nf +
50065
162
+
6472
81
Zeta[3] nf2 +
1093
729
nf3 ;
b4C =
1
45
8157 455
16
+
621885
2
* Zeta[3] -
88 209
2
* Zeta[4] - 288090 * Zeta[5] +
nf *
-336460 813
1944
-
4811 164
81
* Zeta[3] +
33935
6
* Zeta[4] +
1 358995
27
* Zeta[5] +
nf2 *
25 960913
1944
+
698531
81
* Zeta[3] -
10526
9
* Zeta[4] -
381760
81
* Zeta[5] +
nf3 *
-630559
5832
-
48722
243
* Zeta[3] +
1618
27
* Zeta[4] +
460
9
* Zeta[5] +
nf4 *
1205
2916
-
152
81
* Zeta[3] ;
QCD γ-Coefficients
In[ ]:= (*The known γ co-efficients of QCD. Source: Baikov, Chetyrkin,
Kühn, 'Quark Mass and Field Anomalous Dimensions to order αs5' (2014). Reference
to earlier co-efficient determinations is given in this paper.*)
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In[ ]:=
g0C = 1;
g1C =
1
16
202
3
-
20
9
* nf ;
g2C =
1
64
1249 -
2216
27
+
160
3
* Zeta[3] * nf -
140
81
* nf2;
g3C =
1
256
4603 055
162
+
135680
27
* Zeta[3] - 8800 * Zeta[5] +
-91723
27
-
34192
9
* Zeta[3] + 880 * Zeta[4] +
18 400
9
* Zeta[5] * nf
+
5242
243
+
800
9
* Zeta[3] -
160
3
* Zeta[4] * nf2 +
-332
243
+
64
27
* Zeta[3] * nf3 ;
g4C =
1
45
99512 327
162
+
46402 466
243
* Zeta[3] + 96800 * Zeta[3]2 -
698126
9
* Zeta[4] -
231757 160
243
* Zeta[5] + 242000 * Zeta[6] + 412720 * Zeta[7]
+ nf *
-150736 283
1458
-
12538 016
81
* Zeta[3] -
75680
9
* Zeta[3]2 +
2038 742
27
* Zeta[4] +
49876 180
243
* Zeta[5] -
638000
9
* Zeta[6] -
1 820000
27
* Zeta[7]
+ nf2 *
1320 742
729
+
2010 824
243
* Zeta[3] +
46400
27
* Zeta[3]2 -
166300
27
* Zeta[4] -
264040
81
* Zeta[5] +
92 000
27
* Zeta[6]
+ nf3 *
91865
1458
+
12848
81
* Zeta[3] +
448
9
* Zeta[4] -
5120
27
* Zeta[5] +
nf4 *
-260
243
-
320
243
* Zeta[3] +
64
27
* Zeta[4] ;
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RGE for the running coupling constant, αs 
In[ ]:= (*Using the renormalization group equation for as(s) =
αs(s)
π
one can perform a
Taylor expansion at some given reference scale s = sint,
leading to the equation below. This equation can be used to determine
the running coupling constant at any chosen scale. Source: Davier,
Hocker, Zhang, 'The physics of hadronic tau decays'(2005).*)
apwrexpand[s_, aint_, sint_] :=
aint + aint2 * -b0C * Log
s
sint
 + aint3 * -b1C * Log
s
sint
 + b0C2 * Log
s
sint

2
+
aint4 * -b2C * Log
s
sint
 +
5
2
* b0C * b1C * Log
s
sint

2
- b0C3 * Log
s
sint

3
+
aint5 * -b3C * Log
s
sint
 +
3
2
* b1C2 * Log
s
sint

2
+ 3 * b0C * b2C * Log
s
sint

2
-
13
3
* b0C2 * b1C * Log
s
sint

3
+ b0C4 * Log
s
sint

4
+
aint6 * -b4C * Log
s
sint
 +
7
2
* b0C * b1C * Log
s
sint

2
+
7
2
* b0C * b3C * Log
s
sint

2
-
35
6
* b0C * b1C2 * Log
s
sint

3
- 6 * b0C2 * b2C * Log
s
sint

3
+
77
12
* b0C3 * b1C * Log
s
sint

4
- b0C5 * Log
s
sint

5
;
RGE for the running mass, mq 
(*The renormalization group equation for the running mass mq(s), can be
integrated directly in order to find mq(s) at any chosen scale. Source: A. Mes,
J. Stephens, 'An Application of Rubi: Series Expansion of the Quark
Mass Renormalization Group Equation' arXiv:1811.04892(2018).*)
mqRGE[s_, mqs0_, aint_, sint_, s0_] :=
mqs0 * ExpIntegrateg0C + a * g1C + a2 * g2C + a3 * g3C + a4 * g4C 
a * b0C + a2 * b1C + a3 * b2C + a4 * b3C + a5 * b4C,
{a, apwrexpand[s0, aint, sint], apwrexpand[s, aint, sint]};
(*Note: As for as(s), a similar taylor expansion of the running mass RGE exists. It
can be used in place of the above equation. To order αs4 it is given in: Chetyrkin,
Kniehl,Sirlin, 'Estimations of order α3 and α4 corrections to mass-
dependent obesrvables'(1997);
to order αs5 it is given by: Mes, Stephens arXiv:1811.04892(2018).*)
Theoretical Input: Correlators and Kernels
pQCD
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The pseudoscalar correlator (phi5) is given in this section. 
For Contour Improved Perturbation Theory, we need a correlator where the quadratic divergence is 
not present in order to perform the renormalization group improvement (eliminating the logarith-
mic terms in the correlator by setting μ2 = -s. Hence, in CIPT we actually consider the second 
derivative of the pseudoscalar correlator. The second derivative of the pseudoscalar correlator, 
with the RG improvement performed is denoted by: d2phi5. 
Wilson Coefficients
In[ ]:= (*The Wilson Co-efficients entering the OPE for nf=3. Source: Dominguez,
Nasrallah, Rontsch, Schilcher, 'Up- and down-
quark masses from finite-energy QCD sum rules to five loops' (2009).*)
C01 = 6;
C11 = 34;
C12 = -6;
C21 = N -105 * Zeta[3] +
9631
24
;
C22 = -95;
C31 = N
4748 953
864
-
π4
6
-
91519
36
* Zeta[3] +
715
2
* Zeta[5];
C32 = N -6
4781
18
-
475
8
* Zeta[3] ;
C41 = 33532.263638321;
C42 = -15230.646220931589;
K0 = C01;
K1 = C11 + 2 * C12;
K2 = C21 + 2 * C22;
K3 = C31 + 2 * C32;
K4 = C41 + 2 * C42;
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pQCD Correlator
In[ ]:= phi5[A_] := -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12
+ a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651
+ a2 * 8.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 95 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 275.08 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 304.79
+ a3 * -13.813 * Log
-s
muo2

4
+
229 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 1165.4 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 2795.1 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 2966.2
+ A * a4 * 24.172 * Log
-s
muo2

5
- 534.05 * Log
-s
muo2

4
+
3962.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 15231 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 33 532 * Log
-s
muo2
 ;
phi5A[A_] := phi5[A]  ms02;
(*The perturbative QCD function has been evaluated at nf=3. Note: ms0 = (mu+md)2,
muo2 denotes μ2, and as=
αs
π
ie. a= alpha
Pi
.*)
In[ ]:= (*Second Derivative of correlator - used in CIPT*)
In[ ]:= d2phi5[A_] := -ms02 *
1
16 * Pi2
*
1
s
* K0 + K1 * a + K2 * a2 + K3 * a3 + A * K4 * a4;
Note : A is a factor which allows us to estimate the uncertainty in the mass due to the
unknown a5 term in the PQCD correlator. Default value : A = 1. When calculating
this uncertainty we assume the a5 term to be equal to the a4 term (by setting A = 2),
and calculate the change in the mass.
Condensates 
Non - perturbative Contributions to the OPE 
In[ ]:= (*The gluon condensate contribution to the OPE. Used
in Fixed Order Perturbation Theory. Note: ms0 = (mu+md)2,
and GG = < α
π
G2>. Source: Chetrykin, Dominguez, Pirjol,Schilcher 'Mass
singularities in light quark correlators:The strange quark case' (1995).*)
phiG[GG_] := -
ms02
8 * s
* GG * 1 + a *
11
2
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 ;
phiG1[GG_] := phiG[GG]  ms02;
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In[ ]:= (*Second derivative of the gluon condensate contribution to the OPE. Used in
Contour Improved Perturbation Theory. The renormalization group improvement
(which removes the logaritmic terms) has already been performed.*)
d2phiG[GG_] := -
ms02
s3
*
1
4
* GG * 1 +
11
2
* a ;
CIPT Functions
The coupling strength, αS(s), is a function of the energy in the complex energy plane, s, to be inte-
grated. The RG improvement is performed before the integration, this eliminates all the logarithmic 
terms. The strong coupling, αs, and the running masses, mud, are numerically integrated around the 
circle. At each point around the circle (i.e. at each value of φ), αs(s) must be obtained by solving the 
Renormalization Group Equation (RGE). The same must be done for the running quark mass, mud.
The function contourimproved[kernelcontribution_,correlator_, step_,aint_,sint_,s0_] , implements 
the Contour Improved Perturbation Theory Method, and outputs the contour integral 
∮ s =s0 ds (correlator*kernel)  using a Riemann Sum to perform the integration. 
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contourimproved[kernelcontribution_, correlator_, step_, aint_, sint_, s0_] :=
Module{h, rgealpha, ralpha, rgemass, rmass, contourintegral},
h = Pi / step;
(*Solving αs(s) renormalization group differential equation,
between -π and π. The output is the running coupling constant given
as an interpolation function over the points q,
where q ranges linearly between -π and π.*)
rgealpha = NDSolvear'[q] == -I b0C ar[q]2 + b1C ar[q]3 + b2C ar[q]4 ,
ar[0]  apwrexpand[s0, aint, sint], ar, {q, -Pi, Pi};
(*The value of the strong coupling is then tabulated at discrete
points around the circle in the complex s-plane.*)
ralpha = Table[Evaluate[ar[x] /. rgealpha], {x, h, Pi, h}];
(*Calculating the running mass at each point around the circle,
by using the value of the coupling
constant and solving the mq(s) renormalization group
differential equation at each discrete
point. Note: The list of αs at each point between-π and π is given by ralpha.*)
rgemass = AccumulateTableh * g0C * ralpha[[k]] + g1C * ralpha[[k]]2 +
g2C * ralpha[[k]]3 + g3C * ralpha[[k]]4, {k, 1, step};
rmass = Exp[-I * rgemass];
(*In order to perform the contour integral,
the following change of variables is made: s=
-s0*Exp[I*x] and ds=-s0*I*Exp[I*x]*dx*)
contourintegral = TotalTable
h * 2 * Re
-1
2 * Pi * I
* (-s0 * I * Exp[I * k * h]) * (correlator /. muo  Sqrt[s0] /.
s  (-s0 * Exp[I * k * h]) /. ms0  rmass[[k]] /. a  ralpha[[k]]) *
(kernelcontribution /. s  (-s0 * Exp[I * k * h]))
, {k, 1, step};
Return[contourintegral]
Note: 
1).  We integrate  the result, by taking the limit of a large number of points around the circle and 
summing over all these points - i.e. a Riemann Sum.
2). Doubling the integral between ϵ  (where ϵ  > 0)  and π,should be equivalent to performing the 
integral between 0 and 2*π, but it avoids the branch cut along the real axis.
3). We take the real part of the contour integral, because we require δPQCD to be real, although 
αs (-s)
π
 is complex.  
A very important fact to note is that when calculating the coupling constant  and running mass at 
each discrete point around the circle, do not start at x=0 (i.e. on the real axis),  since in our circular 
contour in the complex energy plane there is a branch cut along the real axis. Rather start at x = ϵ = 
h. When one has 10 000 points (for example), h= π/10 000  - this means one approximately starts at 
x=0. 
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FOPT Functions
The strong coupling, αs(s), and the quark mass, mud, are frozen around the circle in the complex 
energy plane. The RG improvement is performed after the integration, to eliminate all the logarith-
mic terms. 
The function fixedorder[correlator_, aint_,sint_,s0_,as_] , implements the Fixed Order Perturbation 
Theory Method, and outputs the contour integral ∮ s =s0 ds (correlator*kernel)  using a fixed cou-
pling α0 at a chosen energy scale s0. 
In[ ]:= fixedorder[correlator_, aint_, sint_, s0_, as_] := Module{contourintegral, contint},
(*In order to perform the contour integral,
the following change of variables is made: s=
-s0*Exp[I*x] and ds=-s0*I*Exp[I*x]*dx*)
(*Renormalization Group Improvement is performed by setting muo2=s0,
this removes the logarithmic terms*)
contourintegral = Integrate[(-s0 * I * Exp[I * x]) *
(correlator /. muo  Sqrt[s0] /. a  as /. s  ( -s0 * Exp[I * x])), {x, -Pi, Pi}];
Return[contourintegral]
;
Calculating the Quark Mass: FESR 
approach
Finite Energy Sum Rule - Mass Function
Using quark - hadron duality to equate the QCD and Hadronic contributions. This isolates mud,the 
mass of the up- and down- quarks (in GeV) at a scale of s0 (in GeV2). From this we use the recent 
PDG result mu
md
=0.48 (ratiomd, ratiomu), to separate the mass of the up quark at a scale of s0 and the 
mass of the down quark at a scale of s0. Then the function mqRGE[s_,mqs0_,aint_,sint_,s0_] is used 
to run the quark mass to any required scale. 
FOPT and CIPT need to be treated slightly differently, hence two mass functions: CIPTmassFESR[] 
and FOPTmassFESR[].
Contour Improved Mass Function
In[ ]:= CIPTmassFESR[s0_, aint_, sint_, model_, kernel_, GG_, A_, correlator_] :=
Module{res, pole, hadronic, Steps, kernelcont, deltaPQCD,
deltaGluon, deltaQCD, muds0, mds0, mus0, mudats, mdats, muats },
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(*For the Hadronic contribution to the FESR due to the hadronic resonances,
we integrate the hadronic spectral function from the threshold energy sth,
up to the radius of our circle in the complex energy plane s0.*)
res = NIntegrate [model * kernel[s, s0], {s, sth, s0}];
(*Hadronic Contribution due to the pion pole.*)
pole = 2 * fpi2 * mpi4 * kernelmpi2, s0;
hadronic = res + pole ;
(*Integrating the chosen kernel twice,
in order to multiply it by our physical/double-
derived correlators (d2phiG, d2phi5). See note below.*)
kernelcont = Module[{G, Gs, Gs0, Fs, Fs0, F, d2kern},
G[z_] := Integrate[kernel[v, s0], {v, 0, z}];
Gs = G[s];
Gs0 = Gs /. s  s0;
F[z_] := Integrate[G[k], {k, 0, z}] - Gs0 * z;
Fs = F[s];
Fs0 = Fs /. s  s0;
d2kern = Fs - Fs0
];
(*Number of points around the circular contour.*)
Steps = 10000;
(*PQCD contribution to the OPE*)
deltaPQCD = Extract[
contourimproved[kernelcont, correlator[A], Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
(*Non-perturbative Contributions to the
OPE: corrections to the FESR from the gluon condensate.*)
deltaGluon = Extract[contourimproved[kernelcont, d2phiG[GG],
Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
(*The total Quantum Chromodynamic contribution to the
FESR: includes perturbative contributions and non-perturbative contributions*)
deltaQCD = deltaPQCD + deltaGluon;
(*Mass at a scale s0. Multiplication by 1000 to convert from GeV to MeV*)
muds0 = (hadronic / deltaQCD)1/2 *
1000
2
; (*muds0= (mass of up quark + mass of down quark)
2
*)
mds0 = 2 * muds0 * ratiomd ; (*mds0= mass of down quark*)
mus0 = 2 * muds0 * ratiomu; (*mus0= mass of up quark*)
(*Rescaling the
mass: Using the RGE for the running mass to find mudats (i.e. mud(s)), mdats
(i.e. md(s)) and muats (i.e. mu(s)) at a specified scale, here s =(2 GeV)2.*)
mudats = mqRGE[4, muds0, aint, sint, s0];
mdats = mqRGE[4, mds0, aint, sint, s0];
muats = mqRGE[4, mus0, aint, sint, s0];
Return[{mudats, mdats, muats}]
;
Note: in order to calculate the kernel contribution which we multiply by the second derivative of 
the correlator in the FESR, we make use of the mathematical theorems:
Δ Φ Δ
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the correlator in the FESR, we make use of the mathematical theorems:
 ∮Δ(s)Φ(s) ds = -∮ [G(s)-G(s0)] dΦ (s)
ds
 ds, with G(s) = ∫0
sΔ(s’) ds’ , and
  ∮Δ(s)Φ(s) ds = ∮ [F(s)-F(s0)] d
2 Φ(s)
ds2
 ds, with F(s) = ∫0
s[G(s’)-G(s0)] ds’ =∫0
s [∫0
s'Δ(s’’) ds’’ - ∫0
s0 Δ(s’’) ds’’] ds’
  
Note: As expected, the quark mass output converges as the step size (Steps) get larger and larger. 
For example, between steps= 10 000 and steps= 100 000 the final quark mass only differs slightly in 
the third decimal place. To keep calculation speed resonably, we use a step size of 10 000. 
Fixed Order Mass Function
In[ ]:= (*Expand framework allows for one to expand the square root and
check the convergence of the δPQCD series. Default value: expand =
1. By setting expand = -1/2, the series will be taylor expanded. It is interesting
to see how this affect the final quark mass: in terms of covergence, etc.*)
expand = 1;
In[ ]:= FOPTmassFESR[s0_, aint_, sint_, model_, kernel_, GG_, A_, correlator_] :=
Module{res, pole, hadronic, Steps, deltaPQCD, deltaPQCD0,
deltaPQCD1, deltaPQCD2, deltaPQCD3, deltaPQCD4, deltaGluon,
deltaQCD, deltaQCDI, as, muds0, mds0, mus0, mudats, mdats, muats},
(*Calculate the value of the coupling constant -
this value is frozen around the circle.*)
as = apwrexpand[s0, aint, sint];
(*For the Hadronic contribution to the FESR due to the hadronic resonances,
we integrate the hadronic spectral function from the threshold energy sth,
to the radius of our circle in the complex energy plane s0.*)
res = NIntegrate [model * kernel[s, s0], {s, sth, s0}];
(*Hadronic Contribution due to the pion pole.*)
pole = 2 * fpi2 * mpi4 * kernelmpi2, s0;
hadronic = res + pole ;
(*Non-perturbative Contributions to the
OPE: corrections to the FESR from the gluon condensate*)
deltaGluon = RefixedorderphiG1[GG] * kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
,
aint, sint, s0, as;
(*PQCD contribution to the OPE*)
deltaPQCD0 = RefixedorderCoefficient[correlator[A], a, 0] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD1 = RefixedorderCoefficient[correlator[A], a, 1] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD2 = RefixedorderCoefficient[correlator[A], a, 2] *
* 
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kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD3 = RefixedorderCoefficient[correlator[A], a, 3] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD4 = RefixedorderCoefficient[correlator[A], a, 4] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
(*Assembling a series expansion in terms of the coupling constant*)
deltaPQCD =
deltaPQCD0 + deltaPQCD1 * a + deltaPQCD2 * a2 + deltaPQCD3 * a3 + deltaPQCD4 * a4;
(*The total Quantum Chromodynamic contribution to the
FESR: includes perturbative contributions and non-perturbative contributions*)
deltaQCD = deltaPQCD + deltaGluon;
(*Expand framework allows for one to expand the square root. Normal comand
truncates the series after the a4 term such that it becomes an expression*)
deltaQCDI = Series(deltaQCD)expand, {a, 0, 4} // Normal /. a  as;
(*Mass at a scale s = s0. Multiplication by 1000 to convert from GeV to MeV*)
muds0 = (hadronic)1/2 (deltaQCDI)
-1
2*expand *
1000
2
;
(*muds0= (mass of up quark + mass of down quark)
2
*)
mds0 = 2 * muds0 * ratiomd ; (*mds0= mass of down quark*)
mus0 = 2 * muds0 * ratiomu; (*mus0= mass of up quark*)
(*Rescaling the
mass: Using the RGE for the running mass to find mudats (i.e. mud(s)), mdats
(i.e. md(s)) and muats (i.e. mu(s)) at a specified scale, here s=(2 GeV)2.*)
mudats = mqRGE[4, muds0, aint, sint, s0];
mdats = mqRGE[4, mds0, aint, sint, s0];
muats = mqRGE[4, mus0, aint, sint, s0];
Return[{mudats, mdats, muats}]
;
Uncertainty in the mass
Calculating the uncertainty in the quark mass, mud: the total uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in 
the coupling constant, the uncertainty in the gluon condensate, the uncertainty due to the range of 
s0, uncertainty in the hadronic model and the uncertainty in only knowing up to αs4 in the PQCD 
expression. The uncertainties are added in quadrature.
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In[ ]:= MassErrorFESR[s0_, modD_, kernel_, MassFESR_, correlator_] :=
Module{quarkmass, Δas, Δs00, Δs0, ΔHAD, ΔGG, Δtot, Δ6LOOP, massanderrors},
(*mass at 2GeV with standard input *)
quarkmass = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel, GluonCon, 1, correlator][[1]];
(*uncertainty in the coupling constant*)
Δas = MassFESR[s0, aint0 + uncert0, sint0,
modD, kernel, GluonCon, 1, correlator][[1]] - quarkmass;
(*uncertainty in the gluon condensate*)
ΔGG = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel,
GluonCon + uncertGluonCon, 1, correlator][[1]] - quarkmass;
(*uncertainty due to the range of s0 -
vary s0 by ±0.5 GeV2 in the window of stability*)
Δs00 = Table[MassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel, GluonCon, 1, correlator][[1]],
{i, s0 - 0.5, s0 + 0.5, 0.1}];
Δs0 = Abs
1
2
* (Max[Δs00] - Min[Δs00]);
(*uncertainty in the hadronic model obtained by varying the hadronic
parameters: width of first resonance (260 +- 36 MeV), width of second resonance
(208 +- 12 MeV) and the parameter λ (0.1-0.2) within the acceptable ranges*)
ΔHAD = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 224, 196, 0.2],
kernel, GluonCon, 1, correlator][[1]] - MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 296, 220, 0.1], kernel, GluonCon, 1, correlator][[1]];
(*uncertainty in knowing the 6th loop of the PQCD term*)
Δ6LOOP =
MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel, GluonCon, 2, correlator][[1]] - quarkmass;
(*the total uncertainty addeed in quadrature*)
Δtot = SqrtΔas2 + ΔHAD2 + Δs02 + ΔGG2 + Δ6LOOP2;
massanderrors = {{quarkmass, "Mass MeV"}, {Δas, "Δα"}, {ΔGG, "ΔGG"}, {Δs0, "Δs0"},
{Min[Δs00], Max[Δs00], "Min s0 and Max s0"}, {ΔHAD, "Model Error"},
{Δ6LOOP, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD term"}, {Δtot, "Total"}};
Return[massanderrors]
;
Calculating the uncertainty in the up- and down- individual quark masses. The uncertainties in mu 
and md are due to the uncertainty in mud (determined by the FESR) and the uncertainty in the ratio 
mu
md
(given by the PDG). Calculated using standard error propagation formula. Note : The input 
variable j can take on the values : j = 2,3. If j = 2, (FOPT/CIPT)massFESR[] outputs the uncertainty in 
md(s), if j = 3, (FOPT/CIPT)massFESR[] outputs mu(s).
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In[ ]:= MassErrorFESRIndv[s0_, modD_, kernel_, MassFESR_, correlator_, j_] :=
Module{quarkmass, Δtot , mud, Δmud, md, Δmd, mu, Δmu, massanderrors},
quarkmass = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel, GluonCon, 1, correlator];
(*Light quark mass (mud) and uncertainty at 2GeV with standard input *)
mud = quarkmass[[1]];
Δmud = MassErrorFESR[s0, modD, kernel, MassFESR, correlator][[8]][[1]];
(*The value of the down- or up- quark mass (j=2, or j=3 respectively)*)
md = quarkmass[[2]];
mu = quarkmass[[3]];
(*Uncertainty in mu or md*)
(*md =
2*(mud +- Δmud)
1+ mu
md
+- Δ
mu
md

*)
Δmd =
2 * mud
1 + ratiomumd
* Sqrt
2 * Δmud
2 * mud
2
+
uncertratio
1 + ratiomumd
2
;
(*Note: when calculating mu or md,
the factor of 2 is present due to the definition mud=
(mu+md)
2
. When multiplying the quark masses by a constant we
mutliply the absolute uncertainty by the same constant*)
(*mu = 
mu
md
+- Δ mu
md
*(md +- Δmd)*)
Δmu = md * ratiomumd * Sqrt
Δmd
md
2
+
uncertratio
ratiomumd
2
;
If[j == 2, Δtot = Δmd; quarkmass = md, Δtot = Δmu; quarkmass = mu];
massanderrors = {{quarkmass, "Mass MeV"}, {Δtot, "Total"}};
Return[massanderrors]
;
Results
Graphing the Hadronic Spectral Function
Graphing the two pionic resonances modelled as a sum of Breit-Wigner forms.
In[ ]:= hadronicgraph = Plot{modelBPdR[x, 1, 260, 208, 0.1] * Pi},
x, mpi2 + 0.1, 4.4, PlotRange  {{0, 4.5}, {0, 0.000045}},
Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s (GeV2)", "Im ψ5(s)",
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]} 
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In[ ]:= (*
0 1 2 3 4
0.00000
0.00001
0.00002
0.00003
0.00004
s (GeV2)
Im
ψ
5(
s)
;*)
Export[
FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "HadronicSpectrumGraph.pdf"}], hadronicgraph];
Graphing the quark mass range of stability
Graph depicting how the quark mass, mud, (calculated using two different kernels) fluctuates over a 
range 1.5 < s0 < 4.0 . Note: s0 is the radius of our circle in the complex energy plane.
Contour Improved Perturbation Theory
ciptstabilitydata =
Table[{i, CIPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, GluonCon, 1, d2phi5][[1]]}, {i, 1, 4.0, 0.1}]
ciptplot = ListLinePlot{ciptstabilitydata}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "mud(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.45, 4.05}, {3, 6}},
PlotLabel  "Contour Improved Perturbation Theory";
Out[ ]= {{1., 4.89857}, {1.1, 4.76006}, {1.2, 4.63818}, {1.3, 4.53109}, {1.4, 4.43765}, {1.5, 4.35722}, {1.6, 4.28934}, 
{1.7, 4.23321}, {1.8, 4.1872}, {1.9, 4.14898}, {2., 4.11637}, {2.1, 4.08782}, {2.2, 4.06245}, {2.3, 4.03979}, 
{2.4, 4.01965}, {2.5, 4.00197}, {2.6, 3.98674}, {2.7, 3.97399}, {2.8, 3.96373}, {2.9, 3.95594}, {3., 3.95051}, 
{3.1, 3.94725}, {3.2, 3.94588}, {3.3, 3.94612}, {3.4, 3.94789}, {3.5, 3.95154}, {3.6, 3.95768}, {3.7, 3.9671}, 
{3.8, 3.98061}, {3.9, 3.99901}, {4., 4.02315}}
(*Calculating the error bar to plot on ciptplot1*)
mud2error2 =
MassErrorFESR[3.3, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5];
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(*Plotting error bars*)
cipterrorbars =
ErrorListPlot[{{{3.3, mud2error2[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mud2error2[[8]][[1]]]}},
PlotStyle  {Black, Directive[Thickness[0.002]]}];
ciptplot1 = Show[ciptplot, cipterrorbars]
(*
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Contour Improved Perturbation Theory
;*)
In[ ]:= Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "CIPTGraph.pdf"}], ciptplot1];
Fixed Order Perturbation Theory
In[ ]:= foptstabilitydata =
Table[{i, FOPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, GluonCon, 1, phi5A][[1]]}, {i, 1, 4.0, 0.1}]
foptplot = ListLinePlot{foptstabilitydata}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "mud(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.45, 4.05}, {3, 6}}, PlotLabel  "Fixed Order Perturbation Theory";
Out[ ]= {{1., 4.19359}, {1.1, 4.17163}, {1.2, 4.14335}, {1.3, 4.11243}, {1.4, 4.08172}, {1.5, 4.05353}, {1.6, 4.02961}, 
{1.7, 4.01094}, {1.8, 3.99724}, {1.9, 3.9873}, {2., 3.97977}, {2.1, 3.97374}, {2.2, 3.9688}, {2.3, 3.9649}, 
{2.4, 3.96214}, {2.5, 3.96072}, {2.6, 3.96087}, {2.7, 3.96282}, {2.8, 3.96677}, {2.9, 3.97284}, {3., 3.98111}, 
{3.1, 3.99153}, {3.2, 4.00395}, {3.3, 4.01825}, {3.4, 4.03452}, {3.5, 4.05325}, {3.6, 4.07528}, {3.7, 
4.10165}, {3.8, 4.13347}, {3.9, 4.17192}, {4., 4.21828}}
In[ ]:= (*Calculating the error bars to plot on foptplot*)
mud2error5 =
MassErrorFESR[3.3, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A];
(*Plotting error bars*)
fopterrorbars =
ErrorListPlot[{{{3.3, mud2error5[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mud2error5[[8]][[1]]]}},
PlotStyle  {Black, Directive[Thickness[0.002]]}];
foptplot1 = Show[foptplot, fopterrorbars]
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Fixed Order Perturbation Theory
;*)
In[ ]:= Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "FOPTGraph.pdf"}], foptplot1];
The Fixed Order Results do not appear in the paper:  Dominguez , Mes, Schilcher, ‘Up- and Down- 
Quark Masses from QCD Sum Rules’ (2018), since their stability is slightly worse than the stability 
of the Contour Improved Results.  Further, FOPT results in a larger uncertainty in the quark 
masses than CIPT, mainly caused by the importance FOPT places on the unknown higher order 
terms in the δPQCD series.
Calculating the up and down quark mass with 
uncertainties
Calculating mud(s), md(s), mu(s) with uncertainties, at a scale s= (2 GeV)2. Set s0  to be any value in 
the region of stability (between 1.8 GeV2 and 4 GeV2 for CIPT): for the paper we choose, s0 = 3.3 
GeV 2.
In[ ]:= Clear[s0];
s0 = 3.3;
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Contour Improved Perturbation Theory
mudCIPT = CIPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, d2phi5][[1]]
mudErrorCIPT = MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5]
mdCIPT = CIPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, d2phi5][[2]]
mdErrorCIPT = MassErrorFESRIndv[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5, 2]
muCIPT = CIPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, d2phi5][[3]]
muErrorCIPT = MassErrorFESRIndv[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5, 3]
3.94612
{{3.94612, "Mass MeV"}, {-0.206591, "Δα"}, {-0.052108, "ΔGG"}, {0.0173631, "Δs0"}, {3.94588, 
3.98061, "Min s0 and Max s0"}, {0.084549, "Model Error"}, {-0.131837, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD 
term"}, {0.265002, "Total"}}
5.33259
{{5.33259, "Mass MeV"}, {0.44863, "Total"}}
2.55964
{{2.55964, "Mass MeV"}, {0.454233, "Total"}}
Fixed Order Perturbation Theory
In[ ]:= mudFOPT = FOPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, phi5A][[1]]
mudErrorFOPT = MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A]
mdFOPT = FOPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, phi5A][[2]]
mdErrorFOPT = MassErrorFESRIndv[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A, 2]
muFOPT = FOPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, phi5A][[3]]
muErrorFOPT = MassErrorFESRIndv[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A, 3]
4.01825
{{4.01825, "Mass MeV"}, {-0.199707, "Δα"}, {-0.069275, "ΔGG"}, {0.083354, "Δs0"}, {3.96677, 4.13347, 
"Min s0 and Max s0"}, {0.0860946, "Model Error"}, {-0.278207, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD term"}, 
{0.36938, "Total"}}
5.43007
{{5.43007, "Mass MeV"}, {0.569984, "Total"}}
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2.60643
{{2.60643, "Mass MeV"}, {0.490622, "Total"}}
Convergence
The δPQCD series is only known up to the αs4 term and does not appear to converge. In this section 
we examine how this affects the quark masses calculated using Fixed Order Perturbation Theory 
and Contour Improved Perturbation Theory. 
Contour Improved Perturbation Theory: 
Graphing Convergence
In[ ]:= Clear[s0];
s0 = 3.3;
(*The second derivative of the perturbative terms of
pseudoscalar correlator (d2phi5) is given below. It is written
out explicitly to order: α
0
π
, α
π
, α
2
π
, α
3
π
, α
4
π
respectively*)
d2phi51[A_] := -ms02 *
1
16 * Pi2
*
1
s
* (A * K0);
d2phi52[A_] := -ms02 *
1
16 * Pi2
*
1
s
* (K0 + A * K1 * a);
d2phi53[A_] := -ms02 *
1
16 * Pi2
*
1
s
* K0 + K1 * a + A * K2 * a2;
d2phi54[A_] := -ms02 *
1
16 * Pi2
*
1
s
* K0 + K1 * a + K2 * a2 + A * K3 * a3;
d2phi55[A_] := -ms02 *
1
16 * Pi2
*
1
s
* K0 + K1 * a + K2 * a2 + K3 * a3 + A * K4 * a4;
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(*Calculating the quark mass mud, to each order of the perturbative correlator*)
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
0
π
*)
mudconverge0 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi51];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
π
*)
mudconverge1 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi52];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
2
π
*)
mudconverge2 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi53];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
3
π
*)
mudconverge3 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi54];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
4
π
*)
mudconverge4 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi55];
(*Graphing the quark mass to each order*)
convCIPTplot =
ErrorListPlot{{{1, mudconverge0[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconverge0[[8]][[1]]]},
{{2, mudconverge1[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconverge1[[8]][[1]]]},
{{3, mudconverge2[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconverge2[[8]][[1]]]},
{{4, mudconverge3[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconverge3[[8]][[1]]]},
{{5, mudconverge4[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconverge4[[8]][[1]]]}},
AxesOrigin  {0, 0}, Frame  True, FrameLabel  {None, "mud(2 GeV) (MeV)"},
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameTicks  {Automatic, None},
1, "O(α0)", 2, "O(α1)", 3, "O(α2)", 4, "O(α3)", 5, " O(α4)", None,
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.002], Black]},
PlotRange  {{0.8, 5.2}, {2.5, 10.5}},
PlotLegends  Placed[PointLegend[{"CIPT"}], {0.82, 0.85}]
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "CIPTConvergeGraph.pdf"}], convCIPTplot];
(*
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;*)
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Fixed Order Perturbation Theory: Graphing 
Convergence 
(*The perturbative terms of pseudoscalar correlator (phi5) is given
below. It is written out explicitly to order: α
0
π
, α
π
, α
2
π
, α
3
π
respectively.
Note: the correlator to order α
4
π
appears earlier in the notebook.*)
phi51[A_] = -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* A * 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12 ;
phi51A[A_] = phi51[A]  ms02;
phi52[A_] = -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12
+ A * a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651 ;
phi52A[A_] = phi52[A]  ms02;
phi53[A_] = -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12
+ a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651
+ A * a2 * 8.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 95 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 275.08 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 304.79 ;
phi53A[A_] = phi53[A]  ms02;
phi54[A_] = -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12
+ a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651
+ a2 * 8.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 95 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 275.08 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 304.79
+ A * a3 * -13.813 * Log
-s
muo2

4
+
229 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 1165.4 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 2795.1 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 2966.2 ;
phi54A[A_] = phi54[A]  ms02;
(*Calculating the quark mass mud, to each order of the perturbative correlator*)
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
0
π
*)
mudconvergeFOPT0 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi51A];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
π
*)
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mudconvergeFOPT1 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi52A];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
2
π
*)
mudconvergeFOPT2 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi53A];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
3
π
*)
mudconvergeFOPT3 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi54A];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
4
π
*)
mudconvergeFOPT4 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A];
In[ ]:= (*Graphing the quark mass to each order*)
convFOPTplot = ErrorListPlot
{{{1, mudconvergeFOPT0[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconvergeFOPT0[[8]][[1]]]},
{{2, mudconvergeFOPT1[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconvergeFOPT1[[8]][[1]]]},
{{3, mudconvergeFOPT2[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconvergeFOPT2[[8]][[1]]]},
{{4, mudconvergeFOPT3[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconvergeFOPT3[[8]][[1]]]},
{{5, mudconvergeFOPT4[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[mudconvergeFOPT4[[8]][[1]]]}},
AxesOrigin  {0, 0}, Frame  True, FrameLabel  {None, "mud(2 GeV) (MeV)"},
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameTicks  {Automatic, None},
1, "O(α0)", 2, "O(α1)", 3, "O(α2)", 4, "O(α3)", 5, " O(α4)", None,
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.002], Gray]},
PlotRange  {{0.8, 5.2}, {2.5, 10.5}}, PlotLegends 
Placed[SwatchLegend[{"FOPT"}, LegendMarkers  {"▲", 11}], {0.83, 0.73}],
PlotMarkers  {"▲", 11}, Joined  True /.
Line[pts : {{x1_?NumericQ, _}, {x2_, _}, {_, _} ...}] /; x1 ≠ x2  Nothing
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "FOPTConvergeGraph.pdf"}], convFOPTplot];
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Comparing FOPT vs CIPT convergence
compareconvergence = Show[convCIPTplot, convFOPTplot]
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "ConvergeGraph.pdf"}], compareconvergence];
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From the above graph one can see that the quark mass converges quicker when using the CIPT 
method. Therefore, CIPT places less importance on the unknown higher order terms in the 
δPQCD series, thereby reducing this uncertainty. 
The quark masses are calculated with a lower overall uncertainty in CIPT. 
Comparisons
This section explores how the light quark mass changes if one uses: a different kernel, the full 
hadronic spectral function beyond the chiral limit, or if one Taylor expands √δPQCD in order to 
examine the convergence of the series. Since Contour Improved Perturbation Theory is our method 
of choice, we only use CIPT to examine the effects on mud(s) these changes will have.
Using different kernels
Various different kernels can be used in order to quench the hadronic resonances. Here we explore 
the effect of several different integration kernels on the stability of the quark mass. The first kernel 
(a), quenches the hadronic resonances at the two resonance peaks: P5(s) = 1 - a0 s - a1 s2. This is the 
standard kernel which has been used before in determining the up- and down- quark masses. 
Source: Dominguez, Nasrallah, Rontsch, Schilcher, ‘Up- and down- quark masses from finite-energy 
QCD sum rules to five loops’ (2009). The second kernel (b), quenches the hadronic resonances at 
the two pionic resonance masses and at s0: P5(s) = s - mπ12 s - mπ22 (s0 - s). This is a pinched 
kernel which has been previously suggested to counteract potential duality violations . Source: 
Bodenstein, Dominguez, Schilcher, ‘Strange quark mass from sum rules with improved perturba-
tive QCD convergence’ (2013). The third kernel (c), is the optimal kernel: P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0) , which 
is explored in detail, earlier in this notebook. 
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(*P5(s)= 1-a0s-a1s2*)
a0C = 0.896; a1C = -0.1802 ;
kern2[s_, s0_] := 1 - a0C * s - a1C * s2;
ciptdifkerneldata =
Table[{i, CIPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern2, GluonCon, 1, d2phi5][[1]]}, {i, 1, 4.0, 0.1}];
ciptplot2 = ListLinePlot{ciptdifkerneldata}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "mud(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.45, 4.05}, {3, 6}}
(*P5(s)= s-mπ12s-mπ22(s0-s)*)
kern3[s_, s0_] := s - mpi12 * s - mpi22 * (s0 - s);
ciptdifkerneldata3 =
Table[{i, CIPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern3, GluonCon, 1, d2phi5][[1]]}, {i, 1, 4.0, 0.1}];
ciptplot3 = ListLinePlot{ciptdifkerneldata3}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "mud(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.45, 4.05}, {3, 6}}
In[ ]:= comparekernels = Show[ciptplot, ciptplot2, ciptplot3, Epilog 
{Text["(a)", {3.25, 4.7}], Text["(b)", {3.25, 4.34}], Text["(c)", {3.25, 3.84}]}]
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "KernelGraph.pdf"}], comparekernels];
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In the above graph: (a) P5(s) = 1 - a0 s - a1 s2, (b) P5(s) = s - mπ12 s - mπ22 (s0 - s) and (c) P5(s) = 
(s - a) (s - s0) .
From the above graph, we prefer kernel  (b) P5(s) = s - mπ12 s - mπ22 (s0 - s) and (c) P5(s) = 
(s - a) (s - s0) due to stability considerations. However, several other criteria are taken into 
account when deciding on the optimal kernel.  For instance, the kernel should not bring in higher 
dimensional condensates,  as their values are poorly known. This constrains substantially the 
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powers of s. Hence, we are lead to disfavour kernel (b) since it results in the dimension d = 8 
condensate entering the FESR (whose value is completely unknown), which would bring in an 
unknown systematic uncertainty into the calculation. Hence, our preferred kernel is kernel 
(c)P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0), which quenches the hadronic resonance contribution at s = s0,  as well as 
in the region between the two resonances.   
Modelling the hadronic spectral function in 
the chiral limit
We can also model the hadronic spectral function in the chiral limit. In this case the threshold is at 
sth = 0. Source: Bijnens, Prades, de Rafael, ‘Light Quark Masses in QCD’ (1995). 
In[ ]:= Clear[sth];
sth = 0; (*Threshold behaviour in chiral limit. Source: Davier,
Hocker, Zhang, 'Physics of Hadronic Tau-decays'.*)
modelBPdR2[s_, λc_, width1_, width2_, κ_] :=
Module{mpi1, Γpi1 , mpi2, Γpi2 , λ, m, Γ, BW, BW1, BW2, P},
(*Mass and widths of the two pionic exications [in MeV]*)
mpi1 =
1300
1000
;
Γpi1 =
width1
1000
;
mpi2 =
1812
1000
;
Γpi2 =
width2
1000
;
λ = κ * λc;
(*Breit-Wigner model normalized such that: BW1(0)= BW2(0)=1 *)
BW =
m2 - sth2 + m2 * Γ2
s - m22 + m2 * Γ2
;
BW1 = BW /. {m  mpi1, Γ  Γpi1}; BW2 = BW /. {m  mpi2, Γ  Γpi2};
P =
1
3 * (4 * π)4
*
mpi4
fpi2
* s *
(BW1 + λ * BW2)
1 + λ
;
Return[P];
(*Plotting the hadronic model*)
hadronicgraph2 = Plot{modelBPdR2[x, 1, 260, 208, 0.1] * Pi},
x, mpi2 + 0.1, 4.4, PlotRange  {{0, 4.5}, {0, 0.00008}}, Frame  True,
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s (GeV2)", "Im ψ5(s)",
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]} 
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In[ ]:= (*Calculating mud(s)*)
mudCIPTbeyondchiral = CIPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR2[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, d2phi5][[1]]
mudErrorCIPTbeyondchiral = MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR2[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5]
4.28924
{{4.28924, "Mass MeV"}, {-0.224555, "Δα"}, {-0.056639, "ΔGG"}, {0.0316488, "Δs0"}, {4.27572, 
4.33902, "Min s0 and Max s0"}, {0.103582, "Model Error"}, {-0.143301, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD 
term"}, {0.293085, "Total"}}
We note that the quark mass mud(s) obtained by modelling the full hadronic spectral function 
beyond the chiral limit, is comparable to the quark mass obtained by modelling the hadronic 
spectral function in the chiral limit; and that the shape of the hadronic model is the same. How-
ever, modelling the spectral function in the chiral limit is an approximation, and should not be 
used in the final quark mass determinations. 
Taylor expanding √δPQCD series 
Here, we Taylor expand the √δPQCD series in order to improve the convergence of this series.  The 
expressions for the series, before and after the Taylor expansion, can be found in our paper: 
Dominguez , Mes, Schilcher, ‘Up- and Down- Quark Masses from QCD Sum Rules’, (2018). Here 
examine numerical effect of performing the Taylor expansion on the quark mass mud(s) and the 
region of stability. 
Note: This is done through using Fixed Order Perturbation Theory, since αs is frozen around the 
circular contour; and this allows for series expansions in terms of αs. 
In[ ]:= Clear[expand];
expand = -1 / 2;
In[ ]:= (*Calculating mud(s)*)
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mudFOPTt = FOPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, phi5A][[1]]
mudErrorFOPTt = MassErrorFESR[s0, modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1],
kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A]
3.14907
{{3.14907, "Mass MeV"}, {-0.42928, "Δα"}, {0.00001, "ΔGG"}, {0.06373, "Δs0"}, {3.03233, 3.15980, "Min 
s0 and Max s0"}, {0.08103, "Model Error"}, {0.24408, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD term"}, {0.50447, 
"Total"}}
In[ ]:= (*Note: the uncertainty due to the unknown higher order
terms in the δPQCD series above, must be calculated manually*)
In[ ]:= (*Graphically viewing the stability of the
quark masses after taylor expanding the √δPQCD series*)
fopttaylordata = Table[{i, FOPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0,
modelBPdR[s, 1, 260, 208, 0.1], kern1, GluonCon, 1, phi5A][[1]]}, {i, 1, 4.0, 0.1}]
Out[ ]= {{1., 2.30612}, {1.1, 2.4164}, {1.2, 2.51657}, {1.3, 2.60513}, {1.4, 2.68249}, {1.5, 2.75022}, {1.6, 2.81037}, 
{1.7, 2.86473}, {1.8, 2.91416}, {1.9, 2.95864}, {2., 2.99783}, {2.1, 3.03167}, {2.2, 3.06041}, {2.3, 3.08449}, 
{2.4, 3.10442}, {2.5, 3.12073}, {2.6, 3.13385}, {2.7, 3.14414}, {2.8, 3.15186}, {2.9, 3.1571}, {3., 3.1598}, 
{3.1, 3.15971}, {3.2, 3.15633}, {3.3, 3.14907}, {3.4, 3.1373}, {3.5, 3.1205}, {3.6, 3.0981}, {3.7, 3.06921}, 
{3.8, 3.03233}, {3.9, 2.9851}, {4., 2.92383}}
In[ ]:= foptplot2 = ListLinePlot{fopttaylordata}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "mud(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.45, 4.05}, {1, 4}}, PlotLabel 
"Fixed Order Perturbation Theory with taylor expansion of√δPQCD series"
(*
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Fixed Order Perturbation Theory with taylor expansion of√δPQCD series
;*)
The quark mass mud(s), is calculated using the Taylor expansion and is now much smaller than 
our previous determinations using FOPT or CIPT. The behaviour of mud(s) over a range of s values 
has also changed, and the stability window is not as pronounced. Since, the FOPT and CIPT 
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determinations are in close agreement with each other and there is no further evidence leading 
us to suspect that the Taylor expansion method is correct (besides the improved convergence of 
the series); we decide to not favour this method as the final determination. It must, however, be 
remarked that using this method of Taylor expanding the  √δPQCD series results in  values for 
the light quark mass mud(s), which are in close agreement with Lattice QCD. 
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STRANGE QUARK MASS FROM QCD 
SUM RULES
In[ ]:= (*Written in Mathematica 11.3*)
This notebook provides code to calculate the mass of the strange quark using finite energy sum 
rules. It is intended as a supplement to the dissertation: Mes ‘Light Quark Masses from QCD Sum 
Rules’, (2019). 
Always check for the latest version in the git repository: 
https://github.com/AlexesMes/light-quark-masses . 
(This repository also contains additional resources which would be of interest to the reader.) 
Please cite the journal paper if any part of this code is used in your own research.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International 
License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ or 
send a letter to Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.
Mathematica code written by A. Mes
ORCID ID: 0000-0002-1187-7655
Corresponding email address: MSXALE002@myuct.ac.za
Last revised: 08-February-2019. 
In[ ]:= << GeneralUtilities`
<< ErrorBarPlots`
In[ ]:= SetSystemOptions["CheckMachineUnderflow"  False];
(*This supresses undeflow warning messages*)
Initialize Constants - Global Inputs
In[ ]:= (*Threshold energy. Source: Dominguez, Nasrallah,
Rontsch, Schilcher 'Strange quark mass from
Finite Energy QCD sum rules to five loops'(2008).*)
sth = (mpi + mk)^2;
(*Pion Pole data (mπ and fπ)[in MeV]. Source: (Particle Data Group),
Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018),'Leptonic decays of charged pseudoscalar mesons'.*)
mpi =
134.9770
1000
; fpi =
92.07
1000
;
(*Kaon Pole data (mK and fK) [in MeV]. Source: (Particle Data Group),
Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018),'Leptonic decays of charged pseudoscalar mesons'.*)
mk =
493.677
1000
; fk =
110.03
1000
;
(*sint0 = (mτ)^2 = initial reference energy,
aint0 = (coupling strength at s = sint0)/ π. uncert0 =
(uncertainty in coupling strength at s = sint0)/ π.
Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group), Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018).*)
sint0 = (1.77686)2; aint0 =
0.3205
Pi
; uncert0 =
0.0183
Pi
;
(*Three light quark flavours: up, down and strange*)
nf = 3;
(*The up- and down- quark mass,
where mud=
(mu+md)
2
. The world-average of mud is used (as given in the PDG): mud(2 GeV) =
3.5 + 0.5 - 0.2 MeV. Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group),
Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018).*)
mud =
3.5
1000
;
(*The strange quark mass used to evaluate supression terms in the correlator
(non-perturbative effects) for this numerical illustration. The world-
average of ms is used (as given in the PDG): ms(2 GeV) =
95 + 9 - 3 MeV. Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group),
Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018).*)
ms =
95
1000
;
(*Gluon condensate, < α
π
G2>.
Source: Dominguez, Hernandez,
Schilcher, 'Determination of the gluon condensate from data in the charm-
quark region' (2015).*)
GluonCon = 0.037; uncertGluonCon = 0.015;
(*Light quark condensate, <qq>: calculated using found the GMOR
(Gell-Mann Oakes Renner Relation) relation. Source: K.G. Chetyrkin,
A. Khodjamirian, 'Strange quark mass from pseudoscalar sum rule with accuracy',
Eur. Phys. J. C 46,
721-728 (2006). Corrections to GMOR relation = 6.5%. Source: Bordess,
Moodley, 'Chiral Corrections to SU2 X SU2 GMOR relation',(2010).*)
LQuarkCon =
-fpi2 * mpi2 * (1 - 0.062)
2 * mud
;
(*The ratio of strange to non-strange quark condensates: <ss>/<qq> =
0.8 ± 0.1. Source: Ioffe,'QCD at Low Energies',arXiv:hep-ph/0502148v2 (2005).*)
SQuarkCon = 0.8 * LQuarkCon;
(*Ratio ms
mud
=27.3 (where mud = (mu +md)/2),
used to seperate the strange quark mass from the up-
and down-quark mass (since the FESR determines (ms+ mud)).
Note: this average is entirely dominated by LQCD determinations. Source:
M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group), Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018).*)
ratioms =
1
1 + 1
27.3
;
Note: The Particle Data Group gives the world average of the strong coupling to be: 
αsmZ2 = 0.1181 + 0.0011 . (Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group), Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 
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α   = +
(2018)).
We have then used version 3 of RunDec (a Mathematica package for running and decoupling of the 
strong coupling and quark masses)  to run the coupling to the mτ  scale, decoupling over flavour 
thresholds. We find αsmτ2 = 0.3205 + 0.0183 . (Source: K. Chetyrkin, J. Kühn and M. Steinhauser, 
arXiv preprint hep-ph/0004189 (2000)).
Hadronic Spectrum
In the hadronic sector, the spectral function of the current correlator ψ5q2), involves the kaon pole 
followed by the kaonic resonance contribution. This section elaborates on the method to model 
the hadronic resonances using a sum of Breit-Wigner forms. 
Choosing a Kernel
There is a freedom in the choice of kernel P5(s). The most effective kernel is: P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0). 
This is the integration kernel which quenches the hadronic spectrum at s0 (the radius of the circular 
contour in the complex energy plane) and between the two resonance peaks. Source: Bodenstein 
et. al, ‘Strange quark mass from sum rules with improved QCD convergence’ (2013). 
Note: Comparison of quark masses using a different kernels is given in the last section of this 
notebook. 
In[ ]:= (*The coefficent in the kernel which causes it to
vanish between the two pionic excitations. aC is exactly half-
way betweent the two kaonic exctations: aC = (1.65)2*)
aC = 2.7;
(*The chosen kernel*)
kern1[s_, s0_] := (s - aC) * (s - s0);
Breit - Wigner Modelling
Modelling the Hadronic Resonances with a sum of Breit-Wigner Forms. Here, the threshold 
behaviour of the resonance region is at  sth = (mπ + mK)2.  Source: Dominguez, Pirovano, Schilcher 
‘The strange quark mass from QCD sum rules in the pseudoscalar channel’ (1998).  
Other hadronic models of the resonance region exist, such as the model proposed in  Maltman,  
Kambor, ‘Decay constants, light quark masses, and quark mass bounds from light quark pseu-
doscalar sum rules’ (2002)/ Chetyrkin, Khodjamirian, ‘Strange quark mass from pseudoscalar sum 
rule with Orderαs4 accuracy’ (2006). These models rely on unmeasured decay constants, 
fk1 and fk2. The effect on the strange quark mass from a change in hadronic model is not examined 
in this notebook, but is expected from previous determinations to be small. Source: Bodenstein et. 
al, ‘Strange quark mass from sum rules with improved QCD convergence’ (2013).
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In[ ]:= modelDPS[s_, λc_, width1_, width2_, κ_] :=
Module{mks, Γks, Γk1 , Γk2 , λ, m, Γ, BW, BW1, BW2, P},
(*mks and Γks are the mass and width of K*(892)-π sub-channel, which is of
numerical importance due to the K*(892) narrow width; and mk1, Γk1, mk2,
Γk2 are the masses and widths of the two resonances in the strange pseudoscalar
K(1460) and K(1830) channel. Source: M.Tanabashi et al.(Particle Data Group),
Phys.Rev.D 98,030001 (2018).*)
mks =
891.76
1000
;
Γks =
50.3
1000
;
mk1 =
1460
1000
;
Γk1 =
width1
1000
;
mk2 =
1830
1000
;
Γk2 =
width2
1000
;
λ = κ * λc;
(*Breit-Wigner model normalized such that: BW1(0)=BW2(0)=1 *)
BW =
m2 - mk22 + m2 * Γ2
s - m22 + m2 * Γ2
;
BW1 = BW /. {m  mk1, Γ  Γk1}; BW2 = BW /. {m  mk2, Γ  Γk2};
IPS[k_?NumericQ] := NIntegrate 
1
u
* u - mk2 * (k - u) * mk2 - k * u -
k + mk2
2
-
1
8 * u
* u2 - mk4 * (k - u) +
3
4
* u - mk22 *
mks2 - mk22 + mks2 * Γks2
mks2 - u2 + mks2 * Γks2
, {u, mk^2, k};
P =
3
28 * π4
*
mk4
2 * fpi2
* IPS[s] *
1
s * mk2 - s2
(BW1 + λ * BW2)
1 + λ
* HeavisideThetas - mk2;
Return[P];
Note : The free parameter λ controls the relative importance of the second radial excitation. Chose 
λ such that it results in a reasonably smaller weight of the second resonance compared to the first. 
If you wish to estimate  the error in the constant λ (that determines the weighting of the reso-
nances), we would adjust the factor λc. λc=1 is the default value.
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QCD Section
RGE for α and ms
Renormalization Group Equations to determine the running coupling constant αs(s),  and the 
running mass mq(s) at a chosen scale. 
For example, we would find as(s0) by using: apwrexpand[s0,aint,sint]. In Contour Improved Perturba-
tion Theory, as(s0) is the initial condition in solving the RGE for the coupling constant at each point 
around the circle with radius s0 in the complex energy plane. 
QCD β-Coefficients
In[ ]:= (*The known β co-efficients of QCD. Source: Baikov, Chetyrkin,
Kühn, 'Five-Loop Running of the QCD coupling constant'(2017). Reference to earlier co-
efficient determinations is given in this paper.*)
b0C =
1
4
11 -
2
3
nf ;
b1C =
1
16
102 -
38
3
nf ;
b2C =
1
64
2857
2
-
5033
18
nf +
325
54
nf2 ;
b3C =
1
256
149753
6
+ 3564 Zeta[3] -
1078 361
162
+
6508
27
Zeta[3] nf +
50065
162
+
6472
81
Zeta[3] nf2 +
1093
729
nf3 ;
b4C =
1
45
8157 455
16
+
621885
2
* Zeta[3] -
88 209
2
* Zeta[4] - 288090 * Zeta[5] +
nf *
-336460 813
1944
-
4811 164
81
* Zeta[3] +
33935
6
* Zeta[4] +
1 358995
27
* Zeta[5] +
nf2 *
25 960913
1944
+
698531
81
* Zeta[3] -
10526
9
* Zeta[4] -
381760
81
* Zeta[5] +
nf3 *
-630559
5832
-
48722
243
* Zeta[3] +
1618
27
* Zeta[4] +
460
9
* Zeta[5] +
nf4 *
1205
2916
-
152
81
* Zeta[3] ;
QCD γ-Coefficients
In[ ]:= (*The known γ co-efficients of QCD. Source: Baikov, Chetyrkin,
Kühn, 'Quark Mass and Field Anomalous Dimensions to order αs5' (2014). Reference
to earlier co-efficient determinations is given in this paper.*)
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In[ ]:=
g0C = 1;
g1C =
1
16
202
3
-
20
9
* nf ;
g2C =
1
64
1249 -
2216
27
+
160
3
* Zeta[3] * nf -
140
81
* nf2;
g3C =
1
256
4603 055
162
+
135680
27
* Zeta[3] - 8800 * Zeta[5] +
-91723
27
-
34192
9
* Zeta[3] + 880 * Zeta[4] +
18 400
9
* Zeta[5] * nf
+
5242
243
+
800
9
* Zeta[3] -
160
3
* Zeta[4] * nf2 +
-332
243
+
64
27
* Zeta[3] * nf3 ;
g4C =
1
45
99512 327
162
+
46402 466
243
* Zeta[3] + 96800 * Zeta[3]2 -
698126
9
* Zeta[4] -
231757 160
243
* Zeta[5] + 242000 * Zeta[6] + 412720 * Zeta[7]
+ nf *
-150736 283
1458
-
12538 016
81
* Zeta[3] -
75680
9
* Zeta[3]2 +
2038 742
27
* Zeta[4] +
49876 180
243
* Zeta[5] -
638000
9
* Zeta[6] -
1 820000
27
* Zeta[7]
+ nf2 *
1320 742
729
+
2010 824
243
* Zeta[3] +
46400
27
* Zeta[3]2 -
166300
27
* Zeta[4] -
264040
81
* Zeta[5] +
92 000
27
* Zeta[6]
+ nf3 *
91865
1458
+
12848
81
* Zeta[3] +
448
9
* Zeta[4] -
5120
27
* Zeta[5] +
nf4 *
-260
243
-
320
243
* Zeta[3] +
64
27
* Zeta[4] ;
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RGE for the running coupling constant, αs 
In[ ]:= (*Using the renormalization group equation for as(s) =
αs(s)
π
one can perform a
Taylor expansion at some given reference scale s = sint,
leading to the equation below. This equation can be used to determine
the running coupling constant at any chosen scale. Source: Davier,
Hocker, Zhang, 'The physics of hadronic tau decays'(2005).*)
apwrexpand[s_, aint_, sint_] :=
aint + aint2 * -b0C * Log
s
sint
 + aint3 * -b1C * Log
s
sint
 + b0C2 * Log
s
sint

2
+
aint4 * -b2C * Log
s
sint
 +
5
2
* b0C * b1C * Log
s
sint

2
- b0C3 * Log
s
sint

3
+
aint5 * -b3C * Log
s
sint
 +
3
2
* b1C2 * Log
s
sint

2
+ 3 * b0C * b2C * Log
s
sint

2
-
13
3
* b0C2 * b1C * Log
s
sint

3
+ b0C4 * Log
s
sint

4
+
aint6 * -b4C * Log
s
sint
 +
7
2
* b0C * b1C * Log
s
sint

2
+
7
2
* b0C * b3C * Log
s
sint

2
-
35
6
* b0C * b1C2 * Log
s
sint

3
- 6 * b0C2 * b2C * Log
s
sint

3
+
77
12
* b0C3 * b1C * Log
s
sint

4
- b0C5 * Log
s
sint

5
;
RGE for the running mass, mq 
(*The renormalization group equation for the running mass mq(s),
can be integrated directly in order to find mq(s) at any
chosen scale. Source: A. Mes, J. Stephens,'arXiv:1811.04892.*)
mqRGE[s_, mqs0_, aint_, sint_, s0_] :=
mqs0 * ExpIntegrateg0C + a * g1C + a2 * g2C + a3 * g3C + a4 * g4C 
a * b0C + a2 * b1C + a3 * b2C + a4 * b3C + a5 * b4C,
{a, apwrexpand[s0, aint, sint], apwrexpand[s, aint, sint]};
(*Note: As for as(s), a similar taylor expansion of the running mass RGE exists. It
can be used in place of the above equation. To order αs4 it is given in: Chetyrkin,
Kniehl,Sirlin, 'Estimations of order α3 and α4 corrections to mass-
dependent obesrvables'(1997);
to order αs5 it is given by: Source: A. Mes, J. Stephens,'arXiv:1811.04892.*)
Theoretical Input: Correlators and Kernels
pQCD
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The pseudoscalar correlator (phi5) is given in this section. 
For Contour Improved Perturbation Theory, we need a correlator where the quadratic divergence is 
not present in order  to perform the renormalization group improvement (eliminating the logarith-
mic terms in the correlator by setting μ2 = -s. Hence, in CIPT we actually consider the second 
derivative of the pseudoscalar correlator. The second derivative of the perturbative contributions 
of pseudoscalar correlator (with the RG improvement performed) are denoted by: d2phi5 and 
d2phi2 - referring to the d=0 and d=2 dimensional terms, respectively. 
pQCD Correlator: Perturbative contributions to the OPE
In[ ]:= (*Note: ms0 = (ms+mud)2, muo2 denotes μ2, and as=
αs
π
ie. a= alpha
Pi
.*)
Second Derivative of correlator (d=0 term in OPE) - used in CIPT
In[ ]:= (*Source: K.G. Chetyrkin, A. Khodjamirian, 'Strange quark mass from pseudoscalar
sum rule with Oαs4 accuracy', Eur. Phys. J. C 46,721-728 (2006).*)
(*d=0 terms*)
In[ ]:= d2phi5[A_] := -
3
8
*
ms02
Pi2
*
1
s
* 1 + a *
11
3
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2

+ a2 *
5071
144
-
35
2
* Zeta[3] -
139
6
* Log
-s
muo2
 +
17
4
* Log
-s
muo2

2
+ a3 *
1995 097
5184
-
1
36
* π4 -
65 869
216
* Zeta[3] +
715
12
* Zeta[5] -
2720
9
* Log
-s
muo2
 +
475
4
* Zeta[3] * Log
-s
muo2
 +
695
8
* Log
-s
muo2

2
-
221
24
* Log
-s
muo2

3
+ A * a4 *
2 361295 759
497664
-
2915
10368
* π4 -
25214 831
5184
* Zeta[3] +
192155
216
* Zeta[3]2 +
59875
108
* Zeta[5] -
625
48
* Zeta[6] -
52255
256
* Zeta[7] +
-43647 875
10 368
+
1
18
* π4 +
864 685
288
* Zeta[3] -
24025
48
* Zeta[5] * Log
-s
muo2
 +
1778 273
1152
-
16785
32
* Zeta[3] * Log
-s
muo2

2
+
-79333
288
* Log
-s
muo2

3
+
7735
384
* Log
-s
muo2

4
;
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Correlator (d=0 term in OPE) - used in FOPT
In[ ]:= phi5[A_] := -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12
+ a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651
+ a2 * 8.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 95 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 275.08 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 304.79
+ a3 * -13.813 * Log
-s
muo2

4
+
229 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 1165.4 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 2795.1 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 2966.2
+ A * a4 * 24.172 * Log
-s
muo2

5
- 534.05 * Log
-s
muo2

4
+
3962.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 15231 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 33 532 * Log
-s
muo2
 ;
phi5A[A_] := phi5[A]  ms02;
(*The perturbative QCD function has been evaluated at nf=
3. Note: ms0 = ms+mud = ms+
(mu+md)
2
, muo2 denotes μ2, and as=
αs
π
ie. a= alpha
Pi
.*)
Note : A is a factor which allows us to estimate the uncertainty in the mass due to the
unknown a5 term in the PQCD correlator. Default value : A = 1. When calculating
this uncertainty we assume the a5 term to be equal to the a4 term (by setting A = 2),
and calculate the change in the mass.
Contribution to the OPE due to 2-dimensional mass corrections 
In[ ]:= (*Second derivative of the contribution to the OPE due to 2-
dimensional mass corrections. Used in Contour Improved Perturbation Theory.*)
In[ ]:= d2phi52 :=
3
8
*
ms02
Pi2
*
1
s
*
-2 * ms2
s
1 + a *
28
3
- 4 * Log
-s
muo2
 +
a2 *
8557
72
-
77
3
* Zeta[3] -
147
2
* Log
-s
muo2
 +
25
2
* Log
-s
muo2

2
;
(*The contribution to the OPE due to mass corrections. Used in
Fixed Order Perturbation Theory.*)
phi52 := Integrate[Integrate[d2phi52, s], s];
phi52A := phi52  ms02;
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Condensates 
Non - perturbative Contributions to the OPE 
In[ ]:= (*Source: K.G. Chetyrkin, A. Khodjamirian, 'Strange quark mass from pseudoscalar
sum rule with Oαs4 accuracy', Eur. Phys. J. C 46,721-728 (2006).*)
Gluon condensate contribution 
In[ ]:= (*Second derivative of the gluon condensate contribution to the
OPE (d=4 term). Used in Contour Improved Perturbation Theory.*)
d2phiG[GG_] := -
ms02
s3
*
1
4
* GG * 1 + a *
16
9
* 1 + a *
121
18
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 ;
(*The gluon condensate contribution to
the OPE. Used in Fixed Order Perturbation Theory.*)
phiG[GG_] := Integrate[Integrate[d2phiG[GG], s], s];
phiGA[GG_] := phiG[GG]  ms02;
Light quark condensate contribution 
(*Second derivative of the light quark condensate contribution to
the OPE (d=4 term). Used in Contour Improved Perturbation Theory.*)
d2phiLQ[qq_] :=
ms02
s3
* 2 * ms * qq * 1 + a *
23
3
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 ;
(* The light quark condensate contribution to
the OPE. Used in Fixed Order Perturbation Theory.*)
phiLQ[qq_] := Integrate[Integrate[d2phiLQ[qq], s], s];
phiLQA[qq_] := phiLQ[qq]  ms02;
Strange quark condensate contribution 
In[ ]:= (*Second derivative of the strange quark condensate contribution to
the OPE (d=4 term). Used in Contour Improved Perturbation Theory.*)
d2phiSQ[ss_] := -
ms02
s3
* ms * ss *
1 + a *
64
9
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 -
4
9
* a * 1 + a *
91
24
* 1 + a *
121
18
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 ;
(*The strange quark condensate contribution to the OPE. Used
in Fixed Order Perturbation Theory.*)
phiSQ[ss_] := Integrate[Integrate[d2phiSQ[ss], s], s];
phiSQA[ss_] := phiSQ[ss]  ms02;
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Contribution to the OPE due to 4-dimensional mass corrections 
In[ ]:= (*Second derivative of the contribution to the OPE due to 4-
dimensional mass corrections. Used in Contour Improved Perturbation Theory.*)
d2phiM4 := -
ms02
s3
* ms4 * -
1
9
*
3
4 * π2
* 1 + a *
4
3
* 1 + a *
121
18
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 +
3
7 * π2
*
1
a
-
53
24
* 1 + a *
64
9
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 -
3
7 * π2
*
1
a
+
155
24
-
15
4
* Log
-s
muo2
 ;
(*The contribution to the OPE due to mass corrections. Used in
Fixed Order Perturbation Theory.*)
phiM4 := Integrate[Integrate[d2phiM4, s], s];
phiM4A := phiM4  ms02;
Note : The dimension 6 (d = 6) contributions to the OPE is poorly known, and requires the assump-
tion of vacuum saturation. The approximation given in K.G. Chetyrkin,  A. Khodjamirian, ‘Strange 
quark mass from pseudoscalar sum rule with accuracy’,  Eur. Phys. J. C 46,721-728 (2006), breaks 
down at next-to-next-to leading order. (Source: Bodenstein et. al, ‘Strange quark mass from sum 
rules with improved QCD convergence’ (2013) ). Hence we assume the d=6 term is not known.
CIPT Functions
The coupling strength, αS(s), is a function of the energy in the complex energy plane, s, to be inte-
grated. The RG improvement is performed before the integration, this eliminates all the logarithmic 
terms. The strong coupling, αs, and the running masses, ms, are numerically integrated around the 
circle. At each point around the circle (i.e. at each value of φ), αs(s) must be obtained by solving the 
Renormalization Group Equation (RGE). The same must be done for the running quark mass, ms.
The function contourimproved[kernelcontribution_,correlator_, step_,aint_,sint_,s0_] , implements 
the Contour Improved Perturbation Theory Method, and outputs the contour integral 
∮ s =s0 ds (correlator*kernel)  using a Riemann Sum to perform the integration. 
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In[ ]:= contourimproved[kernelcontribution_, correlator_, step_, aint_, sint_, s0_] :=
Module{h, rgealpha, ralpha, rgemass, rmass, contourintegral},
h = Pi / step;
(*Solving αs(s) renormalization group differential equation,
between -π and π. The output is the running coupling constant given
as an interpolation function over the points q,
where q ranges linearly between -π and π.*)
rgealpha = NDSolvear'[q] == -I b0C ar[q]2 + b1C ar[q]3 + b2C ar[q]4 ,
ar[0]  apwrexpand[s0, aint, sint], ar, {q, -Pi, Pi};
(*The value of the strong coupling is then tabulated at discrete
points around the circle in the complex s-plane.*)
ralpha = Table[Evaluate[ar[x] /. rgealpha], {x, h, Pi, h}];
(*Calculating the running mass at each point around the circle,
by using the value of the coupling
constant and solving the mq(s) renormalization group
differential equation at each discrete
point. Note: The list of αs at each point between-π and π is given by ralpha.*)
rgemass = AccumulateTableh * g0C * ralpha[[k]] + g1C * ralpha[[k]]2 +
g2C * ralpha[[k]]3 + g3C * ralpha[[k]]4, {k, 1, step};
rmass = Exp[-I * rgemass];
(*In order to perform the contour integral,
the following change of variables is made: s=
-s0*Exp[I*x] and ds=-s0*I*Exp[I*x]*dx*)
contourintegral = TotalTable
h * 2 * Re
-1
2 * Pi * I
* (-s0 * I * Exp[I * k * h]) * (correlator /. muo  Sqrt[s0] /.
s  (-s0 * Exp[I * k * h]) /. ms0  rmass[[k]] /. a  ralpha[[k]]) *
(kernelcontribution /. s  (-s0 * Exp[I * k * h]))
, {k, 1, step};
Return[contourintegral]
Note: 
1).  We integrate  the result, by taking the limit of a large number of points around the circle and 
summing over all these points - i.e. a Riemann Sum.
2). Doubling the integral between ϵ  (where ϵ  > 0)  and π,should be equivalent to performing the 
integral between 0 and 2*π, but it avoids the branch cut along the real axis.
3). We take the real part of the contour integral, because we require δPQCD to be real, although 
αs (-s)
π
 is complex.  
A very important fact to note is that when calculating the coupling constant  and running mass at 
each discrete point around the circle, do not start at x=0 (i.e. on the real axis),  since in our circular 
contour in the complex energy plane there is a branch cut along the real axis. Rather start at x = ϵ = 
h. When one has 10 000 points (for example), h= π/10 000  - this means one approximately starts at 
x=0. 
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FOPT Functions
The strong coupling, αs(s), and the quark mass, ms, are frozen around the circle in the complex 
energy plane. The RG improvement is performed after the integration, to eliminate all the logarith-
mic terms. 
The function fixedorder[kernel_,correlator_, aint_,sint_,s0_,as_] , implements the Fixed Order Pertur-
bation Theory Method, and outputs the contour integral ∮ s =s0 ds (correlator*kernel)  using a fixed 
coupling α0 at a chosen energy scale s0. 
In[ ]:= fixedorder[kernel_, correlator_, aint_, sint_, s0_, as_] :=
Module{contourintegral, contint},
(*In order to perform the contour integral, the following change
of variables is made: s=-s0*Exp[I*x] and ds=-s0*I*Exp[I*x]*dx*)
(*Renormalization Group Improvement is performed by setting muo2=s0,
this removes the logarithmic terms*)
contourintegral = Integrate[(-s0 * I * Exp[I * x]) *
(correlator /. muo  Sqrt[s0] /. a  as /. s  ( -s0 * Exp[I * x])), {x, -Pi, Pi}];
Return[contourintegral]
;
Calculating the Quark Mass: FESR 
approach
Finite Energy Sum Rule - Mass Function
Using quark - hadron duality to equate the QCD and Hadronic contributions. This isolates 
ms + mud (where mud = mu + md), the sum of  strange and up- and down- quark masses (in GeV) at 
a scale of s0 (in GeV2). From this we use the recent PDG result msmud = 27.3 (ratioms), to separate the 
mass of the strange quark at a scale of s0 and the mass of the up- and down- quark at a scale of s0. 
Then the function mqRGE[s_,mqs0_,aint_,sint_,s0_] is used to run the quark mass to any required 
scale. 
FOPT and CIPT need to be treated slightly differently, hence two mass functions: CIPTmassFESR[] 
and FOPTmassFESR[].
Contour Improved Mass Function
CIPTmassFESR[s0_, aint_, sint_, model_, kernel_, GG_, qq_, ss_, A_, correlator_] :=
Module{res, pole, hadronic, Steps, kernelcont, deltaPQCD, deltaQCD2dim, deltaGluon,
deltaQCD, deltaLQuark, deltaSQuark, deltaMCorr, msuds0, mss0, msats},
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(*For the Hadronic contribution to the FESR due to the hadronic resonances,
we integrate the hadronic spectral function from the threshold energy sth,
up to the radius of our circle in the complex energy plane s0.*)
res = NIntegrate [model * kernel[s, s0], {s, sth, s0}];
(*Hadronic Contribution due to the pion pole.*)
pole = 2 * fk2 * mk4 * kernelmk2, s0;
hadronic = res + pole ;
(*Integrating the chosen kernel twice,
in order to multiply it by our physical/double-
derived correlators (d2phiG, d2phi5). See note below.*)
kernelcont = Module[{G, Gs, Gs0, Fs, Fs0, F},
G[z_] := Integrate[kernel[v, s0], {v, 0, z}];
Gs = G[s];
Gs0 = Gs /. s  s0;
F[z_] := Integrate[G[k], {k, 0, z}] - Gs0 * z;
Fs = F[s];
Fs0 = Fs /. s  s0;
d2kern = Fs - Fs0
];
(*Number of points around the circular contour.*)
Steps = 10000;
(*PQCD contribution to the OPE*)
(*d=0 terms*)
deltaPQCD = Extract[
contourimproved[kernelcont, correlator[A], Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
(*d=2 terms*)
deltaQCD2dim =
Extract[contourimproved[kernelcont, d2phi52, Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
(*Non-perturbative Contributions to the
OPE: corrections to the FESR from the gluon condensate,
light quark condensate, strange quark condensate and mass corrections.*)
(*d=4 terms*)
deltaGluon =
Extract[contourimproved[kernelcont, d2phiG[GG], Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
deltaLQuark = Extract[contourimproved[kernelcont,
d2phiLQ[qq], Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
deltaSQuark = Extract[contourimproved[kernelcont, d2phiSQ[ss],
Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
deltaMCorr = Extract[contourimproved[kernelcont, d2phiM4,
Steps, aint, sint, s0], {1, 1}];
(*The total Quantum Chromodynamic contribution to the
FESR: includes perturbative contributions and non-perturbative contributions*)
deltaQCD = deltaPQCD + deltaQCD2dim + deltaGluon +
deltaLQuark + deltaSQuark + deltaMCorr;
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(*Mass at a scale s0. Multiplication by 1000 to convert from GeV to MeV*)
msuds0 = (hadronic / deltaQCD)1/2 * 1000 ;
(*msuds0 = mass of the strange quark + (mass of up quark + mass of down quark)
2
*)
mss0 = msuds0 * ratioms ; (*mss0 = mass of strange quark*)
(*Rescaling the mass: Using the RGE for the running mass to
find msats (i.e. ms(s))at a specified scale, here s =(2 GeV)2.*)
msats = mqRGE[4, mss0, aint, sint, s0];
Return[msats]
;
Note: in order to calculate the kernel contribution which we multiply by the second derivative of 
the correlator in the FESR, we make use of the mathematical theorems:
 ∮Δ(s)Φ(s) ds = -∮ [G(s)-G(s0)] dΦ (s)
ds
 ds, with G(s) = ∫0
sΔ(s’) ds’ , and
  ∮Δ(s)Φ(s) ds = ∮ [F(s)-F(s0)] d
2 Φ(s)
ds2
 ds, with F(s) = ∫0
s[G(s’)-G(s0)] ds’ =∫0
s [∫0
s'Δ(s’’) ds’’ - ∫0
s0 Δ(s’’) ds’’] ds’
  
Note: As expected, the quark mass output converges as the step size (Steps) get larger and larger. 
For example, between steps= 10 000 and steps= 100 000 the final quark mass only differs slightly in 
the third decimal place.
Fixed Order Mass Function
(*Expand framework allows for one to expand the square root and
check the convergence of the δPQCD series. Default value: expand =
1. By setting expand = -1/2, the series will be taylor expanded. It is interesting
to see how this affect the final quark mass: in terms of covergence, etc.*)
expand = 1;
FOPTmassFESR[s0_, aint_, sint_, model_, kernel_, GG_, qq_, ss_, A_, correlator_] :=
Module{res, pole, hadronic, Steps, kernelcont, deltaPQCD, deltaPQCD0, deltaPQCD1,
deltaPQCD2, deltaPQCD3, deltaPQCD4, delta2dim, deltaGluon, deltaLQuark,
deltaSQuark, deltaMCorr, deltaQCD, deltaQCDI, as, msuds0, mss0, msats},
(*Calculate the value of the coupling constant -
this value is frozen around the circle.*)
as = apwrexpand[s0, aint, sint];
(*For the Hadronic contribution to the FESR due to the hadronic resonances,
we integrate the hadronic spectral function from the threshold energy sth,
to the radius of our circle in the complex energy plane s0.*)
res = NIntegrate [model * kernel[s, s0], {s, sth, s0}];
(*Hadronic Contribution due to the pion pole.*)
pole = 2 * fk2 * mk4 * kernelmk2, s0;
hadronic = res + pole ;
(*Non-perturbative Contributions to
the OPE: corrections to the FESR from the gluon condensate,
light quark condensate, strange quark condensate and mass corrections.*)
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(*d=4 terms*)
deltaGluon =
Refixedorderkernel, phiGA[GG] * kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, as;
deltaLQuark = Refixedorderkernel, phiLQA[qq] * kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
,
aint, sint, s0, as;
deltaSQuark = Refixedorderkernel, phiSQA[ss] * kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
,
aint, sint, s0, as;
deltaMCorr = Refixedorderkernel, phiM4A * kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
,
aint, sint, s0, as;
(*PQCD contribution to the OPE*)
(*d=0 terms*)
deltaPQCD0 = Refixedorderkernel, Coefficient[correlator[A], a, 0] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD1 = Refixedorderkernel, Coefficient[correlator[A], a, 1] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD2 = Refixedorderkernel, Coefficient[correlator[A], a, 2] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD3 = Refixedorderkernel, Coefficient[correlator[A], a, 3] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
deltaPQCD4 = Refixedorderkernel, Coefficient[correlator[A], a, 4] *
kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, a;
(*d=2 terms*)
delta2dim =
Refixedorderkernel, phi52A * kernel[s, s0] *
-1
2 * Pi * I
, aint, sint, s0, as;
(*Assembling a series expansion in terms of the coupling constant*)
deltaPQCD =
deltaPQCD0 + deltaPQCD1 * a + deltaPQCD2 * a2 + deltaPQCD3 * a3 + deltaPQCD4 * a4;
(*The total Quantum Chromodynamic contribution to the
FESR: includes perturbative contributions and non-perturbative contributions*)
deltaQCD = deltaPQCD + delta2dim + deltaGluon + deltaLQuark + deltaSQuark + deltaMCorr;
(*Expand framework allows for one to expand the square root. Normal comand
*)
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truncates the series after the a4 term such that it becomes an expression*)
deltaQCDI = Series(deltaQCD)expand, {a, 0, 4} // Normal /. a  as;
(*Mass at a scale s0. Multiplication by 1000 to convert from GeV to MeV*)
msuds0 = (hadronic)1/2 (deltaQCDI)
-1
2*expand * 1000 ;
(*msuds0 = mass of the strange quark + (mass of up quark + mass of down quark)
2
*)
mss0 = msuds0 * ratioms ; (*mss0 = mass of strange quark*)
(*Rescaling the mass: Using the RGE for the running mass to
find msats (i.e. ms(s))at a specified scale, here s =(2 GeV)2.*)
msats = mqRGE[4, mss0, aint, sint, s0];
Return[msats]
;
Uncertainty in the mass
Calculating the uncertainty in the quark mass: the total uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in the 
coupling constant, the uncertainty in the gluon condensate, the uncertainty due to the range of s0, 
uncertainty in the hadronic model and the uncertainty in only knowing up to αs4 in the PQCD 
expression. The uncertainties are added in quadrature.
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MassErrorFESR[s0_, modD_, kernel_, MassFESR_, correlator_] :=
Module{quarkmass, Δas, Δs00, Δs0, ΔHAD, ΔGG, Δtot, Δ6LOOP, massanderrors},
(*mass at 2GeV with standard input *)
quarkmass = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modD, kernel, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, correlator];
(*uncertainty in the coupling constant*)
Δas = MassFESR[s0, aint0 + uncert0, sint0, modD,
kernel, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, correlator] - quarkmass;
(*uncertainty in the gluon condensate*)
ΔGG = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel,
GluonCon + uncertGluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, correlator] - quarkmass;
(*uncertainty due to the range of s0 -
vary s0 by ±0.5 GeV2 in the window of stability*)
Δs00 = Table[MassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel, GluonCon,
LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, correlator], {i, s0 - 0.5, s0 + 0.5, 0.1}];
Δs0 = Abs
1
2
* (Max[Δs00] - Min[Δs00]);
(*uncertainty in the hadronic model obtained by varying the hadronic
parameters: approximate width of first resonance (250 +- 25 MeV),
approximate width of second resonance (250 +- 25 MeV) and the
parameter λ (0.7-1.1) within the acceptable ranges*)
ΔHAD = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 225, 225, 0.7],
kernel, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, correlator] -
MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 275, 275, 1.1], kernel,
GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, correlator];
(*uncertainty in knowing the 6th loop of the PQCD term*)
Δ6LOOP = MassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0, modD, kernel,
GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 2, correlator] - quarkmass;
(*the total uncertainty addeed in quadrature*)
Δtot = SqrtΔas2 + ΔHAD2 + Δs02 + ΔGG2 + Δ6LOOP2;
massanderrors = {{quarkmass, "Mass MeV"}, {Δas, "Δα"}, {ΔGG, "ΔGG"}, {Δs0, "Δs0"},
{Min[Δs00], Max[Δs00], "Min s0 and Max s0"}, {ΔHAD, "Model Error"},
{Δ6LOOP, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD term"}, {Δtot, "Total"}};
Return[massanderrors]
;
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Results
Graphing the Hadronic Spectral Function
Graphing the two pionic resonances modelled as a sum of Breit-Wigner forms.
In[ ]:= hadronicgraph = Plot{modelDPS[x, 1, 250, 250, 1] * Pi},
x, mk2 + 0.1, 4.4, PlotRange  {{0, 4.5}, {0, 0.015}}, Frame  True,
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s (GeV2)", "Im ψ5(s)",
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]} 
0 1 2 3 4
0.000
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0.006
0.008
0.010
0.012
0.014
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Im
ψ
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s)
;
In[ ]:= Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeHadronicSpectrumGraph.pdf"}],
hadronicgraph];
Graphing the quark mass range of stability
Graph depicting how the strange quark mass, ms, (calculated using two different kernels) fluctuates 
over a range 2.5 GeV2< s0 < 5.0 GeV2 . Note: s0 is the radius of our circle in the complex energy plane.
Contour Improved Perturbation Theory
In[ ]:= ciptstabilitydata =
Table[{i, CIPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1,
GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, d2phi5]}, {i, 3, 5.0, 0.1}]
Out[ ]= {{3., 99.8817}, {3.1, 99.218}, {3.2, 98.5482}, {3.3, 97.8653}, {3.4, 97.1649}, {3.5, 96.4478}, {3.6, 95.7211}, 
{3.7, 94.9959}, {3.8, 94.2838}, {3.9, 93.5957}, {4., 92.9402}, {4.1, 92.3243}, {4.2, 91.7532}, {4.3, 91.2313}, 
{4.4, 90.7619}, {4.5, 90.3478}, {4.6, 89.9916}, {4.7, 89.6957}, {4.8, 89.4624}, {4.9, 89.2941}, {5., 89.1935}}
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In[ ]:= ciptplot = ListLinePlot{ciptstabilitydata}, Frame  True,
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{2.95, 5.05}, {50, 120}} ,
PlotLabel  "Contour Improved Perturbation Theory";
In[ ]:= (*Calculating a typical error bar(at s0 =4.2 GeV) to plot on ciptplot1*)
ms2error = MassErrorFESR[4.2, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5];
In[ ]:= (*Plotting error bars*)
cipterrorbars =
ErrorListPlot[{{{4.2, ms2error[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[ms2error[[8]][[1]]]}},
PlotStyle  {Black, Directive[Thickness[0.002]]}];
ciptplot1 = Show[ciptplot, cipterrorbars]
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Contour Improved Perturbation Theory
;
In[ ]:= Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeCIPTGraph.pdf"}], ciptplot1];
Fixed Order Perturbation Theory
In[ ]:= foptstabilitydata =
Table[{i, FOPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1,
GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, phi5A]}, {i, 3, 5.0, 0.1}]
Out[ ]= {{3., 117.851}, {3.1, 118.269}, {3.2, 118.676}, {3.3, 119.069}, {3.4, 119.449}, {3.5, 119.822}, {3.6, 120.204}, 
{3.7, 120.616}, {3.8, 121.081}, {3.9, 121.622}, {4., 122.261}, {4.1, 123.019}, {4.2, 123.92}, {4.3, 124.986}, 
{4.4, 126.242}, {4.5, 127.718}, {4.6, 129.447}, {4.7, 131.469}, {4.8, 133.835}, {4.9, 136.608}, {5., 139.866}}
foptplot = ListLinePlot{foptstabilitydata}, Frame  True,
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{2.95, 5.05}, {80, 150}},
PlotLabel  "Fixed Order Perturbation Theory";
In[ ]:= (*Calculating a typical error bar(at s0 =4.2 GeV)to plot on foptplot1*)
ms2errorFOPT =
MassErrorFESR[4.2, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A];
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In[ ]:= (*Plotting error bars*)
fopterrorbars =
ErrorListPlot[{{{4.2, ms2errorFOPT[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[ms2errorFOPT[[8]][[1]]]}},
PlotStyle  {Black, Directive[Thickness[0.002]]}];
foptplot1 = Show[foptplot, fopterrorbars]
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Fixed Order Perturbation Theory
;
In[ ]:= Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeFOPTGraph.pdf"}], foptplot1];
The  stability region of the Fixed Order Results is narrower than the stability of the Contour 
Improved Results.  Further, FOPT results in a larger uncertainty in the quark masses than CIPT, 
mainly caused by the importance FOPT places on the unknown higher order terms in the δPQCD 
series.
Calculating the up and down quark mass with 
uncertainties
Calculating ms(s) with uncertainties, at a scale s= (2 GeV)2. Set s0 to be any value in the region of 
stability (between 2.5 GeV2 and 5 GeV2 for CIPT, with kernel P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0)). For this calcula-
tion I choose, s0 = 4.2 GeV 2.
In[ ]:= Clear[s0];
s0 = 4.2;
Contour Improved Perturbation Theory
In[ ]:= msCIPT = CIPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, d2phi5]
msErrorCIPT = MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5]
91.7532
{{91.7532, "Mass MeV"}, {-3.90084, "Δα"}, {-0.748765, "ΔGG"}, {2.65008, "Δs0"}, {89.6957, 94.9959, 
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{{91.7532, "Mass MeV"}, {-3.90084, "Δα"}, {-0.748765, "ΔGG"}, {2.65008, "Δs0"}, {89.6957, 94.9959, 
"Min s0 and Max s0"}, {8.15917, "Model Error"}, {-3.06425, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD term"}, {9.9379, 
"Total"}}
Fixed Order Perturbation Theory
msFOPT = FOPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, phi5A]
msErrorFOPT = MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A]
123.92
{{123.92, "Mass MeV"}, {-5.40776, "Δα"}, {-1.93973, "ΔGG"}, {5.42671, "Δs0"}, {120.616, 131.469, "Min 
s0 and Max s0"}, {11.0196, "Model Error"}, {-8.73797, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD term"}, {16.1319, 
"Total"}}
Convergence
The δPQCD series is only known up to the αs4 term and does not appear to converge. In this section 
we examine  how this affects the quark masses calculated using Fixed Order Perturbation Theory 
and Contour Improved Perturbation Theory. 
Contour Improved Perturbation Theory: 
Graphing Convergence
In[ ]:= Clear[s0];
s0 = 4.2;
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In[ ]:= (*The second derivative of the perturbative part of pseudoscalar correlator (d2phi5)
is given below. It is written out explicitly to order: α
0
π
, α
π
, α
2
π
, α
3
π
respectively.
Note: the correlator to order α
4
π
appears earlier in the notebook. *)
d2phi51o[A_] := -
3
8
*
ms02
Pi2
*
1
s
* A;
d2phi52o[A_] := -
3
8
*
ms02
Pi2
*
1
s
* 1 + A * a *
11
3
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2
 ;
d2phi53o[A_] := -
3
8
*
ms02
Pi2
*
1
s
* 1 + a *
11
3
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2

+ A * a2 *
5071
144
-
35
2
* Zeta[3] -
139
6
* Log
-s
muo2
 +
17
4
* Log
-s
muo2

2
;
d2phi54o[A_] := -
3
8
*
ms02
Pi2
*
1
s
* 1 + a *
11
3
- 2 * Log
-s
muo2

+ a2 *
5071
144
-
35
2
* Zeta[3] -
139
6
* Log
-s
muo2
 +
17
4
* Log
-s
muo2

2
+ A * a3 *
1 995097
5184
-
1
36
* π4 -
65869
216
* Zeta[3] +
715
12
* Zeta[5] -
2720
9
* Log
-s
muo2
 +
475
4
* Zeta[3] * Log
-s
muo2
 +
695
8
* Log
-s
muo2

2
-
221
24
* Log
-s
muo2

3
;
In[ ]:=
(*Calculating the quark mass ms, to each order of the perturbative correlator*)
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
0
π
*)
msconverge0 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi51o]
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
π
*)
msconverge1 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi52o]
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
2
π
*)
msconverge2 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi53o]
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
3
π
*)
msconverge3 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi54o]
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
4
π
*)
msconverge4 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, CIPTmassFESR, d2phi5]
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(*Graphing the strange quark mass to each order*)
convCIPTplot =
ErrorListPlot{{{1, msconverge0[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconverge0[[8]][[1]]]},
{{2, msconverge1[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconverge1[[8]][[1]]]},
{{3, msconverge2[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconverge2[[8]][[1]]]},
{{4, msconverge3[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconverge3[[8]][[1]]]},
{{5, msconverge4[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconverge4[[8]][[1]]]}},
AxesOrigin  {0, 0}, Frame  True, FrameLabel  {None, "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)"},
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameTicks  {Automatic, None},
1, "O(α0)", 2, "O(α1)", 3, "O(α2)", 4, "O(α3)", 5, " O(α4)", None,
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.002], Black]},
PlotRange  {{0.8, 5.2}, {70, 300}},
PlotLegends  Placed[PointLegend[{"CIPT"}], {0.82, 0.85}]
Export[
FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeCIPTConvergeGraph.pdf"}], convCIPTplot];
CIPT
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;
Fixed Order Perturbation Theory: Graphing 
Convergence 
(*The pseudoscalar correlator (phi5) is given below. It
is written out explicitly to order: α
0
π
, α
π
, α
2
π
, α
3
π
respectively.
Note: the correlator to order α
4
π
appears earlier in the notebook.*)
phi51o[A_] = -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* A * 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12 ;
phi51Ao[A_] = phi51o[A]  ms02;
phi52o[A_] = -ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
*
6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12 + A * a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651 ;
phi52Ao[A_] = phi52o[A]  ms02;
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phi53o[A_] =
-ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12 + a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651 +
A * a2 * 8.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 95 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 275.08 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 304.79 ;
phi53Ao[A_] = phi53o[A]  ms02;
phi54o[A_] =
-ms02 *
s
16 * Pi2
* 6 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 12 + a * -6 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 34 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 36.651 +
a2 * 8.5 * Log
-s
muo2

3
- 95 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 275.08 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 304.79 +
A * a3 * -13.813 * Log
-s
muo2

4
+ 229 * Log
-s
muo2

3
-
1165.4 * Log
-s
muo2

2
+ 2795.1 * Log
-s
muo2
 - 2966.2 ;
phi54Ao[A_] = phi54o[A]  ms02;
(*Calculating the quark mass ms, to each order of the perturbative correlator*)
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
0
π
*)
msconvergeFOPT0 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi51Ao];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
π
*)
msconvergeFOPT1 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi52Ao];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
2
π
*)
msconvergeFOPT2 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi53Ao];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
3
π
*)
msconvergeFOPT3 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi54Ao];
(*Considering δPQCD up to term α
4
π
*)
msconvergeFOPT4 =
MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A];
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(*Graphing the strange quark mass to each order*)
convFOPTplot = ErrorListPlot
{{{1, msconvergeFOPT0[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconvergeFOPT0[[8]][[1]]]},
{{2, msconvergeFOPT1[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconvergeFOPT1[[8]][[1]]]},
{{3, msconvergeFOPT2[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconvergeFOPT2[[8]][[1]]]},
{{4, msconvergeFOPT3[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconvergeFOPT3[[8]][[1]]]},
{{5, msconvergeFOPT4[[1]][[1]]}, ErrorBar[msconvergeFOPT4[[8]][[1]]]}},
AxesOrigin  {0, 0}, Frame  True, FrameLabel  {None, "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)"},
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameTicks  {Automatic, None},
1, "O(α0)", 2, "O(α1)", 3, "O(α2)", 4, "O(α3)", 5, " O(α4)", None,
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.002], Gray]},
PlotRange  {{0.8, 5.2}, {70, 300}}, PlotLegends 
Placed[SwatchLegend[{"FOPT"}, LegendMarkers  {"▲", 11}], {0.83, 0.73}],
PlotMarkers  {"▲", 11}, Joined  True /.
Line[pts : {{x1_?NumericQ, _}, {x2_, _}, {_, _} ...}] /; x1 ≠ x2  Nothing
Export[
FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeFOPTConvergeGraph.pdf"}], convFOPTplot];
▲
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;
Comparing FOPT vs CIPT convergence
In[ ]:= compareconvergence = Show[convCIPTplot, convFOPTplot]
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeConvergeGraph.pdf"}],
compareconvergence];
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
CIPT
▲ FOPT
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;
From the above graph one can see that the strange quark mass converges quicker when using 
the CIPT method: in the FOPT framework the quark mass changes  between the O α0 calcula-
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α 
tion and the O α4calculation by 106 MeV; whereas in the CIPT framework the strange quark 
mass changes between the O α0 calculation and the O α4calculation by 81 MeV.  
Therefore, CIPT places less importance on the unknown higher order terms in the δPQCD series, 
thereby reducing this uncertainty. The quark masses are calculated with a lower overall uncer-
tainty in CIPT (as can be seen from the magnitude of the error bars in the above convergence 
graph). 
Comparisons
This section explores how the light quark mass changes if one uses: a different kernel or if one 
Taylor expands √δPQCD in order to examine the convergence of the series. 
Clear[s0];
s0 = 4.2;
Using different kernels
Various different kernels can be used in order to quench the hadronic resonances. Here we explore 
the effect of several different integration kernels on the stability of the quark mass. Since Contour 
Improved Perturbation Theory is our method of choice, we only use CIPT to examine the effects on 
ms(s) this change will have.The first kernel (a), is the optimal kernel: P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0) , which is 
explored in detail, earlier in this notebook. The second kernel (b), quenches the hadronic reso-
nances at the two resonance peaks: P5(s) = 1 - a0 s - a1 s2. This is the standard kernel which has 
been used before in determining the strange quark mass. Source: Dominguez, Nasrallah, Rontsch, 
Schilcher, ‘Strange quark mass from finite-energy QCD sum rules to five loops’ (2008). The third 
kernel (c), quenches the hadronic resonances at the two pionic resonance masses and at s0: P5(s) = 
s - mπ12 s - mπ22 (s0 - s). This is a pinched kernel which has been previously suggested to counter-
act potential duality violations . Source: Bodenstein, Dominguez, Schilcher, ‘Strange quark mass 
from sum rules with improved perturbative QCD convergence’ (2013). 
(*P5(s)= 1-a0s-a1s2*)
a0C = 0.768; a1C = -0.140 ;
kern2[s_, s0_] := 1 - a0C * s - a1C * s2;
ciptdifkerneldata =
Table[{i, CIPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1],
kern2, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, d2phi5]}, {i, 3, 5.0, 0.1}];
ciptplot2 = ListLinePlot{ciptdifkerneldata}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{2.95, 5.05}, {70, 140}},
PlotLabel  "CIPT with Kernel: P5 (s) = 1 - a0 s - a1 s2";
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(*P5(s)= s-mk12s-mk22(s0-s)*)
kern3[s_, s0_] := s - mk12 * s - mk22 * (s0 - s);
ciptdifkerneldata3 =
Table[{i, CIPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1],
kern3, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, d2phi5]}, {i, 3, 5.0, 0.1}];
ciptplot3 = ListLinePlot{ciptdifkerneldata3}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{2.95, 5.05}, {70, 140}};
comparekernels = Show[ciptplot, ciptplot2, ciptplot3, Epilog 
{Text["(a)", {3.25, 102}], Text["(b)", {3.25, 95}], Text["(c)", {3.25, 85}]}]
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeKernelGraph.pdf"}],
comparekernels];
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In the above graph: (a) P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0), (b) P5(s) = 1 - a0 s - a1 s2 and (c) P5(s) = 
s - mk12 s - mk22 (s0 - s) .
From the above graph, we prefer kernel (a) P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0) and (c) P5(s) = 
s - mπ12 s - mπ22 (s0 - s) due to stability considerations. However, several other criteria are 
taken into account when deciding on the optimal kernel.  For instance, the kernel should not 
bring in higher dimensional condensates,  as their values are poorly known. This constrains 
substantially the powers of s. Hence, we are lead to disfavour kernel (c) since it results in the 
dimension d = 8 condensate entering the FESR (whose value is completely unknown), which 
would bring in an unknown systematic uncertainty into the calculation. Hence, our preferred 
kernel is kernel (a)P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0), which quenches the hadronic resonance contribution at 
s = s0,  as well as in the region between the two resonances.   
Taylor expanding √δPQCD series 
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√δ
Here, we Taylor expand the √δPQCD series in order to improve the convergence of this series.  The 
expressions for the series, before and after the Taylor expansion, can be found in the dissertation: 
Mes, ‘Light Quark Masses from QCD Finite Energy Sum Rules’, (2019). Here I examine numerical 
effect of performing the Taylor expansion on the strange quark mass ms(s) and the region of stabil-
ity. 
Note: This is done through using Fixed Order Perturbation Theory, since αs is frozen around the 
circular contour; and this allows for series expansions in terms of αs. 
In[ ]:= Clear[expand];
expand = -1 / 2;
In[ ]:= (*Calculating ms(s)*)
In[ ]:= msFOPTt = FOPTmassFESR[s0, aint0, sint0,
modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, phi5A]
msErrorFOPTt = MassErrorFESR[s0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern1, FOPTmassFESR, phi5A]
94.2212
{{94.2212, "Mass MeV"}, {-11.8471, "Δα"}, {-0.10392, "ΔGG"}, {4.24712, "Δs0"}, {87.6975, 96.1917, 
"Min s0 and Max s0"}, {8.37863, "Model Error"}, {-4.60626, "Unknown 6-loop PQCD term"}, {15.8057, 
"Total"}}
(*Note: the uncertainty due to the unknown higher order
terms in the δPQCD series above, must be calculated manually*)
In[ ]:= (*Graphically viewing the stability of the
quark masses after taylor expanding the √δPQCD series*)
fopttaylordata = Table[{i, FOPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1],
kern1, GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, phi5A]}, {i, 2, 5.0, 0.1}]
foptplot2 = ListLinePlot{fopttaylordata}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.95, 5.05}, {50, 120}},
PlotLabel  " Fixed Order Perturbation Theory with taylor expansion of√δPQCD series ";
In[ ]:= (*P5(s)= 1-a0s-a1s2*)
a0C = 0.768; a1C = -0.140 ;
kern2[s_, s0_] := 1 - a0C * s - a1C * s2;
fopttaylordataB =
Table[{i, FOPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern2,
GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, phi5A]}, {i, 2, 5.0, 0.1}]
foptplot2B = ListLinePlot{fopttaylordataB}, Frame  True,
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.95, 5.05}, {50, 120}}, PlotLabel 
" Fixed Order Perturbation Theory with taylor expansion of√δPQCD series ";
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(*P5(s)= s-mk12s-mk22(s0-s)*)
kern3[s_, s0_] := s - mk12 * s - mk22 * (s0 - s);
fopttaylordataC =
Table[{i, FOPTmassFESR[i, aint0, sint0, modelDPS[s, 1, 250, 250, 1], kern3,
GluonCon, LQuarkCon, SQuarkCon, 1, phi5A]}, {i, 2, 5.0, 0.1}]
foptplot2C = ListLinePlot{fopttaylordataC}, Frame  True,
FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "ms(2 GeV) (MeV)", PlotStyle 
{Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black], Directive[Thickness[0.004], Black]},
PlotRange  {{1.95, 5.05}, {50, 120}}, PlotLabel 
"Fixed Order Perturbation Theory with taylor expansion of√δPQCD series";
In[ ]:= comparekernelstaylor = Show[foptplot2, foptplot2B, foptplot2C, Epilog 
{Text["(a)", {3.25, 100}], Text["(c)", {3.25, 93}], Text["(b)", {3.25, 80}]}]
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "StrangeTaylorKernelGraph.pdf"}],
comparekernelstaylor];
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;
In the above graph: (a) P5(s) = (s - a) (s - s0), (b) P5(s) = 1 - a0 s - a1 s2 and (c) P5(s) = 
s - mk12 s - mk22 (s0 - s) .
The strange quark mass ms(s), that is calculated by applying the Taylor expansion to the√δPQCD 
series is much smaller than our previous determinations using FOPT. The behaviour of ms(s) over 
a range of s values has also changed, and the stability region has narrowed considerably 
(between 3 < s0< 3.5 GeV). It is interesting to note that using the Taylor expansion to improve the 
convergence (within the FOPT framework) results in a value of the  strange quark mass ms(s) , 
which is comparable to ms(s) determined in the CIPT framework. In both cases, the value of the 
strange quark mass ms(s), is in close agreement with Lattice QCD. While the strange quark deter-
mined within the FOPT framework (without the Taylor expansion applied) is some 20 MeV larger.
The method preferred by the author for the final determination of ms(s) is CIPT, due to the wider 
stability window, smaller variation under the uncertainty in the strong coupling αs, and the 
competitive convergence which is studied at each order of the √δPQCD series.
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SERIES SOLUTION OF QUARK MASS 
RGE
In[ ]:= (*Written in Mathematica 11.3. Uses Rubi 4.16.0.4.*)
This notebook provides code to using Rubi to calculate the perturbative series solution of the 
quark mass renormalization group equation.  It is intended as a supplement to the paper: Mes, 
Stephens, ‘An Application of Rubi: Series Expansion of the Quark MassRenormalization Group 
Equation’, (2018). 
Always check for the latest version in the git repository: 
https://github.com/AlexesMes/light-quark-masses . 
(This repository also contains additional resources which would be of interest to the reader.) 
Please cite the journal paper if any part of this code is used in your own research.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International 
License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ or 
send a letter to Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.
Mathematica code written by A. Mes and J. Stephens
ORCID ID: 0000-0002-1187-7655 and 0000-0002-0131-703X
Corresponding email address: MSXALE002@myuct.ac.za
Last revised: 06-11-2018. 
In[ ]:= << GeneralUtilities`
Installing Rubi
Rubi is a package developed by Albert Rich & Patrick Scheibe for the purpose of solving integrals 
using rules. 
This package (in paclet format) needs to be installed if used for the first time. Comment in the 
following line to install Rubi v4.16.0.4 - used in this notebook.
In[ ]:= (*PacletInstall[
"https://github.com/RuleBasedIntegration/Rubi/releases/download/4.16.0.4/Rubi-4.16.0
.4.paclet"]*)
Loading Rubi Functionality
Rubi is loaded using the following command.
In[ ]:= << Rubi`
Global Inputs and Constants 
In[ ]:= $Assumptions  nf ∈ Reals && s0 ∈ Reals && s ∈ Reals;
QCD β-Coefficients
In[ ]:= (*The known β co-efficients of QCD. Source: Baikov, Chetyrkin,
Kühn, 'Five-Loop Running of the QCD coupling constant'(2017). Reference to earlier co-
efficient determinations is given in this paper.*)
b0C =
1
4
11 -
2
3
nf ;
b1C =
1
16
102 -
38
3
nf ;
b2C =
1
64
2857
2
-
5033
18
nf +
325
54
nf2 ;
b3C =
1
256
149753
6
+ 3564 Zeta[3] -
1078 361
162
+
6508
27
Zeta[3] nf +
50065
162
+
6472
81
Zeta[3] nf2 +
1093
729
nf3 ;
b4C =
1
45
8157 455
16
+
621885
2
* Zeta[3] -
88 209
2
* Zeta[4] - 288090 * Zeta[5] +
nf *
-336460 813
1944
-
4811 164
81
* Zeta[3] +
33935
6
* Zeta[4] +
1 358995
27
* Zeta[5] +
nf2 *
25 960913
1944
+
698531
81
* Zeta[3] -
10526
9
* Zeta[4] -
381760
81
* Zeta[5] +
nf3 *
-630559
5832
-
48722
243
* Zeta[3] +
1618
27
* Zeta[4] +
460
9
* Zeta[5] +
nf4 *
1205
2916
-
152
81
* Zeta[3] ;
QCD γ-Coefficients
In[ ]:= (*The known γ co-efficients of QCD. Source: Baikov, Chetyrkin,
Kühn, 'Quark Mass and Field Anomalous Dimensions to order αs5' (2014). Reference
to earlier co-efficient determinations is given in this paper.*)
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In[ ]:=
g0C = 1;
g1C =
1
16
202
3
-
20
9
* nf ;
g2C =
1
64
1249 -
2216
27
+
160
3
* Zeta[3] * nf -
140
81
* nf2;
g3C =
1
256
4603 055
162
+
135680
27
* Zeta[3] - 8800 * Zeta[5] +
-91723
27
-
34192
9
* Zeta[3] + 880 * Zeta[4] +
18 400
9
* Zeta[5] * nf
+
5242
243
+
800
9
* Zeta[3] -
160
3
* Zeta[4] * nf2 +
-332
243
+
64
27
* Zeta[3] * nf3 ;
g4C =
1
45
99512 327
162
+
46402 466
243
* Zeta[3] + 96800 * Zeta[3]2 -
698126
9
* Zeta[4] -
231757 160
243
* Zeta[5] + 242000 * Zeta[6] + 412720 * Zeta[7]
+ nf *
-150736 283
1458
-
12538 016
81
* Zeta[3] -
75680
9
* Zeta[3]2 +
2038 742
27
* Zeta[4] +
49876 180
243
* Zeta[5] -
638000
9
* Zeta[6] -
1 820000
27
* Zeta[7]
+ nf2 *
1320 742
729
+
2010 824
243
* Zeta[3] +
46400
27
* Zeta[3]2 -
166300
27
* Zeta[4] -
264040
81
* Zeta[5] +
92 000
27
* Zeta[6]
+ nf3 *
91865
1458
+
12848
81
* Zeta[3] +
448
9
* Zeta[4] -
5120
27
* Zeta[5] +
nf4 *
-260
243
-
320
243
* Zeta[3] +
64
27
* Zeta[4] ;
Renormalization Group Equations 
In QCD, as in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED),
one removes the present divergences with a technique known
as renormalization. A nonphysical renormalization scale parameter, μ,
is introduced in the renormalization procedure to represent the point at which
one performs the subtraction of the divergences to render the amplitudes
finite. Both the renormalized couplingαs μ2, and the quark masses, mq μ2,
depend on the defining renormalization scheme, and on the scale parameter, μ.
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RGE for the running strong coupling, α(μ) 
The renormalization group equation for a (s) =
α (s)
π
,
is given by :
d a (s)
d ln (s)
= β (a (s)) = −a2 (s) β0 + a (s) β1 + a2 (s) β2 + a3 (s) β3 + a4 (s) β4.
The perturbative series solution for the running coupling constant,
a (s) is given below. This equation can be used to determine the running coupling constant
at any chosen scale s, where a (s) is known at some reference scale s0. Source : Davier,
Hocker, Zhang, ' The physics of hadronic tau decays ' (2005).
In[ ]:= as[s_, a0_, s0_] :=
a0 + a02 * -b0 * Log
s
s0
 + a03 * -b1 * Log
s
s0
 + b02 * Log
s
s0

2
+
a04 * -b2 * Log
s
s0
 +
5
2
* b0 * b1 * Log
s
s0

2
- b03 * Log
s
s0

3
+
a05 * -b3 * Log
s
s0
 +
3
2
* b12 * Log
s
s0

2
+
3 * b0 * b2 * Log
s
s0

2
-
13
3
* b02 * b1 * Log
s
s0

3
+ b04 * Log
s
s0

4
+
a06 * -b4 * Log
s
s0
 +
7
2
* b0 * b1 * Log
s
s0

2
+
7
2
* b0 * b3 * Log
s
s0

2
-
35
6
* b0 * b12 * Log
s
s0

3
- 6 * b02 * b2 * Log
s
s0

3
+
77
12
* b03 * b1 * Log
s
s0

4
- b05 * Log
s
s0

5
;
RGE for the running quark mass, m(s) 
The renormalization group equation for mq (s) ,
is given by :
1
mq (s)
d mq (s)
d ln (s)
= γ (a (s)) = −a (s) γ0 + a (s) γ1 + a2 (s) γ2 + a3 (s) γ3 + a4 (s) γ4.
This is a linear seperable differential equation. It can be rearrranged :
mq (s) = mq (s0) * Exp da's
γ (a's)
β (a's)
=
mq (s0) * Exp da's
γ0 + a's γ1 + a's2 γ2 + a's3 γ3 + a's4 γ4
a's β0 + a's2 β1 + a's3 β2 + a's4 β3 + a's5 β4
,
with as (s) and as (s0) as the upper and lower bounds of the integral, respectively.
We aim to calculate the perturbative series solution for the running quark mass,
mq (s). This is an alternative to directly integrating the
defining quark mass renormalization group equation given above.
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In[ ]:= integrand[x_] =
g0 + x * g1 + x2 * g2 + x3 * g3 + x4 * g4
x * b0 + x2 * b1 + x3 * b2 + x4 * b3 + x5 * b4
;
In[ ]:= (*Indefinite integral of
γ(as)
β(as)
performed using Rubi. Int[] is a built-
in Rubi command.*)
rindef = Int[integrand[x], x]
Out[ ]=
g0 Log[x]
b0
-
1
4 b0 b4
(b4 g0- b0 g4) Logb0 + b1 x + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4 -
1
4 b0 b4
(3 b1 b4 g0 - 4 b0 b4 g1 + b0 b1 g4) Int
1
b0+ b1 x + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4
, x -
1
2 b0 b4
(b2 b4 g0 - 2 b0 b4 g2 + b0 b2 g4) Int
x
b0+ b1 x + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4
, x -
1
4 b0 b4
(b3 b4 g0 - 4 b0 b4 g3 + 3 b0 b3 g4) Int
x2
b0 + b1 x + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4
, x
In[ ]:=
(*Replacing Int[] Rubi command with Mathematica's Integrate[] command -
in order to proceed with the calculation in Mathematica.*)
rubiindef =
g0 Log[x]
b0
-
(b4 g0 - b0 g4) Logb0 + b1 x + b2 x2 + b3 x3 + b4 x4
4 b0 b4
-
(3 b1 b4 g0 - 4 b0 b4 g1 + b0 b1 g4) Integrate 1
b0+b1 x+b2 x2+b3 x3+b4 x4
, x
4 b0 b4
-
(b2 b4 g0 - 2 b0 b4 g2 + b0 b2 g4) Integrate x
b0+b1 x+b2 x2+b3 x3+b4 x4
, x
2 b0 b4
-
(b3 b4 g0 - 4 b0 b4 g3 + 3 b0 b3 g4) Integrate x
2
b0+b1 x+b2 x2+b3 x3+b4 x4
, x
4 b0 b4
;
In[ ]:=
(*Turning the indefinite integral of γ(as)
β(as)
into a definite integral with as(s)
and as(s0) as the upper and lower bounds of the integral, respectively.*)
rubidef [s_] = ExpandAll[(rubiindef /. x  as[s, a0, s0]) - (rubiindef /. x  a0)] ;
In[ ]:=
(*Exponentiating and Taylor expanding the definite integral in order to find the
perturbative series solution for the running quark mass to five-loop order.*)
qmassseries5[s_] = Collect[(Series[Exp[rubidef [s]], {a0, 0, 5}]), a0, Simplify]
Out[ ]= 1 - a0 g0 Log
s
s0
 +
1
2
a02 Log
s
s0
 -2 g1+ g0 (b0+ g0) Log
s
s0
 -
1
6
a03 Log
s
s0

6 g2 - 3 (b1 g0+ 2 (b0+ g0) g1) Log
s
s0
 + g0 2 b02 + 3 b0 g0+ g02 Log
s
s0

2
 +
1
24
a04 Log
s
s0
 -24 g3 + 12 b2 g0 + 2 b1 g1+ g12 + 3 b0 g2+ 2 g0 g2 Log
s
s0
-
4 6 b02 g1+ 3 g02 (b1 + g1) + b0 g0 (5 b1 + 9 g1) Log
s
s0

2
+
 +
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g0 6 b03 + 11 b02 g0+ 6 b0 g02 + g03 Log
s
s0

3
 +
1
120
a05 Log
s
s0
 -120 g4 +
1
b0
60 -7 b1 b2 g0 + 4 b02 g3 +
b0 (7 b1 g0+ b3 g0 + 2 b2 g1+ 3 b1 g2+ 2 g1 g2+ 2 g0 g3) Log
s
s0
 -
20 3 b12 g0+ b1 (14 b0 + 9 g0) g1 + 3 (2 b0+ g0) b2 g0 + g12 + 2 b0 g2+ g0 g2
Log
s
s0

2
+
10 12 b03 g1+ g03 (3 b1 + 2 g1) + b0 g02 (13 b1+ 12 g1)+ b02 g0 (13 b1 + 22 g1)
Log
s
s0

3
- g0 24 b04 + 50 b03 g0 + 35 b02 g02 + 10 b0 g03 + g04 Log
s
s0

4
In[ ]:= (*A tidied version of the series expansion qmassseries5[s],
with the relevant terms collected and factorized.*)
jamsseries5 [s_] =
1 - a0 g0 Log
s
s0
 + a02 Log
s
s0

g0
2
(b0 + g0) Log
s
s0
 - g1 + a03 Log
s
s0

-g03
6
- (b0 * g0)
b0
3
+
g0
2
Log
s
s0

2
+
b1 g0
2
+ g1 (b0 + g0) Log
s
s0
 - g2 +
a04 Log
s
s0

g04
24
+ b0 *
g0
4
* 11 * b0 *
g0
6
+ b02 + g02 Log
s
s0

3
+
-b02 * g1 -
g02
2
* (b1 + g1) -
1
6
* b0 * g0 * (5 b1 + 9 g1) Log
s
s0

2
+
b2 * g0
2
+ g1 b1 +
g1
2
+ g2
3
2
b0 + g0 Log
s
s0
 - g3 + a05 Log
s
s0

-g4 + -7
b1
2
b2
b0
- 1 +
b3
2
g0 + b2 * g1 + g1 +
3
2
* b1 * g2 + (2 * b0 + g0) g3 Log
s
s0
 +
-b12 * g0
2
- b0 +
g0
2
b2 * g0 + g12 + 2 * b0 * g2 + g0 * g2 -
b1 * g1
6
(14 b0 + 9 g0)
Log
s
s0

2
+
b03 g1 + g03
b1
4
+
g1
6
+ b0 * g02
13
12
* b1 + g1 +
b02 * g0
12
* (13 * b1 + 22 g1) Log
s
s0

3
+
-g0
120
g04 + 10 * g03 b0 + 35 * g02 * b02 + 50 b03 * g0 + 24 * b04 Log
s
s0

4
;
In[ ]:= (*Comparison to see if the two expressions are equivalent*)
FullSimplify[jamsseries5 [s]] === FullSimplify[qmassseries5[s]]
Out[ ]= True
Comparing with Chetyrkin et al. (1997) and Kniehl (1996)
qmassseries5[s] gives the perturbative series solution of the quark mass RG equation to five −
loop order. In this section we check whether the seriesexp5[s] agrees to the fourth −
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loop with Chetyrkin et
al. Source : Chetyrkin, K., Kniehl, B.A., Sirlin, A., 1997. Estimations of orderαs3 andαs4
corrections to mass − dependent observables.Physics Letters B 402 (3 − 4), 359–366.
Note : Kniehl (Source : Kniehl, B.A., 1996. Dependence of electroweak
parameters on the definition of the top −
quark mass. Zeitschrift furPhysik C : Particles and Fields 72 (3), 437)
which gives the mass series solution up to three −
loop order agrees exactly with Chetyrkin et al.(1997) up to three − loop order.
In[ ]:= (*The perturbative series solution for the running
quark mass given by qmassseries4[s] to four-loop order.*)
qmassseries4[s_] = qmassseries5[s] // Function[y, Normal[y + O[a0]^5]]
Out[ ]= 1 - a0 g0 Log
s
s0
 +
1
2
a02 Log
s
s0
 -2 g1+ g0 (b0+ g0) Log
s
s0
 -
1
6
a03 Log
s
s0

6 g2 - 3 (b1 g0+ 2 (b0+ g0) g1) Log
s
s0
 + g0 2 b02 + 3 b0 g0+ g02 Log
s
s0

2
 +
1
24
a04 Log
s
s0
 -24 g3 + 12 b2 g0 + 2 b1 g1+ g12 + 3 b0 g2+ 2 g0 g2 Log
s
s0
-
4 6 b02 g1+ 3 g02 (b1 + g1) + b0 g0 (5 b1 + 9 g1) Log
s
s0

2
+
g0 6 b03 + 11 b02 g0+ 6 b0 g02 + g03 Log
s
s0

3

In[ ]:= (*The perturbative series solution given to three-
loop order in Kniel (1996) and to four-loop order by Chetyrkin et al. (1997).*)
chetyrkin = 1 - a0 g0 Log
s
s0
 + (a0^2) Log
s
s0
 (g0 / 2) (b0 + g0) Log
s
s0
 - g1 +
(a0^3) Log
s
s0
 -(g0 / 3) (b0 + g0) (b0 + g0 / 2) Log
s
s0
^2 +
(b1 g0 / 2 + g1 (b0 + g0)) Log
s
s0
 - g2 +
(a0^4) Log
s
s0
 (g0 / 4) (b0 + g0) (b0 + g0 / 2) (b0 + g0 / 3) Log
s
s0
 ^3 -
((b1 * g0 / 2 ) (5 / 3 b0 + g0) + g1 (b0 + g0) ( b0 + g0 / 2)) Log
s
s0
 ^2 +
((b2 * g0 / 2 ) + g1 (b1 + g1 / 2) + g2 (3 / 2 b0 + g0)) Log
s
s0
 - g3 ;
In[ ]:= (*Comparison to see if the two expressions are equivalent*)
FullSimplify[qmassseries4[s]] === FullSimplify[chetyrkin]
Out[ ]= True
Numerical Evaluation
In this section we compare the effect of the fifth −
loop term in the series solution. To do this we compare qmassseries5[s] with the four −
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loop series determined by Chetyrkin et al.(1997)
In[ ]:= (*Setting the γ(as) and β(as) coefficients to their numerical values*)
{g0, g1, g2, g3, g4, b0, b1, b2, b3, b4} = {g0C, g1C, g2C, g3C, g4C, b0C, b1C, b2C, b3C, b4C};
In[ ]:=
(*Inserting the values of the γ(as) and β(as) coefficients
into the quark mass series solution to five-loop order*)
numseries5[s_, ms0_] = ms0 * Normal[FullSimplify[qmassseries5[s]]]
Out[ ]= ms0 1 +
1
52254720 (-33 + 2 nf)
a0 Log
s
s0
 (-33 + 2 nf) -52254720 + 725760 a0 (-303 + 10 nf) +
10080 a02 (-101169 + 8 nf (831 + 1120 nf)) + a04 35 (-895610943 +
nf (150736283 + nf (-2641484 + 5 nf (-18373 + 312 nf)))) -
42 (-1047189 + nf (1019371 + 2 nf (-41575 + 16 nf (21 + nf)))) π4 -
4000 (-33+ 2 nf) (-99 + 23 nf) π6+ 420 a03
-13809165 + 2 nf 825507 - 5242 nf + 332 nf2 + 72 (-33 + 2 nf) π4 +
14 a0 30 a02 (-33 + 2 nf) (-18 (-45+ 2 nf) (-39 + 2 nf) (-37 + 2 nf)+
a0 (28734588 + nf (-5652189 + 4 nf (95844 + nf (-2557 + 20 nf)))))
Log
s
s0

3
- 72 a03 (-18 + nf) (-45+ 2 nf) (-39 + 2 nf)
(-37+ 2 nf) (-33 + 2 nf) Log
s
s0

4
+
10 a0 (-33+ 2 nf) Log
s
s0

2
-864 (-45 + 2 nf) (-39+ 2 nf) +
36 a0 (-716283 + 4 nf (25137 + 2 nf (-504 + 5 nf))) +
a02 -289295550 + nf 53340633 + 10650447 nf - 1348158 nf2 +
35840 nf3 + 4320 (39- 2 nf)2 Zeta[3] +
5 Log
s
s0
 -31104 (-45 + 2 nf) (-33 + 2 nf) + 864 a0 (-33+ 2 nf)
(16389 + 2 nf (-699 + 10 nf)) + 18 a02 (-33+ 2 nf) 6090615 + 2 nf
-382314 - 173577 nf + 8960 nf2 + 2160 (-41 + 2 nf) Zeta[3] +
a03 -23995998846 + 5324224149 nf+ 204988062 nf2 -
80188962 nf3 + 3270040 nf4 + 2656 nf5 - 6115824 nf π4 + 1054944
nf2 π4 - 60480 nf3 π4 + 1152 nf4 π4 - 72 (-33 + 2 nf) (-1395051 +
nf (1191817 + 2 nf (-43883 + 16 nf (18 + nf)))) Zeta[3] -
43200 (-39+ 2 nf) (-33 + 2 nf) (-99 + 23 nf) Zeta[5] +
30 a0 (-33+ 2 nf) 103680 nf Zeta[3]+ 288 a0 (-(8480 + nf (-6411 +
2 nf (75 + 2 nf))) Zeta[3]+ 150 (99- 23 nf) Zeta[5]) +
a02 -23201233 + 4 nf 4701756 + nf -251353 - 4818 nf + 40 nf2
Zeta[3] - 720 (16335 + nf (-1419 + 290 nf)) Zeta[3]2 +
10 (11587858 + nf (-2493809 + 6 nf (6601 + 384 nf))) Zeta[5] +

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2520 (-19899 + 3250 nf) Zeta[7]
In[ ]:= (*Inserting the values of the γ(as) and β(as) coefficients into the quark
mass series solution to the fourth order (i.e. Chetyrkin et al.).*)
numseries4[s_, ms0_] = ms0 * Normal[FullSimplify[qmassseries4[s]]]
Out[ ]= ms0 1 +
1
124416
a0 Log
s
s0
 -124416 +
a0 1728 (-303 + 10 nf) + a0 -2428056 - 13809165 a0+ 192 nf (831 + 1120
nf) + 2 a0 nf 825507 - 5242 nf+ 332 nf2 + 72 (-33+ 2 nf) π4 +
3 a0 4 a0 -81 (520+ 8843 a0) + 252 (16 + 399 a0) nf- 96 (1 + 42 a0) nf2 +
40 a0 nf3 Log
s
s0

2
- 6 a02 (-45 + 2 nf) (-39 + 2 nf)
(-37+ 2 nf) Log
s
s0

3
+ Log
s
s0
 1728 (45 - 2 nf) +
a0 786672 + 96 nf (-699+ 10 nf) + a0 6090615 + 2 nf -382314 -
173577 nf + 8960 nf2 + 2160 (-41 + 2 nf) Zeta[3]+
96 a0 (360 nf Zeta[3] - a0 (8480 + nf (-6411 + 2 nf (75+ 2 nf)))
Zeta[3] + 150 a0 (99 - 23 nf) Zeta[5])
Initialize Constants
In[ ]:= nf = 3; (*for three light quark flavours*)
(*s0 = (mτ)^2 = initial reference energy (i.e. the tau-lepton mass scale),
a0 = (coupling strength at s=s0)/π,
uncert0 = (uncertainty in coupling strength at s=s0)/π.
Source: Antonio Pich, 'Precision physics with QCD'.137:01016 (2017).*)
s0 = (1.77686)2;
alpha0 = 0.328; a0 =
alpha0
Pi
;
uncertalpha0 = 0.013; uncert0 =
uncertalpha0
Pi
;
mud0 = 3.86; (*Ās an example,
use the mass of the up- and down- quark as the initial value: mud(2 GeV)=
(3.86±0.2)MeV. Source: Cesareo Dominguez, Alexes Mes, Karl Schilcher,'Up-and down-
quark masses from QCD sum rules'.arXiv preprintarXiv:1809.07042 (2018).*)
srange = Range[1, 5, 0.001];
(*The energy scale parameter s is taken to vary between 1 GeV2 and 5 GeV2*)
Direct Integration 
Since the quark mass is a linear separable differential equation,
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we are able to directly integrate the differential RG
equation to find the running quark mass through numerical means.
In[ ]:= qmassdirectint[s_, ms0_] := ms0 * Exp[NIntegrate[integrand[a], {a, a0, as[s, a0, s0]}]];
Graphical Output
In[ ]:= SetOptions[Plot, PlotStyle  ColorData[112]];
(*This sets the colour to a different pallette*)
In[ ]:=
(*Plotting the perturbative series solution to four-
loop order (Chetyrkin et al.,1997),
the perturbative series solution to five-loop order (jamsseries5),
and the direct numerical integration (qmassdirectint[s,ms0]),
over a range s = 1 GeV2-5 GeV2 and s = 1 GeV2 - 1.5 GeV2.*)
qmassdirectintOutput =
ParallelTable[{s, Evaluate[qmassdirectint[s, mud0]]}, {s, srange}];
numseries5Output = ParallelTable[{s, Evaluate[numseries5[s, mud0]]}, {s, srange}];
numseries4Output = ParallelTable[{s, Evaluate[numseries4[s, mud0]]}, {s, srange}];
massgraphRGE = ListLinePlot{numseries4Output, numseries5Output, qmassdirectintOutput},
Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick, FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "mud((2 GeV)2) (MeV)",
PlotLegends  LineLegend[Automatic,
{"4 loop series", "5 loop series", "5 loop numerical integration"}],
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.0035]], Directive[Thickness[0.0035], Orange],
Directive[Thickness[0.0035]]} , PlotRange  {{1, 5}, {3.6, 4.8}}
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "RGEmassgraph.pdf"}], massgraphRGE];
In[ ]:=
1 2 3 4 5
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
s0 (GeV2)
m
ud
((2
G
eV
)2
)(
M
eV
)
4 loop series
5 loop series
5 loop numerical integration
;
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In[ ]:=
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
4.40
4.45
4.50
4.55
4.60
4.65
4.70
4.75
4.80
s0 (GeV2)
m
ud
((2
G
eV
)2
)(
M
eV
)
4 loop series
5 loop series
5 loop numerical integration
;
In[ ]:= (*It is more lucid to provide a local error analysis by plotting the difference
between the direct numerical integration (qmassdirectint[s,ms0])and i).the
perturbative series solution to five-loop order (jamsseries5), ii).the
perturbative series solution to four-loop order
(Chetyrkin et al.,1997). *)
numseries5difference = ParallelTable[
{s, Evaluate[qmassdirectint[s, mud0] - numseries5[s, mud0]]}, {s, srange}];
numseries4difference = ParallelTable[
{s, Evaluate[qmassdirectint[s, mud0] - numseries4[s, mud0]]}, {s, srange}];
massgraphRGE2 = ListLinePlot
{numseries4difference, numseries5difference}, Frame  True, FrameStyle  Thick,
FrameLabel  "s0 (GeV2)", "Diffence between series and numerical solution (MeV)",
PlotLegends  LineLegend[Automatic, {"4 loop series", "5 loop series"}],
PlotStyle  {Directive[Thickness[0.00354]],
Directive[Thickness[0.00354], Orange]} , PlotRange  {{1, 5}, {-0.002, 0.013}}
Export[FileNameJoin[{NotebookDirectory[], "RGEmassgraphDifference.pdf"}],
massgraphRGE2];
In[ ]:=
1 2 3 4 5
−0.002
0.000
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
0.010
0.012
s0 (GeV2)
D
iff
en
ce
be
tw
ee
n
se
rie
s
an
d
nu
m
er
ic
al
so
lu
tio
n
(M
eV
)
4 loop series
5 loop series
;
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Statistical Analysis
In this section we compare the effect of the fifth − loop term in the series solution,
using two common statistical evaluation criteria : Root Mean Absolute Error (RMSE) andMean
Absolute Error (MAE) are used. The Root Mean Absolute Error is defined as RMSE =
1
n

n
j=1
rj − kj2 , and the Mean Absolute Error is calculated as MAE =
1
n

n
j=1
rj − kj .
In[ ]:= refseries = qmassdirectintOutput;
n = Length[refseries];
In[ ]:= (*Root Mean Absolute Error*)
rmse5Output = Sqrt(1 / n) Total(numseries5Output - refseries)2[[2]]
rmse4Output = Sqrt(1 / n) Total(numseries4Output - refseries)2[[2]]
0.0028758
0.0146155
In[ ]:= (*Mean Absolute Error*)
mae5Output = (1 / n) Total[Abs[(numseries5Output - refseries)]][[2]]
mae4Output = (1 / n) Total[Abs[(numseries4Output - refseries)]][[2]]
0.00152145
0.00790016
In[ ]:= (* Smallest Deviations*)
smallest5Output = Min[Abs[(numseries5Output - refseries)[[2]]]]
smallest4Output = Min[Abs[(numseries4Output - refseries)[[2]]]]
0.
0.
In[ ]:= (* Largest Deviations*)
smallest5Output = Max[Abs[(numseries5Output - refseries)[[2]]]]
smallest4Output = Max[Abs[(numseries4Output - refseries)[[2]]]]
0.0116077
0.0578165
Comparison to using Mathematica without Rubi 
In this section we attempt to solve the same problem
(i.e. finding the running quark mass perturbative series solution to five − loop order)
by only using Mathematica' s built − in integration function i.e. without using Rubi.
In[ ]:= Clear[g0, g1, g2, g3, g4, b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, a0, s0];
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Attempt 1 : Using Mathematica' s built - in Integrate[] function
Mathematica seems unable to find the series expansion in a
single step. Uncomment the first line of code in this subsection to try this.
Breaking the process up into separate steps : indefinite integral,
definite integral, exponentiating,
taylor expanding. We see that the issue is already present in the indefinite integral (intef ) :
i.e. Mathematica immediately approximates the integral of γ (as) /β (as)
with a RootSum object which contains logarithmic diverges. From here,
Mathematica struggles to compute the definite integral and then the taylor
series (these last two lines of code in this subsection are commented).
In[ ]:= (*The first line of code in this subsection tries to find the series
solution in a single step. Uncomment the line of code to try this. *)
(*CollectSeriesExpIntegrate g0 + a*g1 + a
2*g2+a3*g3 + a4*g4
a*b0 + a2*b1+a3*b2+a4*b3+a5*b4
,{a,a0,as[s,a0,s0]},
{a0,0,5},a0, Simplify*)
In[ ]:= intef = Integrate[integrand[x], x]
Out[ ]=
g0 Log[x]
b0
-
1
b0
RootSumb0+ b1 #1 + b2 #12 + b3 #13 + b4 #14 &,
1
b1 + 2 b2 #1 + 3 b3 #12 + 4 b4 #13
b1 g0 Log[x - #1]- b0 g1 Log[x -#1] + b2 g0 Log[x- #1] #1-
b0 g2 Log[x- #1] #1+ b3 g0 Log[x -#1] #12 - b0 g3 Log[x -#1] #12 +
b4 g0 Log[x- #1] #13 - b0 g4 Log[x -#1] #13 &
In[ ]:= (*These two code lines (which perform the definite integral and taylor expansion)
are commented since Mathematica struggles to compute them. Uncomment to try*)
(*defintef[s_]= ExpandAll[(intef/.xas[s,a0,s0])-(intef/.xa0)];
qmassseries5M[s_] =Collect[(Series[Exp[defintef[s]],{a0,0,5}]), a0, Simplify]*)
Attempt 2 : Using a pure function in Mathematica
In comparison to the first attempt,
Mathematica is able to process the integral of the pure function with greater ease. However,
we can easily see the present infinities in the RootSum object resulting from the indefinite integral
(intepf ). This translates to unevaluated sections (0 &) present in the final series solution.
The first line of code in this subsection tries to find the series
solution in a single step. Uncomment the line of code to try this.
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In[ ]:= (*The first line of code in this subsection tries to find the series
solution in a single step. Uncomment the line of code to try this. *)
(*CollectSeries
ExpEvaluateIntegrate g0 + a*g1 + a
2*g2+a3*g3 + a4*g4
a*b0 + a2*b1+a3*b2+a4*b3+a5*b4
,{a,a0,as[s,a0,s0]}/.a(#)&,
{a0,0,5},a0, Simplify*)
In[ ]:= purefunc =
g0 + # * g1 + #2 * g2 + #3 * g3 + #4 * g4
# * b0 + #2 * b1 + #3 * b2 + #4 * b3 + #5 * b4
&;
In[ ]:= intepf = purefunc(-1)
Out[ ]=
g0 Log[#1]
b0
-
1
b0
RootSumb0 + b1 #1 + b2 #12 + b3 #13 + b4 #14 &,
b1 g0 (-∞) + b0 g1 ∞+ b0 g3 ∞ Sign[#1]2 + b0 g4 ∞ Sign[#1]3 +
b2 g0 (-∞) #1+ b0 g2 ∞ #1 + b3 g0 (-∞) #12 + b4 g0 (-∞) #13
b1 + 2 b2 #1+ 3 b3 #12 + 4 b4 #13 & &
In[ ]:= defintepf[s_] = ExpandAll[(intepf /. #1  as[s, a0, s0]) - (intepf /. #1  a0)];
In[ ]:= qmassseries5Mpf[s_] = Collect[(Series[Exp[defintepf[s]], {a0, 0, 5}]), a0, Simplify]
Out[ ]= 1 - a0 g0 (0 &) Log
s
s0
+
1
2 b0
a02 g0 (0 &) Log
s
s0
 -2 b1 + b0 (b0+ g0 + g0 (0 &)) Log
s
s0
 -
1
6 b0
a03 g0 (0 &) Log
s
s0
 6 b2- 3 b1 (3 b0 + 2 g0 (1 +(0 &))) Log
s
s0
 +
b0 2 b02 + 3 b0 g0 (1 +(0 &)) + g02 1 + 3 (0 &) +(0 &)2 Log
s
s0

2
 +
1
24 b02
a04 g0 (0 &) Log
s
s0
 -24 b0 b3 + 12 b12 + 2 b0 b2 (2 b0 + g0 + g0 (0 &))
Log
s
s0
 - 4 b0 b1 11 b02 + 12 b0 g0 (1 +(0 &)) + 3 g02 1+ 3 (0 &)+ (0 &)2
Log
s
s0

2
+ b02 6 b03 + 11 b02 g0 (1 +(0 &)) + 6 b0 g02 1 + 3 (0 &) +(0 &)2 +
g03 1 + 7 (0 &) + 6 (0 &)2 +(0 &)3 Log
s
s0

3
 -
1
120 b02
a05 g0 (0 &) Log
s
s0
 120 b0 b4- 60 -2 b0 b1 b2 + b02 (7 b1+ 5 b3) +
2 b1 b2 g0 (1 +(0 &)) + 2 b0 b3 g0 (1+ (0 &)) Log
s
s0
+ 20 18 b03 b2+
3 b12 g02 1 + 3 (0 &) + (0 &)2+ b02 17 b12 + 15 b2 g0 (1+ (0 &)) +
3 b0 g0 5 b12 (1 + (0 &))+ b2 g0 1 + 3 (0 &) +(0 &)2 Log
s
s0

2
-
10 b0 b1 25 b03 + 35 b02 g0 (1 + (0 &))+ 15 b0 g02 1 + 3 (0 &) + (0 &)2+
2 g03 1 + 7 (0 &)+ 6 (0 &)2 + (0 &)3 Log
s
s0

3
+
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b02 24 b04 + 50 b03 g0 (1 + (0 &))+ 35 b02 g02 1 + 3 (0 &) + (0 &)2+
10 b0 g03 1 + 7 (0 &) + 6 (0 &)2 +(0 &)3 +
g04 1 + 15 (0 &) + 25 (0 &)2 + 10 (0 &)3 +(0 &)4 Log
s
s0

4

Validation of Results: Interchanging limiting processes 
in Mathematica
Here we find the perturbative series solution by interchanging the two
limiting processes i.e. the integrand is replaced with its Taylor expansion,
and integrated term by term in Mathematica (without using Rubi) .
In[ ]:= intetaylor =
Integrate[Series[integrand[a], {a, 0, 5}], a] // Function[y, Normal[y + O[a0]^6]]
Out[ ]=
a (-b1 g0+ b0 g1)
b02
+
a2 b12 g0 - b0 b2 g0- b0 b1 g1 + b02 g2
2 b03
+
1
3 b04
a3 -b13 g0 + b0 b12 g1 + b0 b1 (2 b2 g0- b0 g2)+ b02 (-b3 g0 - b2 g1 + b0 g3) +
1
5 b06
a5
-b15 g0 + b0 b14 g1 + b0 b13 (4 b2 g0- b0 g2) + b02 b12 (-3 b3 g0- 3 b2 g1+ b0 g3) -
b03 -2 b2 b3 g0- b22 g1+ b0 b4 g1 + b0 b3 g2 + b0 b2 g3+
b02 b1 -3 b22 g0+ 2 b0 b2 g2+ b0 (2 b4 g0+ 2 b3 g1- b0 g4)+
1
6 b07
a6 b16 g0 - b0 b15 g1 + b0 b14 (-5 b2 g0+ b0 g2)+ b02 b13 (4 b3 g0+ 4 b2 g1- b0 g3) +
b03 b1 -6 b2 b3 g0 - 3 b22 g1+ 2 b0 b4 g1 + 2 b0 b3 g2 + 2 b0 b2 g3 + b02 b12
6 b22 g0- 3 b0 b2 g2 + b0 (-3 b4 g0- 3 b3 g1+ b0 g4)- b03 b23 g0 - b0 b22 g2 +
b0 -b32 g0 + b0 b4 g2+ b0 b3 g3 + b0 b2 (-2 b4 g0- 2 b3 g1+ b0 g4)+
1
4 b05
a4 b14 g0- b0 b13 g1 + b0 b12 (-3 b2 g0+ b0 g2)+ b02 b1 (2 b3 g0+ 2 b2 g1- b0 g3) +
b02 b22 g0 - b0 b2 g2+ b0 (-b4 g0 - b3 g1 + b0 g4) +
g0 Log[a]
b0
In[ ]:= defintetaylor[s_] =
ExpandAll[(intetaylor /. a  as[s, a0, s0]) - (intetaylor /. a  a0)];
In[ ]:= qmassseries5taylor[s_] =
Collect[(Series[Exp[defintetaylor[s]], {a0, 0, 5}]), a0, Simplify]
Out[ ]= 1 - a0 g0 Log
s
s0
 +
1
2
a02 Log
s
s0
 -2 g1+ g0 (b0+ g0) Log
s
s0
 -
1
6
a03 Log
s
s0

6 g2 - 3 (b1 g0+ 2 (b0+ g0) g1) Log
s
s0
 + g0 2 b02 + 3 b0 g0+ g02 Log
s
s0

2
 +
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124
a04 Log
s
s0
 -24 g3 + 12 b2 g0 + 2 b1 g1+ g12 + 3 b0 g2+ 2 g0 g2 Log
s
s0
-
4 6 b02 g1+ 3 g02 (b1 + g1) + b0 g0 (5 b1 + 9 g1) Log
s
s0

2
+
g0 6 b03 + 11 b02 g0+ 6 b0 g02 + g03 Log
s
s0

3
 +
1
120
a05 Log
s
s0
 -120 g4 +
1
b0
60 -7 b1 b2 g0 + 4 b02 g3 +
b0 (7 b1 g0+ b3 g0 + 2 b2 g1+ 3 b1 g2+ 2 g1 g2+ 2 g0 g3) Log
s
s0
 -
20 3 b12 g0+ b1 (14 b0 + 9 g0) g1 + 3 (2 b0+ g0) b2 g0 + g12 + 2 b0 g2+ g0 g2
Log
s
s0

2
+
10 12 b03 g1+ g03 (3 b1 + 2 g1) + b0 g02 (13 b1+ 12 g1)+ b02 g0 (13 b1 + 22 g1)
Log
s
s0

3
- g0 24 b04 + 50 b03 g0 + 35 b02 g02 + 10 b0 g03 + g04 Log
s
s0

4
In[ ]:= (*Comparison to see if the two expressions are equivalent*)
FullSimplify[qmassseries5[s]] === FullSimplify[qmassseries5taylor[s]]
Out[ ]= True
In this section Mathematica succeeds in calculating the perturbative series solution of the quark
mass RG equation to five − loop order.The method relies on : i).interchanging
the limiting processes (performing the series expansion before integration), ii).calculating the
indefinite integral, followed by using the FTC to find the definite integral, iii).performing
a second taylor expansion after exponentiating the resultant integral.While this is non intuitive,
it does provide validation : the series solution to five − loop order determined in this subsection
(qmassseries5taylor[s]) is in perfect agreement with the solution determined
through using Rubi (qmassseries5[s]).The case for using Rubi in this situation,
and in other Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) research areas,
is thus : it provides a lucid and intuitive approach to solving integrals,
which Mathematica is often unable to solve directly.
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